Dear Fellow Military Enthusiast,

A descendant of its M48 Patton predecessor, the M60 main battle tank – also unofficially taking on the “Patton” moniker – served as America’s primary tank beginning in the early ‘60s, after the retirement of the M103. It epitomized U.S. military ground power during the Cold War years and featured numerous upgrades over its three-decade lifespan, including the low-profile “Starship” variant.

Pay tribute to this prolific machine and its 1950s-60s armored brethren with one of the detailed kits featured below. The rest of our catalog showcases the industry’s newest and most exciting military-themed items including the book False Flags: Disguised German Raiders of WWII (page 21), an expanded Vietnam Veteran section (pages 46-47), and Greek Trojan scale figure (page 52).

Flip through and choose your favorites! Then call us toll free at 800-989-1945, mail in the order form provided, or place your order online at MilitaryIssue.com.

Thanks for shopping with us!

Greg Herrick

Cold War Armor: U.S. Tank Kits

The early years of the Cold War saw a rapid progression in American armor, from the M41 Walker Bulldog fielded in the final months of the Korean War to the last heavy tank used by the U.S. Army, the M103. These quality plastic kits offer a historic snapshot of the era’s iconic battle tanks with each one featuring a detailed gun barrel and premium tracks. Assembly required.

A: NEW! M60A2 Patton

A replica of an M60A2 Patton “Starship,” this 1/35 scale kit features a nicely rendered gun barrel and low-profile turret, a one-piece upper and lower hull, fender stowage boxes, a turret searchlight, and a realistic commander’s cupola. 8¼" long

#102682 $69.95

B: M41 Walker Bulldog

– This re-issued 1/32 scale collectible replicates an M41 Bulldog kit first released in the 1950s featuring the original box art and five crew figures! 7¼" long

#M80039 $29.95

C: M48A2 Patton

– Authentic markings for “Love Bug” and “Flower Power” – M48A2 Patton tanks operating during the Vietnam War – come with this 1/35 scale kit which also features eight crew figures and opening hatches! 9½" long

#M800350 $24.95

D: M103A2 Heavy Tank

– A one-piece gun barrel, a new engine grille and deck, an opening cupola hatch, and a realistic smoke launcher are all featured with this 1/35 scale kit – a reproduction of the lethal M103. 7¼" long

#M807366 $69.95

Fort Knox T-Shirt

The profile image of a U.S. Army battle tank on the front of this light gray t-shirt is a reminder that at the training facilities of Fort Knox, “Strength Starts Here.”

100% pre-shrunk cotton

#102665

M, L, XL $19.95
XXL, XXXL $21.95

Visit us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter

www.MilitaryIssue.com
**Mk. IV Tadpole Tank Model**

Part of the popular *Wings of the Great War* Armor Collection, this 1/72 scale resin display model replicates a Mark IV “Tadpole” – a British tank with an elongated tail, good for traversing deep trenches – featuring accurate weaponry, realistic tracks, authentic markings, and a removable display base. 5” long.........................#70546 $34.95

**See Page 10 for more World War I Tanks!**

**Infantry and Tank Training/Operations of World War II**

Examining American, British, and German weapons, this DVD offers detailed analysis of tanks and tank destroyers fielded during World War II. Witness a Nazi training film (that features a captured T-34), see the introduction of the M-10, Churchill, and Panther (with insight on how best to use them versus an enemy); and learn about the development of the M4 Sherman (and its 17-pounder-equipped variant known as the “Firefly.”) B&W. 1 hr. 45 min....................................................

**Lacrosse Missile Kit**

Designed for close support of ground troops, the Lacrosse Missile was introduced in 1959, though, due to its many technical hurdles, it was withdrawn by 1964. A reproduction of the Cold War missile equipped to its transport, this 1/32 scale plastic kit features moveable front wheels, a detailed engine, an authentic weapon design, and five crew figures. Assembly required, 139 pieces. Skill level 2. Truck: 10” long.............#702106 $39.95

**Vietnam War U.S. & Allied Combat Equipments**

*Rottman.* Featuring both classic photos and realistic artwork, this reference guide – written by a Special Forces veteran – chronicles nearly all of the equipment used by American soldiers and their allies in Southeast Asia. In addition to seeing detailed images of rifles, handguns, bags, belts, and holsters, readers will also enjoy insight into how these pieces of equipment were used on the battlefield. 64 pages, illustrated, 7¼ ”x 9¼”, softcover....................................................#102476 $18.95

**Erwin Rommel Figure**

Replicating the “Desert Fox” as he appeared stationed on the Atlantic Wall in 1944, this 1/6 scale Rommel figure – featuring an incredible facial likeness and full articulation – comes with authentic accessories including three pairs of palms, an M36 uniform, a visor cap, gray gloves, jackboots, binoculars, a telescope, a PPK pistol (with clip and leather holster), historic insignia, and more! 12” tall. #102472 $179

**M113 ACAV Kit**

In service since the early ’60s, the M113 is used as both an armored personnel carrier and an armored cavalry assault vehicle – it replaced the M114 in a variety of roles during the Vietnam War. This 1/35 scale plastic kit replicates an M113 ACAV and features realistic gun shields (with machine guns), a rotating main weapon, an opening personnel hatch, quality tracks, and authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 5½” long..............#102609 $79.95

**Admiral Gardner Shipwreck Coin**

Sailing from London to the East Indies in a treacherous 1809 storm, the Admiral Gardner – carrying 46 tons of copper coins – shipwrecked just 80 miles off the British coast. It sat untouched until 1984, when a team of salvagers recovered a small portion of the buried “treasure coins.” Own a piece of classic nautical story with this scarce 10-cash coin from the reclaimed hoard which still displays its ornate details after more than 170 years under the sea! 25mm diameter.............#102359 $59.95

**F4U-1 Corsair Model**

Flying with the VMF-213 “Pied Hawks,” Capt. James N. Cupp earned the Navy Cross for his actions on September 18, 1943 – single-handedly taking on 15 Imperial dive bombers, shooting down four. A Hobby Master replica of his “Daphne C” F4U-1 Corsair, this 1/48 scale, die cast model features an opening canopy, a hand-painted pilot figure, fuselage-mounted tanks, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 10” wingspan......................#980652 $89.95

**New & Noteworthy**

This is just a sampling of the new items in this edition of *Military Issue*. Find more throughout the catalog!

**Presidential $2 Bills**

Genuine legal tender, these full-color $2 bills – which arrive in a handsome collectible folder – celebrate U.S. presidents, including our newly elected commander-in-chief with his family and all of our living former leaders. Includes a certificate of authenticity..................$16.95 each

A: The First Family #102652
B: Living Presidents #102653


**Revolutionary Flags**

*A: Betsy Ross*
Among our first national flag designs... #M650945

*B: Bunker Hill – Flown at the 1775 Battle of Bunker Hill..............................#M601634

*C: Hopkinson – Official U.S. flag from 1777 to 1795.................................#M650949

**“Betsy Ross” Flag Woven Blanket**
Ideal for cool nights on the porch or for staying warm on the couch. This woven cotton blanket resembles the “Betsy Ross” flag – 13 stars in a circle – and measures 72” x 48”.#M650978

Reg: $49.95
Now: $39.95

**First American Regiment**

*The last standing unit of the Continental Army, the First American Regiment fought bravely against British soldiers during the war and, after its conclusion, in the Northeast against American Indian warriors. Uniquely recreate the early days of the Republic with these 1/30 scale metal figures which feature authentic hand-painted detailing, including era-appropriate weaponry and uniforms. 2½” tall.*

*A: Charging Flag Bearer No.1 – 4¾” tall..............................................#M517497 $49.95
B: Continental Line Ensign with Color.............................................#M100307 $52.95
C: Continental Line Flag Bearer – 4¾” tall.......................................#M510731 $44.95
D: Standing At Ready............................................................................#M511888 $36.95
E: Standing Firing....................................................................................#M511889 $36.95
F: Casualty...............................................................................................#M511893 $36.95
G: Drummer............................................................................................#M511895 $36.95

**1776 Restored Director’s Cut**

“Insists on being so entertaining and, at times, even moving, that you might as well stop resisting it” – *New York Times*. Based on the Tony Award-winning Broadway hit, this captivating 1972 musical follows the representatives of the 13 original colonies as they participate in the Second Continental Congress in the months leading up to the signing of the Declaration of Independence. This Restored Director’s Cut DVD includes deleted scenes, screen tests, audio commentary, and more. Widescreen, Rated PG. 2 hrs. 46 min.

#MV51554 $14.95

**1726-1794 Dutch “New York Penny” Coin**

Traders from the Dutch West India Company were the first European settlers on Manhattan Island, where they circulated the company’s own currency. This historic coin is among the oldest to exchange hands during the revolutionary years of America! This authentic one-duit “New York Penny” was used long after the Dutch relinquished control of the island to the British. Includes an 11” x 7½” history folder.............................................#M652300 $19.95

**Declaration of Independence Colorized $2 Bill**

Arriving in a handsome presentation folder, this $2 bill – full legal tender – features reverse-side color imagery paying tribute to the 240th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, celebrated in 2016. Includes a certificate of authenticity.

#102640 $18.95

**Betsy Ross Flag T-Shirt**

The faded and distressed Betsy Ross flag on this navy blue t-shirt is an enduring reminder of more than two centuries of patriotic spirit. 100% cotton.

M, L, XL......................$29.95
2XL, 3XL......................$31.95

**SAVE 20%**

**NEW!**
**1925-P Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial Half Dollar**

Also known as the Patriot Half Dollar, the Lexington-Concord Half Dollar was released in 1925 as a sesquicentennial celebration of the famous Revolutionary War battle. Only half of the authorized mintage was actually struck, making it a scarce collectible. This uncirculated version of the coveted half dollar – which features “The Minute Man” on the obverse and Old Belfry on the reverse – is made of 90% silver and 10% copper. 1¼” diameter. 

$199

#101595

---

**Colonial English Percussion Model Dueling Pistol Cap-Firing Replica**

Outfitted with a percussion lock, which was invented by Rev. Alexander Forsyth in the early 1800s, the English Percussion model dueling pistol was the first of its kind available commercially. This cap-firing reproduction features a simulated wood stock; an ornately detailed, simulated brass barrel with a “Joseph Kirner, 1807” stamp; and a working trigger and hammer. 12¾” long. 

$49.95

#M651828

---

**Colonial Era Leather Tri-corn Hat**

Resembling a tri-corn hat worn by Europeans and Colonial Americans during the 18th century, this brown leather hat features a durable, sewn trim and shaped sides for a weathered, vintage appearance. One size fits most. 

$34.95

#M651829

---

**U.S. Naval Stories**

**The Revolutionary War to the War of 1812**

Learn the history of the U.S. Navy's formative years! You get Short History of the Early U.S. Navy, about how the Navy secured the seas along the coast; Naval War of Independence, showing how the Navy started and ended the Revolutionary War with one ship; The War with France and the Pirates of Tripoli, 1798 to 1801, on how the Navy earned international respect; The Naval War of 1812, which follows the exploits of the USS Constitution and other vessels; and Early Light of Dawn, about how Francis Scott Key witnessed the bombing of Fort McHenry. 

1 hr. 47 min. 

$19.95

#MV52916

---

**USS Constitution Kit**

A replica of “Old Ironsides,” this 1/96 scale plastic kit features a full hull, intricate stern and bow engravings, 39 plastic sails, 55 cannons, a detailed captain’s quarters, a fully outfitted deck, lifeboats with oars, rigging line and thread, and 20 crewmen. Can be rigged with or without sails. Assembly required. 32” long; 1,223 parts, skill level 3. 

$89.95

#M800227

---

**Naval Smoothbore Deck Gun Kit**

With a range of nearly 300 yards, the smoothbore deck cannons of the 18th and 19th centuries were capable of firing a wide array of projectiles. This 1/24 scale kit features a detailed black barrel, a red wooden carriage, an opening firing area through the bulwark, and a realistic deck display base. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 8¼” x 5¼” footprint. 

$49.95

#100155

---

**War of 1812 Flags**

Representing both the national flag as it appeared in 1812 and the naval cry spoken by Captain James Lawrence about his ship, the USS Chesapeake, these polyester replicas feature brass grommets and reinforced edging. 5’x 3’.

$16.95 each

---

**Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com**
**Civil War Overview / Union**

### Fort Sumter 33-Star Flag
This screened polyester replica of the Fort Sumter flag – which is notable for its 33-star diamond pattern and was lowered on April 16, 1861, when the Union Army surrendered the fort at the outset of the Civil War – has reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5’x 3’....................

#M602518 $16.95

### Civil War 12” Napoleon Cannon

- **Cannon Limber**
  - Fits 12” Napoleon cannon
  - #M651856 $49.95

The perfect accent piece to your desktop or bookshelf, this high quality replica of a Civil War-era Napoleon cannon – a field artillery favorite among armies for its strong bronze barrel – is made of brass, metal, and wood, and features rotating wheels and a movable barrel. 12” length..............................

#M651855 $49.95

### Civil War Battlefields Then and Now
James Campi, Jr. Photography made the Civil War the first war in which civilians would see for themselves the misery and carnage, and it is perhaps the photography that most fascinates today’s enthusiasts. This book takes some of the best of those historic images and matches them with specially commissioned modern photographs showing the famous locales as they look today. It is a fascinating look at how much – and in some cases how little – can still be seen today. 144 pages, 70 color and 70 B&W photos, 25 color maps and more. 11”x 10”, hardcover.

#C11626 Reg: $19.95 Now: $9.95

SAVE 50%

### Civil War 12” Napoleon Cannon

**Gray Finish**
- #M651866 Black Finish
- #M651865

13” long..............................

#100389 $99.95

### 1859 Sharps Rifles

Used widely in the Civil War and by U.S. cavalry troops during the Indian Wars, the .52-caliber, single-shot, breech loader 1859 Sharps rifle was renowned for its long range accuracy. These museum-quality, non-firing reproductions of the carbine version of that icon of the Civil War and Old West feature a wood stock and a working action. 39¼” long............................................

$199 each

### The Union Cavalry Comes of Age

Hartwood Church to Brandy Station, 1863
Wittenberg. Though the disorganized Northern cavalry began the war facing an invigorated Confederate Army, the Union turned the tide by 1863 and became the world’s largest force of horse-mounted soldiers. This captivating guide explores the troops’ transformation from a scattered group of ragtag citizens to a 10,000-strong fighting machine that ultimately overwhelmed the South.

400 pages, 50 B&W photos, 6”x 9”, softcover......

#102450 $24.95

### Deluxe Officer’s Kepi

These reproduction Civil War officer kepis feature a deluxe braid on wool cloth, a leather visor, brass buttons, and silk lining......................................

#M602595 $49.95 each

Confederate Gray
- #M651867 Union Blue
- #M651868

Medium (7 – 7½) Large (7½ – 8½) X-Large (8 – 9½)

### Civil War Belt and Buckles

These replica Civil War belt and belt buckles are stunningly authentic. The black belt features a rugged leather material and adjustable size fittings. Made of stylish brass, these belt buckles attach to your new belt, and feature your choice of Union or Confederate war officer design.

- **A: Union Soldier Buckle**
  - 3½” wide...................
  - #M652595 $19.95

- **B: Confederate Soldier Buckle**
  - 3¼” wide...................
  - #M652596 $19.95

- **C: Belt – 44” long**
  - #M652597 $24.95

### Civil War Insignia Pins

These kepi insignia pins feature a gold-tone leaf border. 1¼” wide..........................................

#M600283 $9.95 each

U.S. ..........#M600283 C.S.A. ..........#M600280
Confederate Flags
Made of polyester with reinforced edging and brass grommets. $16.95 each
A: First National Flag #M601632
B: Confederate Battle Flag #M601631

Confederate Flag Cast Iron Bell Wall Display
The hand-painted Southern battle flag sits nobly atop a cast iron bell, making this display a unique celebration of the Confederate States of America! Minimal assembly required. Includes mounting holes. $24.95

Confederate Flag Metal Signs
The iconic Confederate battle flag waves proudly on each of these metal signs, terrific additions to any Southern pride collection!
A: Waving Flag – 18"x 12"...#100397 $24.95
B: Dixie Motor Oil 11½" diameter.................#101667 $14.95

Jefferson Davis Stamp
After seceding in 1860, the Confederacy began setting up their own national network of operations – including both currency and stamps. Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson, and John C. Calhoun were all featured on Southern stamps, though the most obvious choice for celebration was their president: Jefferson Davis. This genuine CSA stamp was released in 1863-64 and features Davis’ side-view image and its original cost, 10 cents.....#101356 $49.95

Images of America
Civil War Graves of Northern Virginia
Mills. Often referred to as ‘open-air museums,’ cemeteries offer a unique perspective on a region’s historical past – no more so than northern Virginia. This Images of America volume examines the area, which features more than a thousand cemeteries ranging from small family land to sprawling national plots that help tell the story of the Civil War and its many fallen heroes. 128 pages, 183 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.................#102451 $21.95

Southern Pride Caps
 Proudly show off your Confederate pride with these black caps featuring eye-catching embroidered imagery – including the words “These Colors Don’t Run” and “American Heritage.” $18.95 each
A: “These Colors Don’t Run”......#102379
B: “American Heritage”..............#102380

“These Colors Don’t Run” Confederate Shirts
These charcoal gray shirts, made of 100% cotton, show off your love of Dixie with screen-printed images of either the Confederate national or battle flag and the words, “These Colors Don’t Run.”
A: Stars & Bars......................#100129
B: Battle Flag.....................#100130
M, L, XL..............................$18.95
XXL, XXXL..........................$20.95

1864 $30 Confederate Bond Certificate
Issued in 1864, this authentic $30 Confederate bond coupon – which originally came as a sheet of 60, sold for $1,000, and was returned within six months for $1,800 – features the signature of the Register of the Treasury, Robert Tyler (son of president John Tyler). This certificate miraculously survived the end of the war, as most of its kind were destroyed after the fall of the South. 3”x 1½”..................#101352 $14.95

5-Piece Confederate Replica Coin Set
During the Civil War, the Confederacy had three coin mints – New Orleans, Charlotte, and Dahlonega – that closed in 1861. This set features replica coin designs that would’ve been struck had the mints remained open, including a one-cent, a half dollar, a five dollar, and a 20 dollar coin, as well as a commemorative medal. .........................#M650975 $9.95
Gettysburg

Turning Point of the Civil War

The Battle of Gettysburg was the turning point for the Union in the Civil War as Lee’s final gamble to solidify victory fell flat. This illustrated Time Magazine collection examines the pivotal battle like never before, featuring a host of brilliant authors offering balanced perspective on the fighting—including a fictional account from a Southern soldier and a look at the era’s "modern" medicine. 192 pages, 100+ photos, 10½" x 11½", hardcover.$17.95

Pre-WWI

Civil War Battles / Railroads / Nautical

Gettysburg

Gods and Generals Set

This double-feature includes two acclaimed Civil War blockbusters! Gettysburg examines the tactics, command errors, and sacrifices made by both sides during the three days of battle at Gettysburg, while Gods and Generals reveals the allegiances and combat of the early Civil War clashes at Bull Run, Fredericksburg, and Chancellorsville. Widescreen, Rated PG-13, 7 hrs. 53 min.

CSA Cavalry Sword with Sheath

Based on the cavalry sword carried by Confederate officers during the Civil War, this quality reproduction features a carbon steel blade engraved with "C.S.A.," a metal hand guard with "CS," a leather handle wrapped with twisted brass wire, and a metal scabbard with brass furniture. 40½" long.

General George Pickett Figure

A Confederate general during the Civil War, George Pickett is best remembered for the ill-fated Southern attack during the third day of the Battle of Gettysburg that bears his name: Pickett’s Charge. An articulating reproduction of Pickett, this 1/6 scale figure features two sets of hands, a pistol (with holster), a sword (with scabbard), a Confederate greatcoat, a blue vest and pants, a white shirt, a kepi cap, a pair of boots, and more! 12" tall.

The Confederate Steam Navy

Canney. This illustrated volume examines the entire history of the Confederate Navy during the Civil War, including the design, construction, combat, and contemporary descriptions of the Southern vessels. Featuring rare vintage photos, it takes readers through every ironclad, blockade runner, gunboat, commerce raider, and more, used by the Rebels. 192 pages, 152 B&W images, 9" x 8", hardcover.

Confederate Blockade Runner Kit

The Confederacy utilized privately owned vessels to penetrate Union blockades. This stylish replica of one of those ships is a 1/124 scale plastic kit featuring colorful, finely molded pieces, textured surfaces, a realistic deck, and authentic decals. Assembly required. 203 pieces. Skill level 3. 15" long.

CSS H.L. Hunley Kit

A submarine used by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the first combat submarine to sink an enemy warship (despite not being completely submerged at the time). A stunning replica of that sub, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features realistic surface details, photo-etched parts, authentic markings, and a display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 12¾" long.

1862 series $100 CSA “Train” Currency Note

This $100 note was issued in 1862 under the Confederate States of America during the Civil War and is an authentic piece of U.S. history. It features a beautiful vignette of a steam train on the front and is among the most desired of all CSA currency. Most of these notes were destroyed after the war so today, they are highly sought-after collectibles. This note comes in circulated condition and measures 7½" x 3".

The General Locomotive Kit

This 1/25 scale kit replicates the Confederate engine, The General, and its tender and features a steam stack and bell, see-through cab windows, a well-equipped interior, and a display stand with rails, ties, roadbed, and a nameplate. Assembly required. 300 pieces Skill level 3. 28" long.

The Great Locomotive Chase

This Disney classic relives the true Civil War story of the famous Andrews Raiders, a team of Union spies who snatched a train from the Confederacy in an attempt to wreck track and bridges. James Andrews (Fess Parker) leads his raiders on a high stakes race while Confederate train conductor William Fuller (Jeffrey Hunter) roars through a bevy of Southern stations hot on the heels of his hijacked locomotive, “The General.” Color, 1 hr. 27 min.

CSS H.L. Hunley Kit

A submarine used by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the first combat submarine to sink an enemy warship (despite not being completely submerged at the time). A stunning replica of that sub, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features realistic surface details, photo-etched parts, authentic markings, and a display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 12¾" long.

Genuine Artifact!

CSS H.L. Hunley Kit

A submarine used by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the first combat submarine to sink an enemy warship (despite not being completely submerged at the time). A stunning replica of that sub, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features realistic surface details, photo-etched parts, authentic markings, and a display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 12¾" long.

1862 series $100 CSA “Train” Currency Note

This $100 note was issued in 1862 under the Confederate States of America during the Civil War and is an authentic piece of U.S. history. It features a beautiful vignette of a steam train on the front and is among the most desired of all CSA currency. Most of these notes were destroyed after the war so today, they are highly sought-after collectibles. This note comes in circulated condition and measures 7½" x 3".
National Geographic
The Old West
Hyslop. Full of optimism and lawlessness, the Old West remains a fascinating era of U.S. history featuring enigmatic characters from cowboys to railroad barons. This exciting guide – featuring a rare selection of nearly 500 vintage photos and maps – explores the people, places, and technology that defined the time. 320 pages, 450+ Color and B&W photos, nearly 500 vintage photos and maps – explores the West remains a fascinating era of U.S. history featuring enigmatic characters from cowboys to railroad barons. This exciting guide – featuring a rare selection of nearly 500 vintage photos and maps – explores the people, places, and technology that defined the time.

Concord Stagecoach Kit
First built in 1827, the Concord stagecoach was among the most ruggedly built vehicles of its time – each one weighing over two tons! This 1/12 scale kit is a quality replica of the 19th century conveyance featuring steerable wooden wheels, working suspension, opening doors, brass accents, a realistic driver’s bench, a complete interior, and decals for both Wells Fargo and Butterfield Overland Stage. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 13¾” long.

Wells Fargo El Oro Mining & Railway Co. Cancelled Check
A unique artifact dating back more than a century, this Wells Fargo cancelled check – from the El Oro Mining & Railway Company in Mexico – features the well-preserved penmanship from a bygone era of charmingly handwritten notes, and arrives personally signed and dated by the company’s general manager. 7½” x 3¼”.

Ghost Towns of the American Gold Rush
Life as a 19th century gold prospector was a fast and unpredictable one, moving from region to region with hopeful promises of fortune – leaving behind quickly assembled then hastily abandoned towns. This documentary program examines the fate of eleven ghost towns, many of which still remain “open” to tourists. Two bonus features include: The Gold Rush, 1848 and Ghost Towns, Dead or Alive. 2 hours.

1851 Humbert ‘50 Gold Ingot Reproduction
In attempt to bring some semblance of order to the chaos of the California gold rush era, Augustus Humbert at the San Francisco Assay Office began producing ‘50 gold ingots in 1851. These coins, known as “Slugs,” are scarce finds among collectors as most were melted down due to their high face value. This reproduction of the octagonal ingot features all of the original’s fine textured details! 41mm diameter.

1880s Carson City Mint Morgan Silver Dollar
Minted from 1878 to 1904 (and again in 1921), the Morgan dollar was authorized by the Bland-Allison Act, which required the U.S. Treasury to buy almost four million dollars’ worth of silver at market value to be coined each month. Struck at the Carson City Mint in Nevada, this authentic 1880s “Wild West” silver dollar can be a part of your collection! 1½” diameter; lightly circulated condition.

Colt Single-Action Revolvers
Peeler. Before Samuel Colt developed the single-action revolver in 1836, pistols were one-shot weapons used only as a last resort. Learn how the introduction of both the .44-caliber Colt Walker and .45-caliber Colt Army changed the face of warfare, relegating the sword to a ceremonial backseat. Enjoy full-color artwork, historical analysis, and first-hand accounts! 80 pages, illustrated, 7¼” x 9¾”, softcover.

M1873 Blank-Firing Revolvers
Entering service in 1873, the Colt single action revolver became the standard pistol for the U.S. Army in the late 1800s. These blank-firing replicas – the authentic size and weight of the original – feature a free-spinning six-shot cylinder, an opening loading gate, a working shell ejector, and a stylish wooden grip. 10½” total length; 5½” barrel.

Online Only
Ghost Towns of the American Gold Rush,
DVD
In attempt to bring some semblance of order to the chaos of the California gold rush era, Augustus Humbert at the San Francisco Assay Office began producing ‘50 gold ingots in 1851. These coins, known as “Slugs,” are scarce finds among collectors as most were melted down due to their high face value. This reproduction of the octagonal ingot features all of the original’s fine textured details! 41mm diameter.

Genuine Artifact!
Wells Fargo El Oro Mining & Railway Co. Cancelled Check
A unique artifact dating back more than a century, this Wells Fargo cancelled check – from the El Oro Mining & Railway Company in Mexico – features the well-preserved penmanship from a bygone era of charmingly handwritten notes, and arrives personally signed and dated by the company’s general manager. 7½” x 3¼”.

A: NEW! “Taking Aim”....#102516 $59
B: NEW! Kneeling Apache
#102517 $59
C: Kneeling Officer...........#101160 $45
D: NEW! 2-Piece “He’s Dead!”
No. 2......................#102515 $99
E: Tepee...................#M511804 $99

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
WWI Overview / Armor / Imperial Germany

The Great War
A Pictorial History
Carruthers
1914-1918
Trench Warfare

NEW!

Trench Warfare
1914-1918
Carruthers

This visual timeline of trench combat during World War I includes a diverse selection of unique images – illustrations from artists, cartoonists, propagandists, and humorists of the era. See how the brutal battle conditions on the ground were portrayed to a contemporary audience with all of the insightful wit and perspective that is difficult to capture via photography. 128 pages, 100+ illustrations, 7½" x 9¾", softcover.......................

Wings of the Great War: Armor Collection
Representing three World War I-era armored vehicles, among the first ever to be used in combat, these 1/72 scale resin display models – exciting releases in our popular Wings of the Great War: Armor Collection – feature textured surfaces, accurate weaponry, realistic tracks, authentic markings, and a removable display stand..............

M1916 German Helmets
Terrific for either showcase display or full-scale re-enactments, these colorful helmets replicate the M1916 headgear worn by German soldiers during World War I – including a weathered Stormtrooper helmet. Each one features a rugged interior lining and adjustable chin strap.

1914 Iron Cross Medals
Shortly after the outbreak of WWI, Kaiser Wilhelm II revised the Iron Cross military decorations, changing the date on the front from 1870 to 1914. These quality, full size replicas of the 1914 Iron Cross medals measure 1½" x 1½" and include a pin back.

Imperial Germany
1910 Series 1000 Mark Note
Now you can own an authentic piece of Kaiser Wilhelm II's Imperial Germany! Issued by the Reichsbankdirektorium in Berlin, this 1,000 Mark bank note from 1910 features the allegorical figures of Navigation and Agriculture flanking the Imperial German arms on the front and the value and date on the back. 7½" x 4¼"; lightly circulated condition; arrives in a plastic sleeve.
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Standing Liberty Quarters
Take advantage of the rare opportunity to own a coin circulated in America during the Great War! These Standing Liberty quarters represent both the bare-chested 1917 design – a scarce and highly coveted “Type I” version – and the “covered chest” 1918 release. The reverse also features a noble bald eagle flying over an empty sky. 90% silver, both the bare-chested 1917 and a soldier’s soldier and consummate professional – from the outbreak of WWI through the aftermath of WWI. Co-stars Glenn Ford, Amy Irving and Melanie Griffith. 7+ hours on 2 DVDs.$19.95

Browning M1911 .45 Caliber Pistol
This amazingly realistic, non-firing metal replica of the famous M1911 semi-automatic pistol – which, designed by John Browning, was the standard-issue side arm of U.S. armed forces from 1911 to 1985 – is the authentic size of the original and features metal grips. 8½” long.................#M651795 $129

U.S. Officer M1916 Holster/Pouch/Belt Set
Fits the Browning M1911 pistol above. Made of rich brown leather, this premium quality holster, ammo pouch, and belt set features brass flap studs and a brass buckle with “U.S.” across the plate. Fits up to a 46” waist.................#M652119 $59.95

B: 1918 
A: 1917

1909 Russian 5 Roubles Note
This 5 roubles note, featuring its signature vertical format, represents the 1909 series which, interestingly, continued to be printed and circulated by the Soviets even after the Russian Revolution! Its blue and pinkish hue is still vibrant and it arrives in a presentation folder. 4”x 6¾”............................#102528 $16.95

USS Texas BB-35 Kit
This 1/350 scale plastic kit of the legendary USS Texas features a two-piece full hull, interior reinforcing bulkheads, full weapons suite, a fully rendered utility crane, ship boards, anchor chain, two OS2U aircraft models, a display stand, a commemorative nameplate, colorful decals, and a comprehensive painting guide with specifications for flags, hull numbers, deck markings, and aircraft insignia. Assembly required. 19½” long.................#M807456 $109

Images of America
The Battleship Texas
Lardas. When first commissioned, the USS Texas – a dreadnought laid down in 1911 – was the most powerful battleship in the world. This Images of America release follows the century-old warship through North Sea battles in WWII, prolific service during WWII (including Normandy and Iwo Jima support), and its struggle to fight the ravages of time as a museum ship. 128 pages, 218 B&W photos, 6½”x 9½”, hardcover.....................#101674 $21.95

1914 $5 Federal Reserve Note
Take home your very own “Horse Blanket”? This 1914 $5 Federal Reserve note, earning the nickname due to its unusually large size, is one of the few remaining survivors – 99.84% of all such notes were redeemed! It displays its signature blue seal and Abraham Lincoln on the obverse with two patriotic scenes on the reverse (Columbus discovering America and the pilgrims landing at Plymouth Rock). Lightly circulated condition. 7½”x 3¼”..................#102561 $179

March 1917
On the Brink of War and Revolution
Englund. As President Wilson prepared the U.S. for its entrance into the Great War, Czar Nicholas II abdicated the throne in Russia and paved the way for decades of Soviet rule. This captivating historical account examines the month – March of 1917 – that set the stage for international relations between the two super powers throughout both their allied battles and frosty Cold War. 400 pages, B&W photos, 6½”x 9½”, hardcover.....................#102527 $26.95

Horse Blanket! This 1914 $5 Federal Reserve Note
Blanket”! This 1914 $5 Federal Reserve note, earning the nickname due to its unusually large size, is one of the few remaining survivors – 99.84% of all such notes were redeemed! It displays its signature blue seal and Abraham Lincoln on the obverse with two patriotic scenes on the reverse (Columbus discovering America and the pilgrims landing at Plymouth Rock). Lightly circulated condition. 7½”x 3¼”..................#102561 $179

Once an Eagle
Based on Anton Myer’s best-selling novel, which is required reading at West Point, this sweeping drama follows the lives of two career U.S. Army officers (Sam Elliott and Cliff Potts) – one a ruthless, career-obsessed schemer and the other a soldier’s soldier and consummate professional – from the outbreak of WWI through the aftermath of WWI. Co-stars Glenn Ford, Amy Irving and Melanie Griffith. 7+ hours on 2 DVDs.$19.95
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USS Texas BB-35 Kit
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WWI Nautical

Nautical Spying

Similar to the types used for hundreds of years by sea captains scanning the horizon, this brass spyglass is a wonderfully nostalgic piece of nautical history. Bronze finished with leather covers, it extends from 6” to 18” long. #M600406 $69.95

5” Ship Bell – A ship’s bell is used to regulate the sailors’ duty watches. This handsome bell is made of heavy brass cast in sand, creates a clear and solid sound, and includes a sturdy wall mount and heavy cotton lanyard. #R06129 $79.95

Handmade of brass and copper, this boatswains whistle measures 4¼” long and includes a 30½” long chain and instructions on how to make maritime whistle calls. #M600405 $19.95

The War in the North Sea

The Royal Navy and the Imperial German Navy 1914-1918

Quintin Barry. More than a hundred photos and maps are featured in this historical volume, a thorough retelling of the naval battles between Britain and Germany in the North Seas during World War I. Reexamine the iconic Battle of Jutland – and the questionable claims of Royal Navy victory – while also getting insight into the bitter disputes between commanders and their own politicians. 608 pages, 150 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¾”, hardcover. #102522 $59.95

Oceanliner Shipwrecks and Disasters

A program featuring rare nautical footage and classic newsreels, this six-film collection looks at some of the most infamous shipwrecks in history, such as the Titanic, Lusitania, Andrea Doria, and more! As an added bonus, see a modern-day team of divers attempt to salvage the remains of some of these legendary vessels. B&W and color, 1 hr. 41 min. #MV52941 $19.95

The Unseen Lusitania

The Ship in Rare Illustrations

Sauder. The Lusitania was revolutionary in design and loaded with opulent amenities. This volume, bursting with never-before-seen images from the 1982 shipwreck salvaging efforts and vintage photography, brings the Lusitania alive again and offers readers a fresh perspective on the tragic demise of the iconic British vessel. 176 pages, 200+ color and B&W photos, and 10”x10”, hardcover. #M105429 $29.95

RMS Lusitania Models

Among the era’s most impressive ocean liners, the RMS Lusitania was sunk by a German U-Boat off the southern coast of Ireland on May 7, 1915 – nearly 1,200 people died. A centerpiece replica of the British ship, this 1/353 scale model is made of top-quality wood and comes fully assembled with or without LED interior lighting! It features open promenade decks, precise superstructure details, accurate anchors, metal-trussed crane booms (with twin cable and pulleys), lattice grating, wire maintenance ladders, and realistic smokestacks. 30” long.

Non-Lighted #402560 Reg: $499 Now: $399
Lighted #402561 Reg: $599 Now: $449

Q-Ship Sea Raider Kit

The British and American Q-Ships, or “Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing,” were armed merchant vessels concealing powerful weaponry in an attempt to lure enemy submarines into making surface attacks. This 1/390 scale plastic kit features textured surfaces, a detailed deck, authentic decals, and a display stand. Assembly required. 41 parts. Skill level 2. 12” long. #M807280 $19.95

The Battleship Navy

The U.S. Navy, World War I to 1941

This DVD features 12 rare, historic films produced by the U.S. Navy during the critical decades prior to World War II. View newsreels of the fight against the U-boat menace in WWI, see the development of the first aircraft carrier (USS Langley), and examine the Japanese attack against the river gunboat USS Panay that nearly provoked war four years prior to Pearl Harbor. B&W and color, 1 hr. 34 min. #MV51022 $19.95

World War I Subchaser Kit

Just before the U.S. entered World War I, the Navy helped design and build the SC-1 class submarine chaser. This 1/35 scale, balsa and basswood kit features laser-cut, plank-on-frame construction; a realistic pilot house and mast; Y-Gun depth charge projectors and a deck gun; 26 cast metal fittings and numerous plastic detail parts; decals and a flag; rigging instructions; and a display stand. 37½” long; skill level 3. #83035 $199
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The Ship in Rare Illustrations

Sauder. The Lusitania was revolutionary in design and loaded with opulent amenities. This volume, bursting with never-before-seen images from the 1982 shipwreck salvaging efforts and vintage photography, brings the Lusitania alive again and offers readers a fresh perspective on the tragic demise of the iconic British vessel. 176 pages, 200+ color and B&W photos, 10”x10”, hardcover. #M105429 $29.95
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Wings of the Great War

Our heralded Wings of the Great War series of model aircraft salutes aerial technology of the First World War, a time when aviation was just gaining its footing as an influential military tool. Each limited edition, 1/72 scale resin display model in this assortment features simulated fabric covering, an open-style cockpit, a realistic front propeller, and a display base with an articulating mount.


B: Sopwith Camel – RFC, Arthur Brown, No. 209 Squadron, 1918. 4¾” wingspan............................ #70530

C: Pfalz D.IIa – Luftstreitkräfte, Jakob Pollinger, Jasta 77b, 1918. 5¼” wingspan............................ #70524

D: NEW! Junkers D.1 – Luftstreitkräfte, 1918. 5” wingspan... #701006

Aircraft of World War I 1914-1918

Harris & Pearson. Illustrated with detailed artworks of combat aircraft and their markings, this book is a comprehensive study of the planes that fought in World War I. You’ll view numerous variations and types of well-known models such as the Fokker Dr.I, the Sopwith Camel and the SPAD VII as well as lesser-known aircraft such as the Rumpler C.1 and the Armstrong Whitworth FK8. 192 pages, 200 color and B&W illustrations and photos, 7¼”x 9¼”, hardcover...........#36183  Reg: $34.95  Now: $19.95

Hell’s Angels

Directed by Howard Hughes, this WWI drama recreates air battles with extraordinary realism – including a Zeppelin raid over London that is “…one of the most hauntingly effective sequences ever put on film.” Starring James Hall, Ben Lyon, and Jean Harlow, this B&W film includes two-color Technicolor sequences. 2 hrs. 15 min............................

Hindenburg Display Model

This hand-assembled, museum-quality model recreating the Hindenburg LZ-129 airship as she appeared shortly before her disastrous end in 1937 features a silk-stretched wood frame, 600 joints, and a surface sheen that replicates the appearance of the powdered aluminum and varnish finish of the original. Measures 44¼” long with a 9” diameter and arrives ready to hang.

#8883  Reg: $425  Now: $349

Larger Hindenburg Model – Same as above but with an awe-inspiring 65” length and 14¼” height.

#8878  Reg: $759  Now: $659

Hindenburg LZ 129 Kit

This 1/520 scale plastic kit features a textured fuselage, detailed engine pods, a separate rudder, horizontal stabilizers, a display base, and a DC-3 to demonstrate the comparative size of the airship. 18½” long; 32 parts, assembly required.............................#92946  $39.95

Images of War

The Red Baron

Pickthall. The Great War’s most accomplished fighter pilot, Manfred von Richthofen – the “Red Baron” – amassed 80 victories before his death in April of 1918. Bursting with images from a previously undiscovered archive, this pictorial profile of the iconic flyer examines not only his reputation and influence with Germany, but also the terror he inspired among his Allied enemies. 112 pages, 80 B&W photos, 7¼”x 9¼”, softcover...........#701929  $19.95

Manfred von Richthofen, the legendary “Red Baron,” made history in the Great War with his red Fokker triplane. This detailed, 1/28 scale, plastic kit features a realistic rotary engine, a rotating propeller, a pilot figure and two ground crew, and a choice of markings. 10¾” wingspan; 66 parts, skill level 3..........................#9190  $19.95

The Hindenburg Disaster

Plus Other Airship Disaster Stories

This comprehensive history of the rigid airship – and the Hindenburg zeppelin specifically – this program takes the viewer from the inception and rise in popularity of the unique aircraft through the infamous Hindenburg disaster. You’ll see the USS Akron and the USS Macon fly over American cities in the early 1930s, the ground-breaking introduction of the Hindenburg in 1936, and insight into its ultimate demise in 1937.

1 hr. 33 min. B&W............................ #V5194  $19.95

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
Nuremberg Eagle
Replicating one of the "Tribune Eagles" – which were designed by Third Reich sculptor Kurt Schmid Ehmen – from the Nuremberg Parteitag grounds, this high-quality, cast metal desktop or bookshelf accessory is finished in an anodized bronze color and arrives mounted on a 6 x 3" marble base. 7½" tall.................$65.95

Hitler and Himmler
Captured in a rare moment of respite, these Third Reich leaders are enjoying an airy walk in their traditional Bavarian lederhosen. Each 1/30 scale metal figure comes ready to display with striking hand-painted details. 1½" tall..........................$47 each
A: Adolf Hitler..............#102497  B: Heinrich Himmler.............#102498

Flight from the Reich
Refugee Jews, 1933-1946
Dwork and Van Pelt. Drawing from official papers and personal correspondence, this much-needed historical account is a bittersweet look at the German Jews who escaped the Third Reich's violent wrath – but nonetheless had their lives completely uprooted as they fled the Nazi regime. Learn intimate stories that complete the portrait of the devastating effects of the Holocaust, from early in Hitler’s reign to just after the war. S12 pages, 50 photos, 5½" x 8¼", softcover..............#102438 $18.95

Triumph of the Will & Olympia
This collection features two films directed by Leni Riefenstahl, a pioneer of modern film techniques and Hitler’s director of choice. You get Triumph of the Will, which, widely regarded as one of the greatest achievements in cinema history, is a pow-erful piece of Nazi propaganda that captivated the German people and enticed an entire country to fall under Hitler’s spell; and Olympia, which documents the 1936 Olympic Summer games in Berlin. B&W and color. Two DVDs. 5 hrs. 17 min........................#MV52464 $12.95

1943 Winterhilfswerk Voucher
The Winterhilfswerk Winter Aid Campaign was an annual drive run by the National Socialist People’s Welfare Organization to finance charitable work and provide food, clothing and fuel to poor Germans. This authentic 1 Reichsmark Winterhilfswerk voucher from 1943 features Nazi insignia, a serial number and two stamped markings. Each voucher is signed by the recipient and is in circulated condition with cancellation tear marks. 3½" x 2½"..........................#M601280 $19.95

1940 German Currency Notes
Own a genuine piece of World War II European history with these German banknotes! Issued in 1940, just as the Wehrmacht was seizing territory and revealing itself as a terrifying global force, these currency notes arrive in lightly circulated condition. 5" x 2½".
A: NEW! 50 Reichspfennig..............#102361 $9.95  B: 2 Reichsmark..................#102123 $12.95

1936 Mercedes-Benz Models
The Mercedes-Benz 500K Special Roadster, of which only 29 were built, epitomized 1930s German fine automobile engineering. A replica of a 500K (Hitler owned a black one), these 1/18 scale metal and plastic models feature an opening hood and doors, a fully outfitted interior (with gauges and simulated leather seats), spare tires, a Mercedes hood ornament, free-rolling wire wheels – including steerable front wheels – with whitewall tires, and a removable display base. 11½" long..........................$49.95 each
White.................#M900812  Grey..............#401204

Secrets of the War
Shadows of the Third Reich
Using rare archival footage, interviews, and re-enactments, this 2-DVD series explores the deception and sabotage used by the Third Reich during World War II. From the propaganda of the Nazis to the secrets surrounding the Holocaust, you’ll learn about the corruption of the Nazi Party. Narrated by Charlton Heston. Color, 8 hrs. 26 min..................#MV52600 $9.95

Black Fox
The Rise and Fall of Adolf Hitler
Narrated by Marlene Dietrich and filled with archival content, this film – the 1962 Academy Award winner for Best Documentary Feature – examines the life of Adolf Hitler, from his bitter boyhood in Austria through his service in WWI, his ruthless drive to power in a defeated Germany, his conquest of Europe, and his death in an underground bunker. B&W and color, 1 hr. 27 min..............................#V7491 $19.95

Hitler's Home Front
Memoirs of a Hitler Youth
Gregory and Gehlen. "Give me five years and you won't recognize Nazi Germany." These words, spoken by the Führer in 1933, could not have been more accurate according to Hitler Youth, Wilhelm Gehlen. This book follows his story and offers a curtain-pulling look inside the Third Reich and its brainwashing ability on young minds and the deplorable conditions forced upon its citizens. 216 pages, 8 pages of B&W photos, 6½" x 10¼", hardcover..................#102191 $34.95

Triumph of the Will & Olympia
This collection features two films directed by Leni Riefenstahl, a pioneer of modern film techniques and Hitler’s director of choice. You get Triumph of the Will, which, widely regarded as one of the greatest achievements in cinema history, is a pow-erful piece of Nazi propaganda that captivated the German people and enticed an entire country to fall under Hitler’s spell; and Olympia, which documents the 1936 Olympic Summer games in Berlin. B&W and color. Two DVDs. 5 hrs. 17 min........................#MV52464 $12.95

1936 Mercedes-Benz Models
The Mercedes-Benz 500K Special Roadster, of which only 29 were built, epitomized 1930s German fine automobile engineering. A replica of a 500K (Hitler owned a black one), these 1/18 scale metal and plastic models feature an opening hood and doors, a fully outfitted interior (with gauges and simulated leather seats), spare tires, a Mercedes hood ornament, free-rolling wire wheels – including steerable front wheels – with whitewall tires, and a removable display base. 11½" long..........................$49.95 each
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**SS Soldier Figures**

Draped in their black M32 uniforms, these 1/6 scale figures are fully articulating reproductions of an SS musician and Honor Guard soldier. Numerous realistic accessories are included such as leather gauntlet gloves, breeches, a helmet, a tie, jackboots, a leather belt with white "Y" strap, authentic weaponry, a shoulder board, collar tabs, cuff titles, and more! 12" tall.

- **A:** "Jarman" – Comes with a Glockenspiel (with mallet) and Tambourmajor!
  - #100125 $179
- **B:** "Aaron"
  - #100869 $129

**German SS Runs Flag**

The SS Sig Runes design was created in 1931 when Walter Heck, a Sturmführer in the SS, drew two Sig Runes side by side and noticed the similarity to the initials of the SS. For 2½ Reichsmarks, Heck sold the rights to the SS, and it quickly became one of the most commonly used SS insignias. This polyester reproduction includes reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5' x 3'...............................#M600102 $16.95

**Miniature SS Equipment**

Unique additions to your World War II display, these half-size collectibles are reproductions of a helmet and dagger used by SS officers of the Third Reich.

- **Helmet –** Features a Swastika emblem, a realistic leather liner, and an adjustable chinstrap. 5" long.
  - #100675 $29.95
- **Officer Dagger –** Features an ornately detailed blade with the SS motto, a realistic grip with the Nazi Eagle insignia, a working tang nut, an Eickhorn-marked takedown tool, and a chain-connected metal scabbard. 7¼" long...............................#100676 $39.95

**Insignia of the Waffen-SS**

This must-own reference guide for WWII buffs, this book details every unit-specific insignia worn by the Waffen-SS. Both lavishly illustrated and conveniently concise, the analysis in these pages covers not only the most recognizable sleeve shields, shoulder boards, rank insignia, collar tabs, and cuff titles, but also lesser known ones worn by Armenian, Bosnian, Indian, and Georgian troops. 64 pages, 280 color and B&W photos, 7" x 10", hardcover...............................#102565 $79.95

**German Cross Medals**

Instituted by Adolf Hitler on September 28, 1941, the German Cross was awarded in two distinct levels: gold, for repeated feats of greatness on the battlefield, and silver, for distinguished non-combat war contributions. These reproductions feature a pin back. 2½" diameter...............................#102532 $44.95 each

- **Gold**
  - #66529 $44.95
- **Silver/Black**
  - #M651971 $44.95

**SS Anti-Partisan Badges**

The SS Anti-Partisan Badge was issued to German armed forces members and foreign volunteers who fought on the Eastern Front and Balkans. These premium reproductions feature a dagger plunged into a nest of vipers, and Nazi insignia. Includes a pin-back. 2½" tall...............................#M650784 $24.95 each

- **Gold –** 100 days of anti-partisan fighting or 150 operational sorties for Luftwaffe personnel
- **Silver –** 50 days of anti-partisan fighting or 75 operational sorties for Luftwaffe personnel
- **NEW! Bronze –** 20 days of anti-partisan fighting or 30 operational sorties for Luftwaffe personnel

**Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com**
Weapons of World War II
A Photographic Guide to Tanks, Howitzers, Submachine Guns, and More Historic Ordnance
By Barnes. Featuring more than a hundred rare photographs, this visual timeline examines the lethal weaponry developed and used during the Second World War. See the incredible technological progression in just a few short years including innovations in the field of small arms, ammunition, tanks, aircraft armament, motor transport, artillery, gun carriages, and more!
320 pages, 150 B&W photos, 6”x 9¼”, softcover $14.95 #102441

World War II Chess Set
Challenge your fellow military buff to a strategic game of chess! This complete 16-piece set, made of hand-painted polyresin, places American forces – including FDR as king – against the Germans. This cherry-stained board features a hinged storage compartment and new chess pieces! This complete 16-piece set, made of hand-painted polyresin, places American forces – including FDR as king – against the Germans. This cherry-stained board features a hinged storage compartment and new chess pieces!
Board – Add a premium board to go with your new chess pieces! This cherry-stained board features a hinged storage compartment with padding. 15¼”x 15¼” $69.95 #60746

World War II Commemorative 50-Cent and Silver Dollar Proof Set
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the U.S. participation in WWII, the U.S. Mint struck special 50-cent and silver dollar proofs. This set includes a half dollar with three soldiers and a “V” for victory on the obverse and, on the reverse, a battle scene; and a silver dollar (90% silver) with a soldier storming the beach on the obverse and, on the reverse, an Allied Expeditionary Force shield. Includes original U.S. Mint packaging and a certificate of authenticity.
50-Cent: Proof $99.95 #M62195
Silver Dollar: Proof $16.95 #102536

Winston Churchill
A brilliant military strategist and inspirational leader, Winston Churchill helped secure Axis defeat as British Prime Minister during World War II. These 1/30 scale metal figures, strikingly hand-painted, recreate Churchill in three different outfits – often giving his signature “V for Victory” salute. 2½” tall. $49 each
A: NEW! V for Victory (Overcoat) $102510
B: V for Victory (Suit) $M511410
C: Blitzkrieg $M511851

Supermarine Spitfire
Badge & Patch Display
In celebration of the nimble Supermarine Spitfire – arguably the most famous British aircraft of all time – this collection includes the World War II Distinguished Flying Cross, a Pilot’s Wing, and a colorful image of the iconic warbird, all displayed in a stylish 8”x 6” glass-lid case.
$54.95 #700440

Supermarine Spitfire Mk.II
This 1/93 scale, die cast model – a replica of a Spitfire Mk. II operated by Douglas Bader of the RAF Tangmere Wing as it appeared in March of 1940 – features a glazed canopy, a rotating propeller, fixed landing gear, authentic markings, and a nameplate display stand. 4½” wingspan $93169

Winston Churchill Crown Coin
Issued in 1965 to honor Prime Minister Winston Churchill, the Churchill crown coin – with Queen Elizabeth II on the obverse and Churchill on the reverse – marked the first time in over 1,000 years that a coin struck under British rule featured a “common man.” Arrives in pristine, uncirculated condition! 1⅛” diameter.
$9.95 #M651568

At War With the Nazis
Perhaps the most comprehensive collection ever produced on the subject, this 8-DVD series takes viewers from the dawn of the Third Reich to the prosecution of Nazi war criminals – with all of the dramatic military engagements in between. See early footage of Hitler and Hirohito, bombing raids over Germany, and unedited access to the Nuremburg trials. This set also includes the Oscar-nominated films, The True Glory and Prelude to War. 8 hrs. 30 min $34.95 #102533

World War II Victory
These captivating books examine the Second World War and its victorious conclusion for the Allies – including a look at how they encircled the Nazis with a two-front war and an alternate-history look at how the Third Reich could have won, had certain events gone another way. B&W photos.
Victory in World War II: The Allies Defeat of the Axis Forces – Caithorne. See the tide of war change after the Battle of Stalingrad and the Invasion at Normandy. 352 pages, 8¼”x 11¼”, softcover $16.95 #102136
Third Reich Victorious: Alternate Histories of World War II – Touras, ed. What would’ve happened had the Luftwaffe won the Battle of Britain or if Rommel had been victorious in North Africa? 320 pages, 5¼”x 8¼”, softcover $14.95 #102526

“Achtung... Spitfire!” Shirt
This charcoal gray t-shirt, made of a 50% cotton/50% polyester blend, features a Spitfire narrowing in on its target and the German danger warning, “Achtung!” Available in M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL $9.95 - $21.95 #700549

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com
**P-40 Metal Signs**

A shark-mouthed P-40 Warhawk is featured on each of these heavy-gauge steel signs, which also include a sultry pinup reminding recruits why they fight! Includes mounting holes.

- **A: Flyin' High**
  - Size: 12" x 18"
  - Price: $24.95
  - #64432

- **B: Airborne All the Way**
  - Size: 8" x 24"
  - Price: $26.95
  - #66911

---

**WWII China Blood Chit Patch Set**

This collection pays tribute to the iconic “Flying Tigers” and includes the famous Blood Chit – a message sewn inside pilots’ jackets explaining to Chinese citizens who they were and what to do if found – an enamel pin of a P-40 Warhawk, and a patch from the U.S. 14th Air Force. Comes displayed in a 15" x 8" glass display case!

- **Blood Chit only**
  - Size: 8" x 10", leather reproduction
  - Price: $34.95
  - #65204

**Tigers Claws**

*Stan Stokes.* 10½-victory ace Ken Jernstedt, one of 39 “Flying Tiger” aces of World War II, has just defeated a Japanese Nakajima Ki-27 “Nate.” This 16" x 11½” print is signed and numbered by the artist...

- **Reg:** $39.95
- **Now:** $19.95

**P-40 Warhawk Model**

This 1/48 scale, die cast model of a P-40 flown by ace David Lee “Tex” Hill of the “Flying Tigers” features a glazed canopy, a rotating propeller, authentic markings, a P-40 collector’s card, and a display stand. 9¾" wingspan.

- **#95858** $39.95

**C-54A Skymaster Model**

This 1/200 scale, Hobby Master, die cast model of a C-54A Skymaster operated by the Flying Tiger Line, formed by veterans of the “Flying Tigers,” features simulated cockpit and cabin windows, realistic engine fronts, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 7" wingspan.

- **Reg:** $84.95
- **Now:** $54.95

**P-26A Peashooter Model**

Though the P-26 Peashooter was all but obsolete by 1941, approximately ten were at Wheeler Field during the attack at Pearl Harbor – with a few possibly becoming airborne. Made by Hobby Master, this 1/48 scale, die cast model replicates a Hawaii-based P-26A and features a detailed Wasp engine, M1919 Browning machine guns, authentic USAAC markings, and a display stand. 7" wingspan...

- **#980681** $84.95

---

**Tropical Pin-Up Aloha Shirt**

This 100% cotton, Hawaiian-style shirt featuring pin-up beauties amid tropical flowers has a hand-matched breast pocket and coconut buttons...

- **M, L, XL:** $59.95
- **XXL:** $64.95

**Hawaii Islands Metal Sign**

A sailor looks on as a beautiful beach babe loses her Hawaiian skirt on this colorful steel sign. Includes mounting holes. 12" x 18".

- **#700945** $21.95

**The Last Mooring**

*Tom Freeman.* On December 5, 1941, two days before her appointment with destiny, the USS Arizona berths at quay F-7, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. 31" x 22¾" limited edition print is signed and numbered by the artist’s wife (Tom Freeman passed away in 2015).

- **#70168** $150

**Pearl Harbor Coin Collection and Japanese Invasion Note Set**

This 4-piece set of circulated coins includes a genuine 1941 Jefferson nickel, 1942 silver nickel, 1943 Lincoln “steel” penny, and 1944 penny. You even get a “10 Japanese invasion note that Japan intended to circulate in America following a successful invasion...”

- **#81230** $24.95

---

**Pearl Harbor Coin Collection and Japanese Invasion Note Set**

This 4-piece set of circulated coins includes a genuine 1941 Jefferson nickel, 1942 silver nickel, 1943 Lincoln “steel” penny, and 1944 penny. You even get a “10 Japanese invasion note that Japan intended to circulate in America following a successful invasion...”

- **#81230** $24.95

---

**Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com**
Hollywood Goes to War
During World War II, the U.S. government solicited help from Hollywood's most influential stars to help rally the American people to support the Allied war effort. This incredible 5-DVD set includes some of the most legendary films of the era created by iconic directors like Frank Capra, John Ford, and Walt Disney, and also features behind-the-scenes interviews and never-before-seen footage!

Blue Star Service Banners
A Blue Star Service Banner displayed in the window of a home is an American tradition dating back to 1917, when World War I Army Capt. Robert Queisser—who had two sons serving on the front line—designed the first banner. Also made for window display, these Blue Star Service Banners—with each star representing one family member serving in the U.S. armed forces—measure 8½” x 14” and include a brass staff and a suction cup.

50-Piece 1943-P Lincoln “Steel Cent” Roll Set
In 1943, with copper reserved for the production of wartime supplies ranging from shell casings to radio wire, the U.S. Mint halted copper pennies and issued a special steel Lincoln cents that were produced for one year only. Now you can have your own 50-coin roll of those “Steelies” that are in lightly circulated condition and arrive in a protective coin tube!

WWII Silver Nickel Year Set
With WWII in full swing, many natural resources were reserved for the war effort and, included on that list, was nickel, a key ingredient of the U.S. 5-cent piece. To account for the sudden loss in material, the U.S. Mint resorted to striking the nickel in a new alloy that included 35% silver for coins struck from 1942 to 1945. Now, you can own a piece of WWII history with this set of 4 U.S. silver nickels that arrive in a handsome presentation folder. Circulated condition.

Images of Aviation
Featuring nearly 200 rare vintage photographs, these Images of Aviation guides examine two regions particularly influential in American flight: Massachusetts and Southern California. 128 pages, 180+ B&W photos, 6½” x 9½”, softcover.

1940s Flashback
Sleek and colorful, these 1/32 scale, die cast models are nostalgic flashbacks to the stylish automotive designs of the ‘40s. Each striking convertible features real-working steering, a well-equipped interior, treaded tires, dynamic opening parts (including hood, doors, and trunk), and a removable display base.

The Best of the Andrews Sisters
Patty, LaVerne, and Maxine were the most popular singing trio of the 1930s and ’40s, and were noted for their devotion to entertaining the troops. This 20-song CD features recognizable hits including “Beer Barrel Polka,” “Rum and Coca Cola,” “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,” and so much more!

World War II: The Road to Victory
The Songs We Fought For
As a 70th anniversary celebration of Allied victory in World War II, this 2-CD collection features 50 of the most popular songs of the era! Relive classic hits by some of the more legendary artists of all time including Benny Goodman, Frank Sinatra, Count Basie, Vera Lynn, Perry Como, Rudy Vallee, the Ink Spots, Dick Haymes, the Mills Brothers, and more! 2 hrs. 20 min.
Allies vs. The Afrika Korps
In November of 1942, the Allies launched "Operation Torch," the invasion of French North Africa with the purpose of repelling the invading German forces. Examine the entire campaign, and its many historical leaders such as George Patton, Dwight Eisenhower, and Erwin Rommel, with this fascinating six-film program featuring rare vintage footage and celebratory British newsreels. B&W. 1 hr. 47 min.

#MVS2943 $19.95

Rommel In His Own Words
Pimlott. One of the most famous commanders of the Second World War, Erwin Rommel is an enigmatic character that has fascinated historians for decades. An intimate examination of the German general, this volume tracks the progression of Rommel's life using his own words spoken and written during the heat of battle in both WWI and WWII. 192 pages, 110 B&W photos, 9½"x 7¾", softcover..............................#100337 $29.95

Rommel and the Afrika Korps
During his heralded service in North Africa, General Rommel was a hands-on commander – personally visiting front line troops and raising morale. Great additions to your World War II showcase, these 1/30 scale figures and models create an entire dynamic Afrika Korps scene, including rugged vehicles, local structures, a host of German soldiers, and the Desert Fox himself!

A: NEW! Panzer II Ausf. B – Polystone. 6½" long.........................#102478 $249
B: ADLER” Command Vehicle – Polystone. 5½” long................#102154 $219
C: M3 Stuart “Honey” – Polystone. 5¼” long..............................#101047 $199
D: NEW! BMW Motorcycle with Rider – Polystone. 3½” long...............#102479 $95
E: Rommel – Metal. 2½” tall..................................................#102155 $49
F: Aide de Camp – Metal. 2½” tall.........................................#102156 $45
G: NEW! Desert Shop House – Polystone. 6½” tall..........................#102482 $179
H: AK Medical Officer – Metal. 2½” tall.................................#102157 $45
I: NEW! Soldier Lifting Jerry cans – Metal. 2½” tall...............#102480 $45
J: NEW! 2-Piece Wounded Soldiers – Metal. 2” tall..................#102481 $89

British Khaki Tropical Helmet
Salute the North African Theater of World War II with this pith helmet, an accurate reproduction of ones worn by British soldiers stationed in the desert! It features a 50/50 cotton and polyester coating, an adjustable leather chinstrap, and an adjustable liner. One size fits most.

#101320 $34.95

Destiny in the Desert
The Road to El Alamein- The Battle
That Turned the Tide of World War II
Dimbleby. Fought in 1942, the Battle of El Alamein marked a major turning point for the Allies in the African Theater by halting the Axis threat to Egypt and the Suez Canal and preventing Adolf Hitler from reaching oil fields in the Middle East. Aided by official records, this thoroughly researched history examines the political realities of that battle which Winston Churchill referred to as "the end of the beginning." 560 pages, 16 pages of B&W photographs, 6½”x 9”, hardcover......................#M106508 Reg: $34.95 Now: $17.45

Sahara
In this 1943 film, Humphrey Bogart stars as tank commander Joe Gunn in World War II North Africa. Separated from his unit during a general retreat from Erwin Rommel’s forces at Tobruk, Bogart and his crew pick up a motley assortment of stragglers – including a Luftwaffe pilot – before being surrounded by a much larger Nazi force that wants the same well Bogart has discovered. B&W. 1 hr. 37 min......................#MV51348 $14.95

NEW! Joe Gunn Figure – Pay homage to the award-winning film and display your own Master Sergeant Joe Gunn! This 1/30 scale metal figure features striking hand-painted details. 2½” tall.

#102500 $49

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
The Winter War
This gripping re-creation depicts the 1939 Russian invasion of Finland with amazing accuracy, showing in heart-wrenching detail the Finns steadfastly holding against the advancing Russians. All the equipment comes from Finnish museums or from sources in Russia, including T-26s, T-28s, and a host of Russian aircraft. Subtitled, 2 hrs. 5 min. #V8695 $29.95

Buffalo Ace
Stan Stokes. The Navy’s first monoplane fighter, the F2A Buffalo – which quickly became obsolete with American and British forces – found its greatest success with the Finnish Air Force as they faced the less experienced aviators of the Soviet Union. Here, Sgt. Eino Juutilainen (the top-scoring Finnish ace of the war with 94 victories) pilots his Buffalo against the invading Russian P-40s. 16”x11½”. Signature Edition – Signed by the artist and Juutilainen #700701 $109

Soviet Officer’s Belt
Made of hand-crafted brown leather, this officer’s belt replicates one worn by Soviet soldiers during World War II. It features a brass belt buckle (with the infamous hammer and sickle image), an adjustable shoulder strap, and all-metal hardware. #102539 $34.95

The White Sniper
Simo Häyhä Saarelainen. Simo Häyhä was among the most prolific snipers in history, tallying an incomprehensible 542 confirmed kills for his native Finland during the 1939-40 Winter War. A complete biography of the legendary shooter, this engrossing read illustrates why he was so effective – including his quiet mobility and the painstaking care he took with his own M/28-30 rifle. 192 pages, B&W photos, 6”x 9”, hardcover. #101658 $32.95

Survivors of Stalingrad
The Russian-German War
Perhaps the most ruthless and bloody campaign of battle in modern military history, the WWII Eastern Front was infamously barbarous and cost countless Russian and German lives. This comprehensive documentary retells the history of the 85,000 surrendered Nazi soldiers forced to march into Red Army captivity, of which only 6,000 survived due to starvation, neglect, brutality, disease, and slave labor. B&W and color. 2 hr. 21 min. #10589 $49.95

Eastern Front Atlas
Kurchubel. The Eastern Front during WWII showcased perhaps the most brutal and nightmarish battle conditions the world has ever seen. Based on extensive historical and geographical research, this guide explores the entire terrain from Berlin to Moscow and offers readers rare insight into the cartographical challenges facing each side’s unrelenting military forces. 272 pages, 128 images, 9½”x 11¾”, hardcover. #100435 $59.95

Remote-Control Tank Models
Set up your own Eastern Front tank battles with these 1/16 scale models representing lethal tanks used by the Soviets and Germans during the Second World War. Each fully functional replica fires BBs from its gun barrel and also comes with full-directional movement (easy to control via the included transmitter), a rotating cannon (with recoil function), a rechargeable battery, realistic tracks and gearboxes, and more! 16½” long.

A: Sturmgeschutz III. #M901835 $299
B: NEW! T-34/85 Medium Tank. #102536 $349
World War II Naval Flags

The Royal Navy ensign and Kriegsmarine flag are reproduced here on quality and full-color polyester, ready to be hung inside or out with reinforced edging and brass grommets.

5' x 3" ............... $16.95 each

British White Ensign #M650608
Kriegsmarine #M600104

False Flags ▶

Disguised German Raiders of World War II
Robinson. In the early years of the war, four Nazi raiders were sent on clandestine missions that took them around the world, hunting and terrorizing Allied shipping in the South Pacific, Indian, Arctic, and Antarctic seas. This historical guide tackles the forgotten exploits of these German vessels that, together, sank more than 60 enemy ships! 336 pages, B&W photos, 6¼" x 9¼", hardcover. #102165 $29.95

German Battleships 1939-1945
Wiper. This heavily illustrated volume examines the Kriegsmarine’s four battleships – the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, Bismarck, and Tirpitz – of WWII in detail, from their 1930s launches, through their wartime refits and overhauls, to their destruction. You’ll tour their decks, learn about their battle histories, and much more. 72 pages, 130+ B&W and color photos and illustrations, 11" x 8¼", softcover. #M104497 $19.95

The Battle of the River Plate
Starring John Gregson, Anthony Quayle, and Peter Finch, this film dramatizes the early exploits of the Graf Spee, a powerful pocket battleship that sails the South Atlantic, appearing and disappearing to sink merchant ships at will. 1 hr. 59 min. #MV51550 $24.95

The Grey Wolves
A Definitive Guide to the German U-Boats of World War II
The German U-boat successes in the North Atlantic almost brought Britain to its knees. Through archival footage, this 3-DVD program examines the battle between the hunter and the hunted, from the initial U-boat attacks on merchant shipping through America’s entry into the war, the development of the one-man Biber sub, and the arrest of Adm. Karl Dönitz. B&W and color, 3 hours. #MV50792 $29.95

World War II Warships

This amazing collection of 1/1250 scale, die cast warship models represents a historic snapshot of three of the era’s most powerful navies: America, Britain, and Germany. Each replica features detailed hand-painted markings, a realistic deck and superstructure, and a commemorative nameplate display stand.

DKM Admiral Scheer
The most successful surface raider of the entire war, the Admiral Scheer sank over 113,000 tons worth of ships before being sunk by British bombers on April 9, 1945. 5⅞" long.......................... #700375 $19.95

DKM Admiral Graf Spee
Struck by British fire in December of 1939. 5¼" long.................... #97481

HMS Warspite
The Royal Navy’s most decorated ship, the Warspite – nicknamed the “Grand Old Lady” – saw service in the Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic, and Indian Oceans during her 30-year lifetime. 6" long................ #700372 $19.95

HMS Rodney
Built in the mid-1920s, the HMS Rodney is most famous for helping to sink the DKM Bismarck in May of 1940. 6¼" long................ #700376 $19.95

U-552 U-Boat Kit
Serving for nearly the entirety of the war, U-552 was a Kriegsmarine workhorse, responsible for sinking nearly 165,000 tons worth of Allied ships. The largest plastic replica of the U-boat ever created, this 1/48 scale kit – a showcase centerpiece measuring more than four-and-a-half feet long! – features a clear starboard side hull (revealing a detailed interior including upper and lower levels), a realistic superstructure (with the vessel’s signature “Red Devil” emblem), torpedo tubes and torpedoes, dozens of crew member figures, and a display stand. Assembly required. 1,100+ pieces. Skill level 5. 5½" long...................... #101944 $595

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
**Luftwaffe Reichsmarschall Flag**

An elongated replica of the standard used by the Reichsmarschall – the highest rank obtainable in the Wehrmacht, which was held by Hermann Göring – between 1939 and 1941, this screen-printed, polyester flag includes a canvas header, reinforced edging, and brass grommets. 5’x3’. #M650981 $16.95

**Luftwaffe Warbird Models**

Made by Hobby Master, these 1/48 scale, die cast models replicate the two most prolific Luftwaffe fighters of the Second World War, each piloted by a 100-victory ace: Adolf Galland or Hermann Graf. These historic replicas feature an opening canopy, a hand-painted pilot figure, realistic weaponry, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand.

**A: Bf 109E-3**
Adolf Galland, JG 26, 1940. 8¼” wingspan

**B: Fw 190A-4**
Hermann Graf, JG 2, 1943. 8½” wingspan

$82.95 #980615
$89.95 #980676

**V-2 Rocket with Transport Kit**

A quality reproduction of the menacing V-2 rocket attached to its Meiller-wagen and Hanomag transport, this 1/35 scale plastic kit is sure to be a showcase centerpiece! The missile features a multi-part construction, photo-etched parts, and a stand, while the transport features a detailed interior, separate doors (open or closed), a rear storage box, free-rolling rubber tires, and multiple sets of authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 4. Rocket: 15¼” long

#702090 $99.95

**Experimental Luftwaffe Aircraft Models**

To amass the most advanced air force on earth, Adolf Hitler tasked his brightest engineers with developing the world’s most cutting-edge aircraft – most of which never made it past the drawing board. Exciting releases in the popular Luft-X collection replicating experimental German planes, these display models feature a glazed canopy, realistic engine details, authentic markings, a history card, and a display stand.

**A: Focke-Wulf Triebflügel**
– The Triebflügel, which was never officially manufactured, was designed to defend local factories from Allied bombing raids. 7¼” wingspan

$39.95 #82034

**B: Blohm & Voss P.210**
– Also never officially produced, the Blohm & Voss P.210 was a lightweight, tailless jet fighter outfitted with swept wings and drooping tips. 6¼” wingspan

$39.95 #82032

**UFO Secrets of World War II**

This program examines UFOs seen during and immediately after World War II as well as Nazi Society links to Nazi UFOs, the amazing technologies developed by Viktor Schauberger, Nazi bases in Antarctica, and Nazi/Japanese spacecraft. As a bonus, you’ll also enjoy the German documentary, Hitler’s Midnight Secret. Color and B&W, 2 hours

$19.95 #V9520

**Dark Star: The Hidden History of German Secret Bases, Flying Disks & U-Boats**

Stevens. This volume takes you through the final twists and turns of the fall of the Third Reich and the fate of its secret bases, technology, and vast U-Boat fleet. Discover the secret submarine bases in Greenland and the Canary Islands, trace the escape of Nazis to South America, learn about the Haunebu flying disk and other Nazi technology, and much more! 344 pages, B&W photos, 6”x 9”, softcover

$19.95 #M103275

**Haunebu II German Flying Saucer Kit**

According to some, the Third Reich’s scientific capabilities were so advanced that they began work on a series of secretive spacecraft known as “Haunebu.” A newly tooled replica of the otherworldly Nazi ship, this 1/72 scale plastic kit features a well-equipped interior (with three consoles and nine crew seats), a retractable entrance ramp, a main turret, two 110mm cannons, and optional-position landing gear. Assembly required. 125 pieces. Skill level 3. 14” diameter

$79.95 #701939

**Fighting the Bombers: The Luftwaffe’s Struggle Against the Allied Bomber Offensive**

Galland, Kammhuber, and Messerschmitt. A truly remarkable insight into the air battles of World War II, this reference guide was written in 1946 by three of the Luftwaffe’s most indispensable pilots and engineers: Adolf Galland, Josef Kammhuber, and Willi Messerschmitt. Composed without the help of official documents or decades of reflection, the prose offers a uniquely German depiction of how they dealt with the Allied bombing offensive. 256 pages, illustrated, 6”x 9”, softcover

$19.95 #702088

**The Luftwaffe**

With over 6 hours of archival footage, this 3-DVD collection examines the history of the Luftwaffe and its aerial exploits. You’ll witness the Luftwaffe’s formation; tour its airfields and examine aircraft, including the jet-powered Me 262; see it engage Allied forces; watch interviews of Erich Hartmann, Adolf Galland, and other aces; and more! B&W, 6 hrs. 15 min

$39.95 #702090

**Hitler’s Midnight Secret**

As a bonus, you’ll also enjoy the German documentary, Hitler’s Midnight Secret. Color and B&W

2 hours

$19.95 #V9520

**B&W photos, 6”x 9” , softcover**
Fighting Hitler’s Jets
The Extraordinary Story of American Airmen Who beat the Luftwaffe and Defeated Nazi Germany
Dorr. This character-driven book follows the intense battles fought between courageous American airmen and the Nazi engineers and pilots who led the world in cutting-edge flight technology. See how, in just a few short years, the Third Reich went from dominating the skies and developing even more advanced machines to finding their capital city in ruins and their empire shattered. 304 pages, B&W photographs, 6¼”x 9¼”, hardcover..............#701996 Reg: $29.95 Now: $14.95 SAVE 50%

USAAF Fighters / Bombers
WWII

Me 262A-1/2 Schwalbe Kit
A reproduction of the world's first operational jet – the Nazi-built Me 262 Schwalbe – this 1/72 scale plastic kit features realistic engine detailing, an opening canopy, a choice of an A-1 (four-gun) or A-2 (two-gun) hood, underwing rocket launchers (with 210mm rockets), and five sets of authentic markings (including those for Adolf Galland's and Heinz Baer's warbirds). Assembly required. Skill level 3. 6¼” wingspan...........................................................#702094 $26.95

Phantom P-51 Mustang Kit
See the inner workings of the P-51! This 1/32 scale plastic kit of a “Phantom” Mustang features clear skin to reveal the plane's structure within, including a working motorized prop and landing gear. Includes a display stand with controls to release bombs. Requires two D batteries (not included). Assembly required. 162 pieces. Skill level 4. 13¾” wingspan...................#84087 $49.95

C.E. “Bud” Anderson Figure
New from Hobby Master, the Legends Series of 1/6 scale plastic figures are modeled after heroic individuals who risked all during times of war. This exciting release resembles 357th Fighter Group Col. C.E. “Bud” Anderson, a World War II triple ace (16¼ victories). He arrives with a USAF officer’s uniform; flight gear, including a fighter jacket, helmet, oxygen mask, and parachute; and metal badges and authentic uniform rank insignia. The Signature Edition also includes a personally autographed nameplate signed by Col. Anderson himself! 12” tall.

LIMITED EDITION

Signature Edition...........#980299 Reg: $189 Now: $139
#980300 Reg: $159 Now: $98.95

North American P-51 Mustang
The Long Range Fighter That Saved the Air War in Europe
The iconic P-51 Mustang, particularly the A-36 Apache variant used in dive bombing missions during WWII, is the star of this 8-film series, featuring vintage newsreels, stock footage, old photos, and insider details and specifications. 1 hr. 29 min.............................................................#V5185 $19.95

B-17G Flying Fortress Models
Clear some shelf space for your new Air Force 1 collectible! Measuring nearly a foot-and-a-half in wingspan, these 1/72 scale, die cast models are premium reproductions of “Bit O’Lace” and “Nine-O-Nine” – two famous B-17G Flying Fortresses of the Mighty Eighth! They feature realistic markings and artwork, a glazed nose and canopy, opening bomb bays (with realistic munitions), optional-position landing gear, and an all-metal display stand. 17¼” wingspan.
A: “Bit O’Lace” – 790th BS, 447th BG.................................#701990 $112
B: “Nine-O-Nine” – 323rd BS, 91st BG.............................#702122 $115

U.S. Bomber Models
Two of the Second World War’s most accomplished Allied bombers, “Witchcraft” (B-25J Liberator) and “Nine-O-Nine” (B-17G Flying Fortress) each flew more than 120 missions without aborting! Pay tribute to the enduring warplanes with these die cast models featuring authentic nose art, rotating propellers, moveable bombing machine guns, glazed windows (including nose, canopy, and gunner station), and a nameplate display stand.
A: “Witchcraft” – 1/163 scale. B-25J Liberator, 790th BS, 467th BG. 8” wingspan..........................#701990 $29.95
B: NEW! “Nine-O-Nine” – 1/155 scale. B-17G Flying Fortress, 323rd BS, 91st BG. 8½” wingspan..........................#702122 $34.95

Allied Bomber Metal Signs
These 24-gauge steel signs have the look of aged metal and paint and include mounting holes..............................................$24.95 each
A: B-17 Flying Fortress – 24”x 7”.................................#643399
B: B-24 Liberator “Witchcraft” – 24”x 6”..............#64403

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
**M1 CARBINE** These museum-quality, non-firing replicas of the legendary M1 Carbine—a lightweight, semi-automatic rifle that became a standard U.S. firearm in World War II—have an authentic look and hefty feel, just like the original!

- **M1 Carbine Rifle**
  - Made with a hardwood stock and functioning metal parts, this incredible collectible will be a wonderful centerpiece in your World War II memorabilia display. 35½" long; includes a sling. 
  - #M600248 $249

- **M1 Carbine without Sling**
  - #M651863 $229

- **M1 Carbine with Folding Stock**
  - A folding stock, functioning metal parts, and a cloth sling. 35½" long. 
  - #M600292 $289

- **M1 Carbine Fleece-Lined Canvas Case**
  - Resembling the khaki canvas case issued to U.S. soldiers to carry their M1 Carbine and other rifles during WWII and the Korean War, this quality replica features the original's durable canvas outer shell, a fleece lining, a double thick neck at the barrel end to prevent wear, a large brass zipper with leather stoppers, and "JT&L" 1942 markings. 38" long. 
  - #M652118 $34.95

- **M1 Carbine Leather Scabbard**
  - This handsome, saddle leather scabbard—designed to house your firearm while traveling at high speeds in Jeeps, motorcycles, etc.—is a perfect fit for the M1 carbine and other similarly sized rifles, and features brass hardware, copper rivets, a shoulder strap, tightening loops, and "JT&L" 1944 markings. 20" long. 
  - #M652140 $79.95

**Browning M1911 .45 Caliber Pistol**

- This amazingly realistic, non-firing replica of the famous M1911 semi-automatic pistol—which, designed by John Browning, was the standard-issue side arm of U.S. forces from 1911 to 1985—features wooden grips and measures 8½" long. 
  - #M651874 $159

**M3 Victory Revolver Shoulder Holster**

- Just like ones worn by soldiers in World War II and Vietnam, this brown shoulder holster—made of top-quality drum-dyed leather, and designed to house your Victory revolver—comes complete with fastening loops, brass hardware, an adjustable strap (which even includes loops to hold your shells!), and JT&L 1943 marking. 
  - #101534 $44.95

**British Sten Mk.II Gun**

- A blowback-operated submachine gun with a simple design and low production cost, the Sten gun was used extensively by British and Commonwealth forces throughout World War II. This museum-quality, non-firing replica of one of those popular guns features a hefty metal construction and perfectly recreates the working bolt action of the original. 30" long. 
  - #M651858 $179

**U.S. WWII M1936 Musette Bag**

- Carry your goods in the same bag issued to U.S. troops during WWII. Resembling the M1936 musette bag used by the U.S. Army, this olive drab canvas bag features a divided inside compartment, a front flap, one side pocket with a button closure, and shoulder straps. 
  - #M652112 $39.95

**U.S. M41 Field Jacket**

- Made of cotton, this authentic reproduction of an M41 field jacket—the primary G.I. jacket of American forces during the Second World War—features a mustard wool lining, a button front with a zipper, two slash pockets, epaulets, and button tabs to adjust the cuffs and waist. 
  - #M652450 $89.95

**U.S. M3 Fighting Knife**

- In use only from 1943-1944, the M3 trench knife was a close-combat knife issued to airborne troops, army rangers, and military members not otherwise equipped with a bayonet. This detailed replica features a stacked leather handle, belt loop, and durable hard sheath. 
  - 12" long. 
  - #M652544 $34.95

**Shipping restrictions apply. Call for details.**
Featuring a stunningly realistic face sculpt, these 1/6 scale figures are fully articulating reproductions of American ground troops during the Second World War – each one equipped with a host of authentic equipment! They come with a jacket, boots, a pair of pants, an M1 (with three clips), three pairs of palms, and other authentic weaponry. 12” tall.

A: Military Police Officer – Represents the 2nd Armored Division and features a baton, chained whistle, goggles, and more!.............................................................. #102167 $179

B: Radio Operator – Represents the 29th Infantry Division and is equipped with the most realistic SCR-300 trans-receiver ever – made of metal, it comes with all of the appropriate accessories and is able to be fully disassembled. ................................................................. #102425 $199

MPs: Military Police
See U.S. Military Police in World War II and the Cold War-era! First, you'll enjoy a U.S. Army film that tells the story of MPs and shows you their training and duties. Then, it's off to the frontline where you'll see MPs organizing amphibious landings, guarding the border with the communists in Germany, and managing a river crossing in Vietnam. There's even a training film that shows MPs how to handle soldiers in town on a Saturday night! 1 hr. 52 min. ......................................................#MV52617 $19.95

The Great Escape
Based on the true story of POWs who orchestrated a daring breakout from a high-security Nazi prison camp, this WWII epic features Hollywood’s biggest names: Steve McQueen, James Garner, Richard Attenborough, Charles Bronson, and others. Widescreen, 2 hrs. 52 min. .................................................................#V8166 $14.95

“The Great Escapers”
A 1963 classic based on the real-life exploits of World War II POWs, The Great Escape stars Richard Attenborough, Steve McQueen, and James Garner as the breakout soldiers. This 1/30 scale metal figure set replicates the film’s primary characters: Big X, the Cooler King, and the Scrounger. Each one comes hand-painted and ready to display! 2½” tall .........................................................#102499 $139

U.S. Army Caps
Featuring an eye-catching black and yellow design, these 100% cotton caps show off your area of expertise in the U.S. Army – engineering or artillery! Each one features an embroidered image of the specialty’s logo on the front.

$18.95 each
A: Engineer - .................................................. #M401323
B: Artillery - ................................................... #61506

“We Clear the Way” Metal Sign
Jes Wilhelm Schlaikjer. This 24-gauge steel sign features an image of the famous WWII recruiting poster for the U.S. Army’s Corps of Engineers. 8” x 14”; includes mounting holes...................................................#M601679 $17.95

U.S. Army Heavy Machinery Kits
The bulldozers and tractors of the Second World War were used in nearly all theaters of combat to level terrain, make airfields and roads, and clear debris. Unique standouts in any showcase, these 1/35 scale plastic kits feature a detailed engine, a well-equipped operator’s area (including seating, levers, and pedals), a side-mounted storage box, workable track links, and photo-etched parts. Assembly required. 600+ pieces. Skill level 3.

$59.95 each
A: Bulldozer – 6” long. .................................. #100706
B: Tractor – Includes a winch and three crew figures. 5” long.................. #101687

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
Patton Versus the Panzers
The Battle of Arracourt, September 1944
Zaloga. As Patton and his acclaimed Third Army pressed through France, Hitler ordered a counterattack and the Battle of Arracourt began. Never before had American troops participated in a tank-versus-tank clash of this magnitude, and this compelling narrative – woven together using new German and U.S. sources – examines how Patton’s Shermans fought off the Nazis’ superior Panther force. 288 pages, B&W photos, 8¼”x10¼”, hardcover..............................#101671 $39.95

World War II Generals
Add a historic, face-to-face rivalry to your World War II display with these 1/30 scale figures, hand-painted replicas of a high-ranking U.S. General and German Field Marshal Walther Model (who committed suicide after the Nazis’ defeat at the Battle of the Bulge). 2½” tall.
A: U.S. General..............................................................#M512001
B: Walther Model..........................................................#M512002

Armored Division Caps
These 100% cotton, black caps feature an embroidered 1st or 2nd Armored Division patch on the front, a pre-curved visor, and an adjustable strap......................................................................................$18.95 each
1st Armored Division “Old Ironsides”..........................#M403353
2nd Armored Division “Hell on Wheels”..........................#M401250

M4 Sherman Tanks
Haskew. A definitive history of the M4 Sherman, this fascinating guide (which includes period photos in both color and black & white) offers a complete portrait of the legendary U.S. tank including its development, service, armaments, and many variants. See images from the factory floor and learn how its numeric advantage helped it outgun superior German armor. 224 pages, illustrated, 11½”x10”, hardcover..............................#101854 $39.95

M4A3 Sherman Calliope Kit
This 1/35 scale plastic kit is a reproduction of an M4A3 Sherman equipped with a Calliope rocket launcher! It features a choice of drive sprockets, a detailed HVSS suspension, optional-position crew hatches, photo-etched light guards, separately molded parts (including pioneering tools, filler caps, and other on-hull details), an authentic T34 rock- et system, a choice of T34 elevation collar or bracket, an M2 machine gun, and four sets of 1945 historic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 6½” long.........................................................#100505 $59.95

World War II Tank Overhaul
As seen on the History Channel, Tank Overhaul brings together engineers and restoration artists from the 21st century with the most iconic battle tanks of yesterday. This two-episode program examines attempts to restore an M4 Sherman (from two broken down models) and a Nazi Panther found in a Polish riverbed. Special edition set includes DVD, Blu-Ray, and downloadable digital versions. 1 hr. 40 min.........#102542 Reg: $17.95 Now: $12.95

Radio-Controlled Tank Models
Reenact the greatest tank battles of World War II with these 1/16 scale, radio-controlled replicas of the M4 Sherman and Panther tanks! Each fully functional replica fires BBs from its gun barrel and also comes with full-directional movement (easy to control via the included transmitter), a rotating cannon (with recoil function), a rechargeable battery, realistic tracks and gearboxes, and more!......................................................................................$309 each
A: NEW! M4A3 Sherman – 16¼” long..............................#102535
B: Panther Ausf. A – 15” long.................................#M901817

M5A1 Stuart Models
Add a classic Hobby Master collectible to your World War II layout with this 1/72 scale, die cast replicas of the M5A1 Stuart featuring a detailed M7 cannon, a rotating turret, elevating weaponry, realistic tracks, authentic U.S. Army markings, and a removable terrain base with a clear plastic cover. 2½” long.
A: “Sloppy Joe” 92nd Cavalry Squadron, 1944......................#980456 $34.95 each
B: “Mickey Georgian” 1944..........................................#980529

M10 Tank Destroyer Kit
Numerically the most influential U.S. tank destroyer of World War II, the M10 received its baptism by fire in Tunisia in 1943. A quality replica of the M10, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features a detailed M7 cannon, a rotating turret, a Browning machine gun, three crew figures, VVSS suspension, and authentic markings for two different vehicles. Assembly required. 324 pieces. Skill level 3. 6¼” long.................................#101689 $49.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com

Calliope
A: U.S. General
B: Panther Ausf. A
A: ”Sloppy Joe”
B: ”Mickey Georgian”

Limited quantities left!
German Infantry Flag

This replica of the German Infantry flag used between 1936 and 1945 features a gold wreath superimposed over a Nazi cross. Screened polyester; includes reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5’x 3’...........#M650613 $16.95

Uniforms of the Third Reich

A Study in Photographs

Hayes and Maguire. This pictorial reference book offers full-color, front and back images of uniforms worn by Nazi armed forces during the Second World War. See items worn by the Wehrmacht, Luftwaffe, Kriegsmarine, Waffen-SS, Allgemeine-SS, Hitler Youth, and political leaders, with photographs showing everything from buttons to insignia! 200 pages, 400+ color photos, 9”x 12”, hardcover.

#102344 $69.95

Landser Marches

These collections of digitally re-mastered Third Reich recordings feature traditional German army marches and songs that calmed soldiers’ racing hearts and gave them renewed strength to carry on the fight................. $19.95 each

Landser Marches 1 Includes 21 marches and songs such as favorites Deutschlandlied, Mein Schlesier-Land, Erika, Schoen ist es, Soldat zu Sein, Niedersachen Marsch, Alte Kameraden. 1 hour...........................................#MA10104

Landser Marches 2 – You get 26 marches and songs, including Pariser Einzugsmarsch, the original Lili Marlene (performed by Lallie Andersen), Wacht am Rhein, Preussens Gloria, and the famous Radetzky march. 1 hr. 11 min...........#MA10105

Buy the Set – Save $10!..............................................#M870119 $29.90

Deadly Beauties – Rare German Handguns

Hampe and Varret. A visual timeline of handgun evolution, this two-book series on German pistols covers the weapons developed from 1871 through the end of World War II. Hundreds of images help complete the story of handguns from manufacturers such as Luger, Walther, Mauser, and many others, as readers will also enjoy insight into their craftsmanship, technical innovations, and service history. 12”x 9”, hardcover..............$79.95 each

Volume 1: 1871-1914 – 432 pages, 500 color photos...#102552
Volume 2: 1914-1945 – 336 pages, 290 color photos...#102553

Nazi Soldier Figures

These 1/30 scale metal figures are hand-painted re-creations of German soldiers, equipped with era-appropriate weaponry and draped in official Nazi regalia. 2½” tall.

$14.95 each

A: Panzerkommandant #M518270
B: U-Boat Matrose #M518271
C: Infantry Officer #M518281
D: NEW! Infantryman (Russian Front) #102408

Luger P08 Pistol

This realistic, non-firing, metal replica of the famous German P08 semi-automatic pistol – which, originally designed by George Luger, was used by German soldiers in both world wars – measures 8½” long.

#M600221 $159

Holster – Add a stylish black leather holster to go with your new Luger! Features a full-flap cover and authentic “Otto Sindel Berlin 1938” markings.

#M651558 $34.95

Luf t waffe Paratrooper Knife

This fantasy collectible of a Luftwaffe paratrooper knife features a steel blade inside a sliding metal frame. 8” long when open.

#M650647 $16.95

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
The Battle of the Bulge

Launched in the Ardennes in December of 1944, the Battle of the Bulge – Hitler’s final offensive – was carried out by a ragtag group of combat-weary Germans, often draped in mismatched uniforms. This hand-painted collection of 1/30 scale metal figures recreates both Nazi soldiers with their unique metal-wheeled Radschlepper Ost transport, and also members of the British Army equipped with a Comet tank used during their final push into Germany. 2½” tall.

A: Otto Skorzeny #102502 $55
B: “Klaus” #102503 $55
C: “Erich” #102504 $55
D: “Willi” #102505 $47
E: “Hauptmann Stossel” #102506 $55
F: “Friedrich” #102507 $47
G: 4-Piece British Tank Riders #102509 $189
H: Comet Tank – Polystone. 8½” long #102508 $259
I: SKODA Radschlepper Ost – Polystone. 7½” long #102501 $249

Krupp Raumer S Kit

Seized by the Americans after the war, the Raumer S was a super-heavy mine-sweeping vehicle developed by the Nazis and weighing in at 130 tons. This 1/35 scale plastic kit features a two-piece upper hull, molded-on hatches, realistic wheels and suspension, separate filigree exterior fittings, and four sets of authentic markings (Krupp Factory, Berlin, American capture, and Antarctica). Assembly required. Skill level 3. 15” long #10254 $59.95

Panzerspahwagen Sd.Kfz. 232 Kit

This 1/32 scale plastic kit replicates the Wehrmacht armored car and features finely molded pieces, soft black tires, three crew members, realistic weaponry, authentic markings (Afrika Korps or Polish Campaign), and numerous additional accessories (including a campfire and tent-fly with poles). Assembly required. 145 pieces. Skill level 2. Measures approximately 8” long #102549 $24.95

Otto Carius Figures

Fully articulating and featuring a host of authentic equipment, these 1/6 scale figures represent Otto Carius – a decorated Nazi commander credited with destroying more than 150 enemy tanks. In addition to his realistic facial likeness, he also comes with a full WH Panzer uniform, three sets of palms, a leather belt, an officer's belt buckle, a P38 pistol (with leather holster), a dagger (with sheath and hanger), and historic insignia. 12” tall #102564 $169 each

A: M36 Tunic #102487 $39.95
B: Summer White Tunic #102486 $39.95

Wheels of Terror

This World War II-era adventure starring David Carradine and Bruce Davison follows the rogue 27th Panzer Division. Comprised of renegades and convicts, the unit – after destroying a Russian tank convoy – is sent into Soviet territory with the purpose of disrupting a railway depot and supply lines, though their proclivity for mischief may create distractions along the way. Color. 1 hr. 39 min. #MV51722 $19.95

Germany Army General Visor Cap

An eye-catching addition to any WWII showcase, this wool visor cap replicates one worn by Third Reich generals and features gold bullion piping and chin-cords, pebbled buttons, satin linings, and colorful embroidered images (including the Clemens Wagner eagle logo and gold insignia). #102564 $79.95
Panzergrenadiers to the Front!

Hamilton. Assembled in December of 1944, the "Brandenburg" Panzergranadier-Division comprised of burnt-out Nazi soldiers that helped a battle-tired German Army extend the war. This volume guides readers through the short-lived history of the unit, tracking all of their impressive combat successes from the perspective of the relentless soldiers that fought them. 464 pages, 75 color maps, 6¼"x 7½", hardcover..............................#100754 Reg: $79.95 Now: $69.95

“Schmeisser Tiger” Metal Sign

Scott Carter. Don’t get too close to this Tiger! Featuring a sultry pin-up girl reclining with her trusty MP40 “Schmeisser” submachine gun, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12"x 18"; includes mounting holes.......................

Remote-Control Tank Models

These 1/16 scale models – representing the Tiger I and M26 Pershing heavy tanks – are controllable via the included transmitter and feature a rotating and BB-firing cannon, a working smoke unit, functional audio with realistic battle sounds, separately applied detail parts, metal tracks, and an authentic paint scheme. Requires 6 AA batteries (not included).

Tiger II Ausf. B Kit

A reproduction of a Tiger II Ausf. B tank, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features a detailed chassis, torsion bar suspension, easily mountable vinyl tracks, a realistic 88mm elevating gun, cannon, optional-position turret hatches, and three sets of authentic markings (501st and 502nd Heavy Panzer Battalion or a captured U.S. Army model). Assembly required. 250 pieces. Skill level 4. 8½" long..............................#102556 $39.95

Kampfpanzer Maus

The Porsche Type 20S Super-Heavy Tank

Fröhlich. Perhaps the most fascinating military vehicle ever produced, the Maus super-heavy tank was conceived by Nazi engineers as a super weapon that would change the tide of the war. This gripping volume compellingly weighs the tank’s pros and cons – its impenetrable armor on the one hand and nearly impossible maneuverability on the other – and also includes the original German operating manual! 240 pages, 328 color and B&W photos, 8½"x11", softcover..............................#102557 $49.95

German Super Tank “Maus” Kit

A super-heavy tank completed in late 1944, the Panzer VIII “Maus” was the heaviest fully enclosed armed fighting vehicle in history, of which only two were manufactured. This 1/35 scale plastic kit of the menacing weapon features a rotating turret, an elevating 128mm main gun, a coaxial 75mm gun, individual track lines, opening driver and escape hatches, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 286 pieces. Skill level 3. 11½" long..............................#100301 $64.95

German Tanks

Using rare battle footage, these exciting documentary-style programs examine Nazi Germany’s most iconic tanks and their influence during World War II and beyond. See the progression of German armor all the way from the early Panzers through the heralded Tiger and Panther of the latter years with a look at all of their history-altering combat experience. B&W and color..............................................

NEW! Buy All Four and Save! – Get all four historic programs for the price of three!.................................#102594 $44.85

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
A diverse assortment of military vehicles, these metal and plastic models—including both 1/72 scale and a sale-priced selection of 1/43 scale collectibles—pay tribute to rugged AFVs fielded by nations across the globe during World War II. They feature authentic surface details, rotating weaponry (where applicable), historic markings, realistic tracks or tires, and a display base with a removable plastic cover.

### 1/43 Scale

**Allied**

- **M8 Armored Car**
  U.S. Army, 2nd Armored Division, 1944. 4½" long.............. #97262
- **M20 Armored Utility Car**
  French Army, 2ème Dragoons, 1944. 4½" long.............. #97439
- **Bedford OYD Cargo Truck**
  RAF, North Africa, 1942. 5¼" long.............. #97420
- **ZIS-6/BM-13 Katioucha**
  Red Army, Guards Mortar Regiment, Kursk, 1943. 4¾" long.............. #97319
- **ZIS-6 Tanker Truck**
  Russian Army, 1944. 4" long...................... #97427

**Axis**

- **Sd.Kfz. 251/1 Ausf. C Wurfrahmen 40**
  Germany Army, Russia, 1942. 5¾" long.............. #97254
- **Kfz. 15 Staff Vehicle**
  German Army, Russia, 1944. 4½" long.............. #97442
- **Sd.Kfz. 222 Armored Car**
  German Army, Russia, 1943. 4¾" long.............. #97428
- **Sd.Kfz. 233 Schwerer Panzerspähwagen**
  German Army, 2 Panzer Division, France, 1944. 5½" long.............. #97419
- **Pz.Kpfw. 38(t)**
  German Army, 7 Panzer Division, Russia, 1941. 4½" long.............. #97438

### 1/72 Scale

- **LVT(A)-1**
  U.S. Army, 708th Tank Battalion, Saipan, 1944. 4½" long.............. #M902584
- **M26 Pershing**
  U.S. Army, 33rd Armored Regiment, 3rd Armored Division, Germany, 1945. 4½" long.............. #M902568
- **Pz.Kpfw. III Ausf. G**
  German Army, Libya, 1941. 3" long.............. #M902599
- **Steyr 1500 A/01 + 20mm Flak 38**
  German Army, 69th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, 10th Panzer Division, Tunisia, 1941. 5" long. #M902849
- **Sturmmörserwagen “Sturmtiger”**
  German Army, Pz.Stu.Mr.Btr. 1002, Minden, Germany, 1945. 3½" long. #95872
- **Panzer IV L/70**
  German Army, “Feldherrnhalle,” Hungary, 1945. 4½" long.............. #95888
- **Bergepanther Sd.Kfz. 179**
  German Army, 52nd Panzerabteilung, Russia, 1943. 3½" long.............. #M902847
- **Sturmpanzer IV Brummbar**
  German Army, 216th Panzerabteilung, Rome, 1944. 3½" long. #95899
- **KV-1E Tank**
  Red Army, 109th Armored Division, 43rd Army, Briansk, Russia, 1941. 3¾" long.............. #M902593

All Models Include a Display Base with a Protective Cover!

$14.95 Each

Reg: $24.95

$19.95 Each
The Train
In this 1964 classic, Burt Lancaster plays a French train engineer who, during the waning days of World War II, tries to prevent Nazi colonel Paul Scofield from transporting a precious art collection back to Germany. Can Lancaster and his Resistance colleagues—utilizing sabotage and cunning deception—stall for time with the Allies on their way? Authentic explosions, acrobatic stunts and Lancaster’s brilliant wit help make this a WWII classic. Widescreen, B&W, 2 hrs. 13 min....................................#RV6982 $19.95

World War II: U.S. Army on the Rails
Send your troops and gear to war via rail with these HO scale (1/87) models, reproductions of various locomotives and train cars used by the U.S. Army during World War II. Each replica features molded rivets, dynamic moving parts, a realistic undercarriage, authentic markings, and knuckle couplers.

A: 0-6-0 Steam Tank Engine
Includes a working headlight and 5-pole motor! 6½" long...#R60494 $79.95
B: Big Cannon Railcar......#R98787 $25.95
C: Box Car...#R86295 $16.95
D: 40' Tank Car
#R95012 $16.95
E: NEW! 40' Flat Car
#402350 $16.95
F: NEW! 51' Flat Car
#402352 $19.95
G: NEW! U.S. Army Caboose
#402353 $17.95

Paratrooper Hats
Made in the USA.
82nd Airborne...............#102569 $22.95 each
U.S. Paratrooper.............#102567


Paratrooper Challenge Coin
This cutout challenge coin features the words “Always Earned – Never Given” around the edge, with the paratrooper logo uniquely shaped in the center. 1¼” diameter.
#102568 $14.95

Paratrooper Signaling Cricket
One click call; two click response! Based on the signaling cricket used by paratroopers to locate other airborne troops at night, this replica is made of brass and steel, has a “U.S.” engraving, and sounds like the real thing!
#M651520 $12.95

Paratrooper Bronze Sculpture
Finely sculpted, this cold cast bronze sculpture of a paratrooper depicts the determination that American soldiers had during the D-Day invasion. 7” tall.
#M602197 Reg: $64.95 Now: $49.95

Douglas DC-3/C-47 Skytrain Balsa Wood Kit
This beautiful reproduction includes decals for both civilian DC-3 and military C-47 construction. For display purposes only, kit is 1/32 scale and has a 35” wingspan when completed; assembly required.
#8907 $74.95
**Disobeying Hitler**

*German Resistance After Valkyrie*

Hansen. While the failed assassination attempt on the Führer’s life in the summer of 1944 is often viewed as the end of German resistance to Hitler, this new-perspective volume argues otherwise. Learn how, despite regime change no longer being an active goal of the “resistance” after Valkyrie, many of the Nazi faithful began purposely disobeying orders – and saving thousands of lives in the process. 480 pages, B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼", hardcover.................$12.95

**Hunting Hitler**

*New Scientific Evidence that Hitler Escaped Nazi Germany*

Corso. What if Adolf Hitler escaped the Allies’ grasp after the Second World War? Analyzing recent research suggesting Hitler survived the war, this volume sheds new light on one of the most tantalizing questions of recent history. You’ll weigh the evidence to decide if he ended up in Argentina with his fellow Nazi officers; made his way to Indonesia, where he worked at a hospital and remarried; really did die in the bunker; or if the mystery remains unsolved. 192 pages, 20 B&W photos, 5½”x 9", hardcover. ...............................

**Battle of the Bulge Films**

Filled with wartime footage and newsreels, these compilations cover the brutal fighting of the 4th and 10th Armored Divisions under General Patton’s 3rd Army during the Battle of the Bulge.

- **The Infantry Struggle** – Learn about the 5th and 6th Panzer Division’s surprise attack at St. Vith and the American forces that struggled to repulse them, the 84th Infantry Division’s mission to defend the town of Marche from the Germans, and an infantryman’s journey from D-Day to the forests of the Ardennes. 1 hr. 38 min.........................#MV52931
- **The Armored Fight** – Enjoy films highlighting the harrowing fighting of the 4th and 10th Armored Divisions under General Patton’s 3rd Army during the Battle of the Bulge. 1 hr. 36 min........................#MV52932

**To Hell and Back**

*Starring Audie Murphy* – who, in 27 months of fighting, was the most decorated U.S. combat soldier of WWII – as himself, this 1955 film follows Murphy’s heroic wartime experiences with the 3rd Infantry Division, from fighting in Italy and southern France to the thrilling action for which he was awarded the Medal of Honor. 1 hr. 46 min.........................#MV50185 $14.95

**Berlin Viersektorenstadt (Four-Sector City)**

*Metal Sign*

Depicting the four sectors of Berlin that were separately occupied by U.S., British, French, and Soviet forces following World War II, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 8"x 14"; includes mounting holes. ..................#M600325 $19.95

**Images of War**

*Armoured Warfare from the Riviera to the Rhine – 1944-1945*

Tucker-Jones. The D-Day invasion in June of 1944 deserves the widespread historical attention it has received; however, there was also a southern advance shortly thereafter that has been neglected in the account of the final year of the war – Operation Dragoon. This book takes readers through the tough-fought campaign from the French Riviera to the forcing of the Belfort Gap. 160 pages, 175 B&W photos, 7½”x 9½", softcover..........................#102570 $24.95

**Hunting Hitler**

*Si ple... Why did Hitler Escape Nazi Germany?*

Corso. What if Adolf Hitler escaped the Allies’ grasp after the Second World War? Analyzing recent research suggesting Hitler survived the war, this volume sheds new light on one of the most tantalizing questions of recent history. You’ll weigh the evidence to decide if he ended up in Argentina with his fellow Nazi officers; made his way to Indonesia, where he worked at a hospital and remarried; really did die in the bunker; or if the mystery remains unsolved. 192 pages, 20 B&W photos, 5½”x 9", hardcover. ...............................

**Berlin Viersektorenstadt (Four-Sector City)**

*Metal Sign*

Depicting the four sectors of Berlin that were separately occupied by U.S., British, French, and Soviet forces following World War II, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 8"x 14"; includes mounting holes. ..................#M600325 $19.95
USN Heavyweight Sea Bag
Just like the ones carried by American sailors for years, this khaki-colored sea bag is made of heavyweight canvas and features a drawstring closure. 26”x 36”...........

G.I. Type Navy Sailor Hat
This G.I-type, white sailors hat is made of 100% cotton and replicates one worn by American Navy men in World War II.

Images of America
Filled with hundreds of rare vintage photos, these Images of America books explore three of the country's preeminent Seabees hubs. 128 pages, 200 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover.........................$21.95 each

The Seabees at Gulfport – Nichols.
The advance base depot in Gulfport, Mississippi, was the southern home of the Seabees beginning in 1942.......................#M101925

The Seabees at Gulfport – Nichols.
The U.S. Naval Construction Battalion Center at Davisville, Rhode Island, is remembered as the original "Home of the Atlantic Seabees," ultimately closed in 1994.........................#M101949

SEABEES
Activated on March 5, 1942, the U.S. Navy “Seabees” – named for the initials “CB,” or Construction Battalions – are responsible for paving roads and airstrips, bulldozing debris, and building airbases. More than 325,000 Americans served as Seabees during the war, and they remain an integral part of the Navy with their can-do motto: “We Build. We Fight.”

Images of America
Filled with hundreds of rare vintage photos, these Images of America books explore three of the country's preeminent Seabees hubs. 128 pages, 200 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover.........................$21.95 each

Davisville and the Seabees – Schrader & Emma. The U.S. Naval Construction Battalion Center at Davisville, Rhode Island, is remembered as the original "Home of the Atlantic Seabees," ultimately closed in 1994.........................#M101949

The Seabees at Gulfport – Nichols.
The advance base depot in Gulfport, Mississippi, was the southern home of the Seabees beginning in 1942.......................#M101925

Metal Sign – Based on a U.S. Navy recruiting poster, this steel sign resembles the look and feel of aged metal and paint. Includes mounting holes. 12”x 12”......................#M601657$16.95

NEW! T-Shirt – Stylishly faded yellow lettering spells out “U.S. Navy” on this 100% cotton t-shirt, which also features the Seabees' famous logo and motto.........................#102571

NEW! M, L, XL..................$19.95

NEW! 2XL, 3XL..................$21.95

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
This 1/144 scale plastic kit features a two-piece hull; an intricate transport deck with hatches and ramps; six 20mm Oerlikon cannons; M4 Shermans, MB Greyhound scout cars, and CCKW 353 trucks; authentic markings; and a display stand. 17½" long; 428 parts, assembly required.................... #101780 $19.95

LCI Infantry Landing Craft Kit
Deliver your troops safely to shore with this 1/160 scale infantry landing craft kit! It features a realistic design, a loading and unloading ramp, authentic weaponry and historic decals. Assembly required. 59 pieces. Skill level 2. 12" long.......................................................... #101781 $14.95

LCVP Landing Craft Kit
The LCVP, or Higgins Boat, is perhaps most recognizable for delivering troops – of which it could fit 36 – to shore during the amphibious D-Day landings. Take home your own LCVP with this easy-to-build, 1/72 scale plastic kit featuring a realistic design, a water base, and 15 soldier figures. Assembly required. Skill level 1. 11" long............................... #101782 $12.95

Motor Torpedo Boat PT-109 Kit
PT-109, immortalized as the boat commanded by John F. Kennedy, was powered by three twelve-cylinder Packard engines and equipped with four torpedo tubes, machine guns, and an anti-aircraft gun. This exquisitely detailed, 1/35 scale plastic kit of that vessel features a full hull; a well-equipped deck; 21-inch torpedo tubes, a 20mm cannon, 12.7mm machine guns, and a 37mm anti-aircraft gun (a field modification); realistic drive shafts and rudders; photo-etched parts; and authentic markings. 27½" long; 400+ parts, assembly required................... #M800636 $159

Amphibious Landings and Landing Craft
Examine the famous amphibious landings of World War II – and the crafts in which they were executed – with these multi-film DVD collections featuring training films, vintage newsreels, and detailed historical analysis. B&W.......................... $19.95 each

U.S. Navy LSTs – Designed to help carry and unload men and equipment on difficult shorelines, the “Landing Ship Tank” (LST) was first developed by the British and then perfected by a joint venture between the Brits and Americans. 1 hr. 35 min.............................. #100721

U.S. Navy LSTs – Using lessons learned from the ill-fated landing at Gallipoli during WWI, the U.S. Navy developed a new “Offensive Amphibious Operations” strategy, an indispensable effort that paid dividends for the Allies during WWII. 1 hr. 43 min.................. #100723

Buy All Three – Save $10!...... #100724 Reg: $59.85 Now: $49.85

Gator Navy Shirt
Bring your troops, tanks, trucks, and other supplies to shore with the help of the amphibious Gator Navy! This navy blue t-shirt features the words “Gator Navy” on the chest and a bold screen-printed image on the back. 100% cotton. #101778

U.S. Navy LSTs – Designed to help carry and unload men and equipment on difficult shorelines, the “Landing Ship Tank” (LST) was first developed by the British and then perfected by a joint venture between the Brits and Americans. 1 hr. 35 min........................................................................ #100721

Flower Class Corvette Kit
Used primarily by the British, Canadians, and Americans during World War II, the Flower Class was a series of corvettes of which 267 were built. This 1/144 scale plastic kit, a detailed replica of such a ship which served in the Atlantic as an anti-submarine escort, features Vickers and Lewis twin machine guns, a BL Mk. IX single gun, flags, lifeboats, and historic decals. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 17" long.............. #101188 $59.95

USS Melvin Kit
Laid down in July of 1943, the USS Melvin began her Pacific Theater service in 1944, including providing anti-aircraft coverage at Iwo Jima. A huge centerpiece replica of the Fletcher-Class destroyer, this 1/125 scale plastic kit – measuring three-feet long! – features rotating parts (including gun turrets, radar screen, and torpedo tubes), paper flags and pennants, moving propellers and rudders, and a display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 3.................. #102222 $79.95

SAVE $10 On The Set!
Images of America

Battleship Cove
Gay. Home to the largest and most diverse collection of preserved U.S. Navy ships in the world, Battleship Cove, Massachusetts, is a nonprofit maritime museum and war memorial that has hosted millions of visitors from around the world. Take a tour of that site, which serves as the official memorial for the events of September 11, 2001, and the veterans memorial for WWII and the Korean, Vietnam, and Persian Gulf Wars. 128 pages, 200 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover...... #M105037 $21.95

U.S. Battleship Kits
Each one a U.S. battleship ordered during the Great War, the USS California and USS Colorado served in the Pacific Theater during World War II. Take home your own prolific American warship with these 1/700 scale plastic kits featuring a detailed superstructure, an option to build full hull or waterline versions, full weapons suite, fine deck fittings, aircraft models, cranes, and a display stand with an engraved nameplate. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 10½” long........................................................... $49.95 each

Aircraft Carriers Hawaiian Shirt
This irresistible Hawaiian shirt, which features U.S. Navy aircraft carriers such as the USS Midway, USS Yorktown, USS Hornet, USS Enterprise and USS Lexington, is generously cut and made in Hawaii of a fine, washable, cotton/rayon blend.............. #80333

M, L, XL.................. $44.95
XXL........................ $49.95

U.S. Navy - Capital Ships / Naval Aviation

WWII

USN “The Fighting Lady”
USS Yorktown CV-5 and CV-10
Filled with rare wartime footage, this collection examines the U.S. Navy’s USS Yorktown (CV-5) and (CV-10) aircraft carriers. You’ll view life aboard the USS Yorktown (CV-10) during 1944 and 1945; see combat film of the USS Yorktown (CV-5), including her sinking at the Battle of Midway; watch the USS Yorktown (CV-10) fight the Japanese at Truk Island; and learn about the Navy’s Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) program. B&W and color, 1 hr. 39 min...................................................... #MV52913 $19.95

USN “The Fighting Lady”
USS Yorktown CV-5 and CV-10
Filled with rare wartime footage, this collection examines the U.S. Navy’s USS Yorktown (CV-5) and (CV-10) aircraft carriers. You’ll view life aboard the USS Yorktown (CV-10) during 1944 and 1945; see combat film of the USS Yorktown (CV-5), including her sinking at the Battle of Midway; watch the USS Yorktown (CV-10) fight the Japanese at Truk Island; and learn about the Navy’s Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) program. B&W and color, 1 hr. 39 min...................................................... #MV52913 $19.95

TBM-3 Avenger Model
Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast model replicates a TBM-3 Avenger torpedo bomber – flying with VT-12 off the USS Randolph – just prior to the Battle of Okinawa. It features a rotating propeller, a glazed canopy, a fully equipped gunner station, eight wing-mounted rockets, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 9” wingspan.................... #980663 $79.95

The Unlucky Eight
Stan Stokes. 
2nd Lt. James Elms Swett’s first taste of WWII combat would be one for the record books when flying his F4F Wildcat at Guadalcanal on April 7, 1943, he yielded seven victories and was awarded the Medal of Honor. This 22”x 18”, numbered print is signed by the artist and the now-deceased 15.5-victory ace James Swett.............. #7799 $119

Grumman F6F Hellcat Shirt
This 100% pre-shrunk cotton, blue t-shirt displays an F6F Hellcat screen-printed across the chest. #88781

M, L, xl.....$24.95 2XL, 3XL...$26.95

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
Japanese Battleships
1897-1945: A Photographic Archive
Burt. From Japan’s launching of the Yashima in 1897 through the end of World War II, this pictorial guide examines every battleship in what was the era’s third largest navy. In addition to a detailed analysis of these famous ships, this volume also features a selection of exciting new photos never previously seen by Western readers! 128 pages, 125 B&W photographs, 8”x10½”, hardcover...#
100570 $49.95

Battleship Yamato
Japan’s Secret Fleet
Examining all classes of Japanese battleships and battlecruisers of WWII, this 2-DVD set includes rare footage of the gigantic Yamato-class battleships; the films Imperial Japanese Navy, War in the Pacific Ocean, and The U.S. Navy at Sea; 20 photo galleries; and more. 2 hrs. 16 min................#
MV52589 $34.95

Japanese Imperial Navy Landing Forces Helmet
A special piece for your collection of Pacific Theater memorabilia, this premium quality reproduction of a WWII Imperial Japanese Naval Landing Forces helmet features an 18-gauge steel shell with an anchor emblem; a leather liner with three pads; and an adjustable, cotton web chinstrap. Available in size large only, which fits up to size 7½. #93708 $79.95

Aichi D3A1 Val Model
Known as “Val” to Allied forces, the Aichi D3A dive bomber was responsible for sinking more enemy warships than any Axis aircraft. This 1/72 scale, SkyMax, die cast model – replicating a D3A1 stationed on the Zuikaku during the Battle of Coral Sea – features a removable canopy, a well-equipped cockpit and gunner station, full weapons complement, authentic markings, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 7¾” wingspan.............#980670 $72.95

Japanese Armor
An imperial tank commander peaks his head out of each of these 1/30 scale polystone models – replicas of the Type 95 “Ha-Go” and Type 1 “Ho-Ni” armored vehicles. Each hand-painted collectible features realistic tracks, side-mounted accessories, and an authentic paint scheme.
A: Type 95 “Ha-Go” 5¾” long..........................#101617 $189
B: Type 1 “Ho-Ni” 7¾” long..........................#101922 $159

Limited Edition

Japanese Type 97 Grenade
This solid resin reproduction of the Japanese Type 97 fragmentation hand grenade features a “pineapple-shaped” body and a brass spring-loaded fuse with a removable pin and jute cord. 4” tall. #M651531 $24.95

Renzan and Shinden Kai Kit
This unique dual kit features parts to build two proposed Japanese warbirds – the Renzan (a heavy bomber) and the Shinden Kai (a prototype interceptor) – whose advanced capabilities may have changed the fate of the war, given more time. Premium features of these 1/72 scale collectibles include an I Goh guided bomb, a well-equipped cockpit, a pilot figure, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 152 pieces. Skill level 3. Renzan: 17¾” wingspan......................#702117 $79.95

Aichi D3A1 Val Model
Limited Edition

Japanese Armor
Limited Edition

Japanese Type 97 Grenade
Limited Edition

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com
Marines in the Pacific
Filled with rare archival film footage, this 3-DVD collection examines the operations of the six U.S. Marine divisions in WWII’s Pacific Theater. You’ll follow their heroic exploits from the Japanese attack on Guam through the battles of Midway and Guadalcanal, the capture of Saipan (which placed B-29 bombers within range of Japan), and the battles for the Japanese homeland islands of Iwo Jima and Okinawa. B&W, 4 hrs. 30 min. #MV51569  Reg: $14.95  Now: $9.95

SAVE OVER 30%

LVT(A)-2 Models
The LVT were a series of amphibious warfare vehicles mainly used for logistical support, particularly at the Battle of Guadalcanal in World War II. Made by Hobby Master, these 1/72 scale, die cast models of the LVT(A)-2 feature quality rubber tracks, an open-top design, dynamic moveable weapons, authentic USMC markings, and a removable base. 4½” long.

A: 2nd Amtrack Battalion – Gray paint scheme. 1943......#980494 $36.95
B: 3rd Amtrack Battalion – Green paint scheme. 1942....#980581 $34.95

War in the Pacific Films
These multi-chapter DVDs explore fighting in the Philippines and Aleutians during the Second World War. See the Battle of Leyte Gulf, the retaking of Corregidor, the shipping of materials to the Russians via the Aleutians, and the Seabees hard at work – as told, with rare period footage and vintage newreels. B&W.........................................................$19.95 each

Philippines – 1 hr. 29 min..................#MV52944
Aleutians – 1 hr. 41 min..........................#MV52939

Philippines “Guerilla Money” Peso Notes
After the Japanese took over the Philippines, the guerilla resistance – seeking to maintain some autonomy and control over their economy – began printing their own money for circulation, contrasting the Imperial “invasion” currency. This 5-peso and 20-peso note, featuring a handsome folder, represents money circulated during the 1940s and arrives lightly circulated......................$16.95 each

20-Pesos Note............#102226
5-Pesos Note...........................#102227

The Neutron’s Long Shadow
Legacies of Nuclear Explosives Production in the Manhattan Project
Miller. This visual timeline of the Manhattan Project tracks the unlikely gamble taken by the U.S. government to build massive facilities and solicit the help of top scientists without knowing whether atomic weaponry was even feasible. Nearly two hundred rare photographs are featured, telling the story of exotic nuclear explosive materials and the subsequent Cold War arms race. 208 pages, 193 B&W photos, 12”x 9”, hardcover..............#102573 $44.95

Message from Hiroshima
A thriving town of thousands of people and hundreds of businesses, Hiroshima was forever altered on August 6, 1945, when an atomic bomb was detonated 2,000 feet above its city center. Narrated by George Takei, this documentary takes viewers on a before-and-after tour of the Japanese city, featuring survivor testimony and computer-generated re-creations of the blast. Color and B&W, 52 minutes..........................#MV53295 $19.95

B-29 Superfortress Models
Perhaps the two most recognizable military aircraft in history, the “Enola Gay” and “Bockscar” – B-29 Superfortress heavy bombers – dropped the atomic weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, respectively. These 1/144 scale, Air Force 1, die cast models of the legendary warbirds include “Little Boy” (1/60) and “Fat Man” (1/72) bombs and also feature signature nose art, rotating propellers, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 11¾” wingspan............................................$79.95 each

Enola Gay Collection
Pay tribute to the iconic Enola Gay with this 3-piece collection featuring the 20th Army Air Corps patch worn by crew members, the Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal, and the World War II Victory Medal. They arrive arranged next to a color photo of the bomber and her crew, inside a stylish 12”x 8” glass-lid display case. #700460 $49.95
The Frozen Chosen
The 1st Marine Division and the Battle of the Chosin Reservoir Cleaver. Fought amidst the worst blizzard in a century, the Battle of the Chosin Reservoir – a late-1950 campaign against the intervening Red Chinese during the Korean War – is widely considered the Marines' finest hour. Track the progression of the bloody battle with this historical guide featuring testimony from surviving veterans known as the "Frozen Chosen." 324 pages, B&W photos, 6"x 9¾", hardcover.

#101367 $27.95

Korean War Aircraft Films
Although the Soviet MiG-15 did prove a formidable foe, U.S. Forces in Korea held air superiority with a selection of rugged and versatile aircraft. These programs, which feature classic newsreels and military-issued films, examine the USAF and carrier-based Navy and Marine aircraft of the Korean War.

USAF Over Korea – This program examines many USAF warbirds in Korea including the F-84 Thunderchief, F-80 Shooting Star, B-29 Superfortress, and of course, the F-86 Sabre. B&W. 1 hr. 34 min. #700740

Carrier Aircraft – The F2H Banshee, F4U Corsair, and F-86F Sabre Model
A Hobby Master replica of "The Paper Tiger," an F-86F Sabre, this 1/72 scale model pays tribute to its pilot Col. Harold Fischer – an 11-victory ace who flew more than 175 missions in Korea. It features his aircraft's signature nose art, an opening canopy, a removable pilot figure, a well-equipped cockpit, a detailed afterburning engine nozzle, optional-position landing gear, authentic markings, and a display stand. 6¾" long. #980623 $74.95

F-86F Sabre Kit
A replica of "The Huff," an F-86F Sabre flown by Lt. Jim Thompson as it appeared in 1953 Korea, this 1/72 scale plastic kit features a glazed canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, intricate landing gear, wing-mounted tanks, and three sets of authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 6¾" long. #702118 $24.95

M7 Shoulder Holster
Designed specifically for use with the M1911 pistol, the M7 shoulder holster was a favorite among paratroopers. This fully outfitted, black leather replica – available left- or right-handed – features a padded shoulder strap, a wrap-around strap with metal hooks on each end, and U.S. markings. $44.95 each

Right-Handed #100684
Left-Handed #102576

American Tank Kits
Both the M26 Pershing and the M41 Walker Bulldog tanks saw service during the Korean War, though the former was quickly replaced by the M46 Patton while the latter saw limited service (as it wasn't introduced until 1953). These 1/35 scale kits come with flexible tracks, a selection of soldier figures, and authentic markings. Assembly required.

A: M26 Pershing – Premium features include a realistic cast iron appearance, optional-position hatches, ammunition boxes, and K-rations. 9½" long. #M800222 $59.95

B: M41 Walker Bulldog – 6¼" long. #M800776 $16.95

Cold War
Korean War

Retreat, Hell!
Considered one of the greatest Korean War films ever made, this 1952 classic stars Frank Lovejoy and Richard Carlson as Marine officers shipped into combat during the Battle of Inchon. Side by side among a hastily assembled group, they must come together and survive amidst an intense Chinese communist offensive. 1 hr. 35 min. #100293 $24.95

F-86F Sabre
LIMITED EDITION

RB-26C Invader Model
The RB-26C was an unarmed photo reconnaissance variant of the Douglas A-26 Invader carrying cameras and flash flares for night photography. This 1/72 scale, Hobby Master, die cast model – a reproduction of an RB-26C operating with the 363rd TRW out of Shaw Air Force Base in 1955 – features rotating propellers, an opening canopy, three removable crew figures, a well-equipped cockpit and rear station, a glazed nose, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 11¾" wingspan. #700167

$19.95 each

6¼" long.$24.95

#700740

NEW!

M41 Walker Bulldog - 6¼" long.

$27.95

#701614

1 hr. 23 min.

$14.95

5 hours

#102576
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**Cold War**

**Korean War Veteran Cap**
- Embroidered; 100% acrylic; black; includes an adjustable strap. One size fits most.
- Made in the USA.
- #0263 $16.95

**Korean Conflict Metal Sign**
- Honor those who fought in the "Forgotten War" with this steel sign featuring the dates of the Korean Conflict. Includes a mounting hole. 14" diameter.
- #101368 $18.95

**3-Piece Korean War Medal Collection**
- This set includes three full-size, bronze-minted medals awarded to veterans of the Korean War. You get a Korea Service Medal (authorized 1950) given to members of the U.S. Armed Forces for 30 days of continuous service between June 27, 1950, and July 27, 1954; a U.N. Korean Service Medal (authorized 1950) for service in Korea; and a Republic of Korea War Service Medal (established 1999) for six months service. Arrives in a framed display case with ribbon bars and a spot to insert a 3" x 5" photo.
- #M651944 $79.95

**Made in the USA.**

**U.S. Service Medals**
- Produced by the same company that issues official government medals, these quality replicas are recreations of the Cold War Victory Medal (recognizing all who served from September 2, 1945, to December 26, 1991) and the National Defense Service Medal (authorized in 1953 as a "blanket campaign medal"). Each one comes with its corresponding ribbon bar!
- A: Cold War Victory Medal – Comes in a presentation box!
- #M651948 $39.95
- B: National Defense Service Medal...
- #M651937 $19.95

**Cold War Service Challenge Coin**
- Celebrate your service during the Cold War with this bronze challenge coin featuring full-color imagery – including the years 1945-1991 next to the U.S. and Soviet flags. 1¾" diameter.
- #102577 $14.95

**How to Survive an Atomic Attack**
- A Cold War Manual
- By Christopher. After the Soviet Union detonated their first operational nuclear weapon in 1949, the Cold War era began and the fear of Mutually Assured Destruction became very real. This collection of pamphlets submitted by the U.S. government offers a glimpse of their fascinating and unsettling advice on how to survive an atomic blast, including the terrible reality of their destructiveness and how to build your own bomb shelter. 96 pages, illustrated, 6½" x 9¼", softcover.
- #M106837 $15.95

**U.S. Atomic Testing and Operations**
- By Ground, Sea and Air
- This program explores all aspects of early nuclear weapons development and atomic bomb testing. You’ll learn about Operation Dominic, a series of airdrop nuclear bursts conducted by the U.S. near Christmas Island to determine the impact of nuclear weapons on naval vessels; Operation Argus, which was a series of three high-altitude tests in the South Atlantic Ocean to see if a radiation belt would develop in the upper region of Earth’s atmosphere; the effects of fallout and radiation; and more. Color and B&W, 1 hr. 54 min.
- #MV52784 $14.95

**Fallout Shelter Metal Sign**
- Reminiscent of signage posted during the Cold War era, this 24-gauge steel reproduction includes mounting holes. 16” x 16”.
- #M602376 $24.95

**Pickup Truck Models**
- Draped in vintage Harley-Davidson branding, these pickup truck models – representing vehicles released by Ford and Chevy in the late ’40s and early ’50s – come with their own classic motorcycle in the bed! Each 1/24 scale, die cast replica also features real-working steering, opening doors, a lowering tailgate, running boards, and rubber tires. 8" long.
- A: 1948 Ford .................................................................................... #R56006 $29.95
- B: 1950 Chevy ................................................................................ #401201 $24.95

**1/25 Scale Plastic Kit**
- Offered only from 1952-1954, the Crestline was a Ford nameplate offering hardtop, convertible, or station wagon body styles. This 1/25 scale plastic kit replicates a ’53 Sunliner convertible and features an opening hood, your choice of an up or down top, a well-equipped interior, Firestone whitewall tires, fender skirts, chrome parts, and a colorful decal sheet. Assembly required. 5" long.
- #402556 $24.95

**Fallout Shelter**

**Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com**
SAC/B-52 Caps
The embroidered patch on the front of these black caps shows off your love of Cold War aviation, with the words “Strategic Air Command” or “B-52 Stratofortress.”
100% cotton................................................. $18.95 each
A: Strategic Air Command #702119
B: B-52 Stratofortress #702121

B-52G Stratofortress Kit
A massive centerpiece replica of the B-52G – an improved fuel-capacity Stratofortress variant conceived while waiting on delays in the B-58 Hustler program – this 1/72 scale plastic kit features eight realistic turbofan engines, a glazed canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, opening bomb bays (with realistic munitions), and four sets of authentic USAF markings. Assembly required. 137 pieces. Skill level 4. 30¾” wingspan.
#701936 $84.95

“My Peace Sign” Challenge Coin
“Peace Through Superior Firepower.” This bronze alloy challenge coin features an above profile image of the prolific B-52 Stratofortress – which looks suspiciously like a peace symbol!
1¼” diameter..........................................................#702128 $14.95

B-52G Stratofortress
8” wingspan
#94829 $29.95

B: B-1 Lancer – 1/221 scale.
8” long..............................................................#702034 $29.95

C: B-2 Spirit – 1/280 scale.
7¼” wingspan.
#91117 $19.95

Convair B-58A Hustler Model
Made of Philippine mahogany, this 1/72 scale model measures 16¾” long, is hand-painted and detailed, and arrives ready to display on the included base.
#9325 $189

B-58 Hustler Kit
A replica of a delta-wing Convair B-58 Hustler, which was developed for the USAF Strategic Air Command in the late 1950s as the first operational jet bomber capable of Mach 2 supersonic flight, this 1/128 scale plastic kit features removable jet engines and afterburners, movable flight controls, retractable landing gear, authentic USAF markings, a pilot figure, and a display stand. Assembly required.
9” long; 112 parts, skill level 2.................................#96105 $19.95

Boeing B-47 Stratojet
1 hr. 50 min.................................................... #V5147

B-1 Lancer/ Aardvark
1 hr. 26 min.....................................................#V5177

Strategic Bomber Films
These unique programs examine the USAF’s primary Cold War bombers including the B-47, B-52, F-111 and B-1. Viewers will be treated to an exploration of each aircraft’s combat history and specifications through an exciting selection of classic action footage and rare newsreels................................. $19.95 each
The BUFF: Boeing’s B-52 Stratofortress
1 hr. 26 min.................................................... #V5171

B-1 Lancer/ Aardvark
1 hr. 26 min.....................................................#V5177
The X-15 Program
Filled with rare archival footage and incredible images, this film collection examines the X-15 and other experimental x-planes operated by the USAF and NASA. You'll learn about the development of the X-15, including its early days and first flight; NASA's study of manned space and hypersonic flight; the history of the Muroc Army Airfield (now Edwards Air Force Base) in the Mojave Desert; and more. Color, 1 hr. 29 min. Total runtime..............................................................................#V5122 $19.95

The Projects of Skunk Works
Pace. The U.S. government, in the face of growing Nazi threats in the summer of 1943, requested the development of a research team capable of designing a jet-powered fighter – and Skunk Works was born. Pull back the curtain of the secretive Lockheed program with this guide filled with images of everything from the drawing board to the sky in addition to the entire story of the X-1, the plane that finally achieved supersonic flight when, in 1947, it was piloted by Chuck Yeager and reached speeds of 700mph.

U-2C Spy Plane Kit
The U-2 "Dragon Lady," introduced in 1957, is a high-altitude recon aircraft that helped America gain vital intelligence on the Soviets during the height of the Cold War. This 1/48 scale plastic kit – an impressively sized replica – features optional pylon and slipper drop tanks, two crew figures, pogo struts, a ground handling cart, and authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 25 ¾" wingspan..........................#701361 $34.95

Bell X-1
Davies. After World War II, U.S. engineers that had been solely focused on developing aircraft to win the war pivoted and began another pioneering pursuit: crack the sound barrier. This riveting book tells the entire story of the X-1, the plane that finally achieved supersonic flight when, in 1947, it was piloted by Chuck Yeager and reached speeds of 700mph.

80 pages, illustrated, 7¼"x 9¾", softcover.............#702129 $19.95

Bell X-1 Display Model
A replica of Chuck Yeager's X-1 – a plane he nicknamed "Glamorous Glennis" and in which he broke the sound barrier in 1947 – this 1/32 scale display model is crafted of quality mahogany and features its signature "international orange" paint scheme, authentic nose art, simulated canopy windows, and a display stand. 11" long...........................................#702158 $189

X-15 Prototype Model
Representing both the first and second prototypes of the famous X-15, these 1/144 scale plastic models feature extended landing skids and nose wheels, authentic USAF markings, an internal metal weight for added heft, and a display stand. 4¼" long................................................................#$99490

SR-71 Blackbird with Drone Kit
This 1/72 scale kit, a replica of the legendary recon aircraft, comes equipped with an accompanying D-21 drone, and features engraved surface detail, realistic engines, a glazed canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, finely detailed after-burning turbojet exhausts, and authentic USAF markings. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 17¼" long. Signed by the artist and Gilliland.

First Flight of the Blackbird
Stan Stokes. Introduced in 1966, the legendary SR-71 Blackbird would go on to become the fastest air-breathing, manned aircraft in history. Before it could achieve its thunderous success, however, it needed to be flight-tested. This limited edition print pays tribute to that historic day – December 22, 1964 – when pilot Robert Gilliland took the aircraft on its maiden flight, escorted by an F-104 Starfighter. 16" x 11¼".

NEW! Signature Edition – Signed by the artist and Gilliland. #700565 $89.95

Standard Edition – Signed by the artist. #700564 $49.95

Reg: $39.95 Now: $19.95
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**Vietnam**

**The Real War: A Photographic History by the Associated Press**
An exceptional collection of photographs culled from the archives of the Associated Press, this pictorial history examines the Vietnam War in detail. You'll view the war as documented by the courageous photojournalists of the time who joined U.S. troops and risked their lives to present the war to the American public. 304 pages, 300 color and B&W photos, 10¼”x 9¾” , hardcover....................

#M106650 $39.95

**Tour of Duty: The Complete Series**
This television program focuses on a platoon of young U.S. soldiers during their first tour of combat in the Vietnam War. Originally airing in 1987, Tour of Duty was praised for its realism and showed viewers the gritty experiences of U.S. soldiers stationed in an unfamiliar world. This 11-DVD collection includes all 58 episodes from that 3-season long program. 45 hrs. 41 min. #V9940 $44.95

**“If You Weren’t There...” Metal Sign**
Metal sign includes mounting holes. 12”x 12” ................... #100594 $19.95

**“It Won’t Hurt You... It’s Just to Kill Plants” T-shirt**
Displaying the memorable quote first used by decorated Vietnam War veteran, U.S. Marine Karl Marlantes, this screen-printed, orange t-shirt is made of soft, 100% cotton.......................... #M404680

M, L, XL............ $18.95  XXL, XXXL........ $20.95

**Vietnam-Era GI Stainless Steel Mess Tray**
This authentic, military issue surplus mess tray is made of durable stainless steel and is dishwasher safe. 15½”x11½” . Unissued condition. #M651179 $24.95

**Vietnam-Style G.I. Windup Watch**
Patterned after the wrist watch worn by thousands of American G.I.s during the Vietnam War, this top quality, water-resistant (3ATM) watch features a sweep second hand and a calendar, a windup mechanical movement, a glowing dial for nighttime use, an olive drab metal casing, and a nylon strap. Arrives in a vintage-style metal tin. #M401443 Reg: $33.99 Now: $24.95

**Vietnam-Era GI Stainless Steel Mess Tray**
This authentic, military issue surplus mess tray is made of durable stainless steel and is dishwasher safe. 15½”x11½” . Unissued condition. #M651179 $24.95

**G.I.-Style Combat Knife**
Just like the ones carried by U.S. armed forces in Southeast Asia, this G.I.-style combat knife features a leather sheath (with sharpening stone), a leather handle, a leg-strap, and a 7-inch blade with blood groove. 11” long................... #102580 $24.95

**Buy Both and Save! – Save $5 when purchasing both notes!**

#102586 $29.90

**Series 681 MPC Notes**
Between 1946 and 1973, the U.S. issued a diverse assortment of Military Payment Certificates around the world. The Series 681 notes – circulated in Vietnam from August 11, 1969, to October 7, 1970 – featured a submarine on one side and an astronaut, celebrating the recent moon landing, on the other. These 5-cent and 10-cent Series 681 certificates are unique tributes to the Vietnam era and arrive lightly circulated. 4¼”x 2”.

5-Cents............ #102584 $14.95  10-Cents.... #102585 $19.95

South Vietnam 500 Dong Currency Note
Genuine South Vietnamese currency issued during the war, this 500 Dong note – most of which were later destroyed when the North invaded the South in 1975 – arrives in an informational folder with a certificate of authenticity. It still displays its colorfully ornate detailing after more than forty years! Uncirculated condition. 6”x 3”...............................

#101852 $14.95

**M3 Victory Revolver Shoulder Holsters**
Designed to house the Smith & Wesson Model 10 or other similarly sized revolvers, these leather shoulder holsters – reproductions of ones worn by U.S. soldiers in World War II and Vietnam – feature an adjustable shoulder strap and “U.S.” printed on the front.

A: JT&L MRT July 1965.................................................... #101530 $39.95
B: JT&L MRT July 1965 (With shell holder loops).............. #101533 $44.95

**Vietnam-Style G.I. Windup Watch**
Patterned after the wrist watch worn by thousands of American G.I.s during the Vietnam War, this top quality, water-resistant (3ATM) watch features a sweep second hand and a calendar, a windup mechanical movement, a glowing dial for nighttime use, an olive drab metal casing, and a nylon strap. Arrives in a vintage-style metal tin. #M401443 Reg: $33.99 Now: $24.95

**Vietnam -Style G.I. Windup Watch**
Patterned after the wrist watch worn by thousands of American G.I.s during the Vietnam War, this top quality, water-resistant (3ATM) watch features a sweep second hand and a calendar, a windup mechanical movement, a glowing dial for nighttime use, an olive drab metal casing, and a nylon strap. Arrives in a vintage-style metal tin. #M401443 Reg: $33.99 Now: $24.95

**It Won’t Hurt You... It’s Just to Kill Plants” T-shirt**
Displaying the memorable quote first used by decorated Vietnam War veteran, U.S. Marine Karl Marlantes, this screen-printed, orange t-shirt is made of soft, 100% cotton.......................... #M404680

M, L, XL............ $18.95  XXL, XXXL........ $20.95

**South Vietnam 500 Dong Currency Note**
Genuine South Vietnamese currency issued during the war, this 500 Dong note – most of which were later destroyed when the North invaded the South in 1975 – arrives in an informational folder with a certificate of authenticity. It still displays its colorfully ornate detailing after more than forty years! Uncirculated condition. 6”x 3”...............................

#101852 $14.95

**M3 Victory Revolver Shoulder Holsters**
Designed to house the Smith & Wesson Model 10 or other similarly sized revolvers, these leather shoulder holsters – reproductions of ones worn by U.S. soldiers in World War II and Vietnam – feature an adjustable shoulder strap and “U.S.” printed on the front.

A: JT&L MRT July 1965.................................................... #101530 $39.95
B: JT&L MRT July 1965 (With shell holder loops).............. #101533 $44.95

**G.I.-Style Combat Knife**
Just like the ones carried by U.S. armed forces in Southeast Asia, this G.I.-style combat knife features a leather sheath (with sharpening stone), a leather handle, a leg-strap, and a 7-inch blade with blood groove. 11” long................... #102580 $24.95

**Buy Both and Save! – Save $5 when purchasing both notes!**

#102586 $29.90

**South Vietnam 500 Dong Currency Note**
Genuine South Vietnamese currency issued during the war, this 500 Dong note – most of which were later destroyed when the North invaded the South in 1975 – arrives in an informational folder with a certificate of authenticity. It still displays its colorfully ornate detailing after more than forty years! Uncirculated condition. 6”x 3”...............................

#101852 $14.95
Fatigue Caps
These stylish fatigue caps are made of a 55% cotton/45% polyester blend. $9.95 each
A: Olive Drab #40047
B: Black #100735
C: NEW! Khaki #102587

Head Wraps
These quality, Vietnam-era head wraps tie in the back. One size fits most. $6.95 each
A: Tiger Stripe #63487
B: Black #62797

Vietnam Tiger Stripe T-Shirt
This premium quality, Vietnam "Tiger Stripe" camouflage t-shirt features a full-cut body, a double-needle sport collar to prevent neck sagging, and 50% cotton/50% polyester colorfast fabric for durability and fade resistance. $17.95
M, L, XL... $19.95
XXL, XXXL...

Vietnam War-Style 6-Pocket Fatigue Pants
Made of 100% pre-washed cotton rip-stop material, these soft and durable pants feature a zipper fly, six pockets, and drawstring bottoms.
Tiger Stripe #M404255
Olive Drab #M404256
M, L, XL... $44.95
XXL, XXXL... $46.95

Vietnam Tiger Stripe BDU Shorts
Made of a polyester/cotton blend, these rugged Vietnam "tiger stripe" camouflage shorts feature six pockets, a button fly, adjustable waist tabs, and more. #M404314
M, L, XL... $29.95
XXL, XXXL... $31.95

Viet Cong Hunt Club Patch
This embroidered patch features the words "Viet Cong Hunt Club," a phrase ultimately used to describe U.S. forces fighting in Vietnam. 3¼” x 3¼”. #M404472 $7.95

Vietnam War "7-Flag" Safe Conduct Pass
During the Vietnam War, the U.S. and its allies dropped more than 50 billion propaganda leaflets over North Vietnam, including safe-conduct passes encouraging enemy soldiers to defect. This genuine, Vietnam War safe-conduct pass from the late 1960s features the flags of the Republic of Vietnam and its allies on the front and, on the back, an image of an ARVN soldier standing next to a Viet Cong defector. 6” x 3	 #M651005 $24.95

Black Ops Vietnam
The Operational History of MACVSOG
Gillespie. The Military Assistance Command, Vietnam – Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG) was a highly classified, U.S. joint-service organization consisting of Army Special Forces, Navy SEALs, Marine Force Reconnaissance units, the Air Force, and the CIA. Here, you’ll learn about the clandestine group’s actions and the personalities of its members, whose contributions in Vietnam have, until now, been shrouded in secrecy. 320 pages, 6” x 9”, hardcover.
#M105185 $39.95

MACVSOG “Earned My Stripes” T-Shirt
Colorfully screen-printed with the MACVSOG’s unofficial seal, this black t-shirt is made of 100% cotton. $22.95
M, L, XL... $24.95
XXL, XXXL...

Challenge Coins
Featuring either a full-color image paying tribute to the MACV in Vietnam or the U.S. Army – “Death Comes in Spades” – these textured challenge coins are made of quality bronze alloy. $14.95 each
A: NEW! MACV – 1 ¾” diameter. #101853
B: “Death Comes in Spades” – 1 ½” diameter. #M650323

Vietnam Ho Chi 5 Dong “Jungle Money” Currency Note
This genuine issue, 5 Dong note was used as currency by the National Liberation Front (Viet Cong) during that long engagement across remote areas of North Vietnam. Arrives in lightly circulated condition. 4½” x 2¼”. #M652045 $14.95
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Images of War
Patton Tanks
Rare Photographs From Wartime Archives
Green. Through rare and previously unpublished photographs, this photo-history presents the Patton tanks – from the original, Korean War-era M46 to the 1960s' M60 – and their variants, including those built for anti-aircraft, flame-throwing, recovery, and other roles for armies around the world. 208 pages, 250 B&W photos, 7¼"x 9½", softcover.

#M106027 $29.95

M48A3 Mod. B Patton Battle Tank Kit
A replica of an M48A3 Mod. B – outfitted with a diesel engine, a raised commander's cupola, and additional armor on the exhausts and taillights – operated by the U.S. military during the Vietnam War, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features a rotating, hemispherical turret with an elevating 90mm M1 gun and a .50 caliber machine gun in the commander’s cupola; opening hatches; flexible tracks; handrails, headlights, and other fine details; a choice of four sets of authentic markings; and more. 10½" long; 306 parts, assembly required..............................#M807317 $59.95

M113 APC Kit
A replica of an M113, the tracked armored personnel carrier (APC) most commonly used by the U.S. Army in Vietnam, this 1/35 scale plastic kit features optional-position hatches, a cupola with an M2 machine gun, a well-equipped interior, engine compartment details, flexible tracks, authentic markings, and five soldier figures. 5½" long; 120+ parts, assembly required..............................#M800810 $29.95

U.S. Navy “Small Boat” and “Big Boat” Operations in Vietnam
This documentary double-feature examines the U.S. Navy’s role in the Vietnam War. In *The Small Boat Navy*, you’ll see swift boats, PBRs, MSBs, LCPLs, monitors, and helicopters in action; while in *The American Navy in Vietnam*, you’ll learn about various naval missions, a Mekong Delta River assault landing, and civil actions performed by Seabees and doctors.

Color, 1 hour........................................................#MV52776 $14.95

USS King Kit
The USS King destroyer, commissioned in 1960, performed numerous search and rescue missions during the Vietnam War, saving fifteen American pilots before being relieved of duty in 1966. Add the famous ship to your collection with this 1/500 scale plastic kit featuring textured surfaces, a finely detailed deck, twin terrier missile system, separate launch boats, and a display stand. Assembly required. 37 pieces. Skill level 2. 12" long..........................................................#M807282 $19.95

Tin Can Navy Cap
The embroidered patch on this navy blue cap – made of 100% cotton – celebrates America’s Tin Can Navy!.............#102598 $18.95

Tin Can Navy Shirt
A destroyer is silhouetted on the front of this olive drab t-shirt, a celebration of the Tin Can Navy. 100% cotton.

M, L, XL........$19.95
XXL, XXXL...$21.95

M42 Duster Twin Forty Kit
This 1/32 scale plastic kit features an open-top turret with elevating twin 40mm anti-aircraft guns, and an M1919A4 7.62mm machine gun; optional-position hatches; side storage bins; detailed tracks; authentic markings; and five crew figures. 7½" long; 175 parts, skill level 2. Assembly required......................................................#84083 $29.95

M151 MUTT Models
A successor to the Korean War-era M38, the M151 utility truck was produced in staggering numbers from 1959-82. Hobby Master replicas of the rugged vehicle – which saw extensive use in Vietnam – these 1/48 scale, die cast models feature a glazed windshield, a well-equipped driver's area, realistic accessories, rubber tires, and a removable display base with clear protective cover. 2¾" long............Reg: $37.95 Now: $19.95 each

A: 1960s (Without Top) – Vietnam War..............#980323
B: 1980s (Without Top) – 82nd Airborne Division....#980364
C: 1980s (With Top) – 3rd Armored Division..............#980479

NEW!

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com
Vietnam Helicopters DVDs
Featuring a selection of rare combat footage and classic newsreels, these DVDs offer incredible insight into the Vietnam War's most-used choppers – everything from the H-34 Chocktaw to the CH-47 Chinook is captured in riveting action! Viewers will also enjoy training videos and a brief look at each helicopter's combat history. B&W and color... $19.95 each
- Sikorsky H-34 Chocktaw
  1 hr. 34 min.................................................................#V5175
- Vietnam Gunships and Gunners
  1 hr. 39 min......................................................................#V5123

UH-1 Huey Models
Outfitted as either a rocket launcher-equipped gunship or Medevac chopper, these 1/87 scale, die cast models replicate the UH-1 Huey and feature see-through windows and nose, a well-equipped cockpit, a rotating top and rear rotor, and a display stand. 6½” rotor-span...................................................................$24.95 each
- A: Gunship.........................................................#M900216
- B: NEW! Medevac..............................................#702125

Vietnam Challenge Coins
The Huey gunship is the star of each of these textured metal challenge coins – one celebrating courageous door gunners and the other a tribute to the 1st Cavalry Division. $14.95 each
- A: NEW! Door Gunner “Proven in Battle” – 1¼” diameter........#102596
- B: 1st Cavalry Division – 1½” diameter.......................#61528

UH-34D Seahorse Kit
This 1/48 scale plastic kit of a Seahorse employed by the USMC during the Vietnam War features a detailed interior with glazed windows, a realistic engine, nose-mounted machine guns, intricate landing gear, and authentic markings. 11½” long with a 13¼” rotorspan; 106 parts, skill level 2. Assembly required......................#83954 $19.95

The Huey, a resilient medical evacuation and utility helicopter, played a large role in Vietnam. This 1/32 scale plastic kit features two seated crew members, separate doors, a rotating propeller, a detailed engine and rotor, mini-guns and rockets, and authentic marking decals. Assembly required. 139 pieces. Skill level 2. 15¾” long.................................................................#84125 $19.95

U.S. Army Huey Shirt
This soft, 100% pre-shrunk cotton, brown t-shirt features a screen-printed Bell UH-1 Iroquois “Huey” chopper........................................#88784
- M, L, XL.................................................$24.95
- 2XL, 3XL..............................................$26.95

“Riders on the Storm” Metal Sign
Joe Kline. Made of 24-gauge steel, this metal sign features U.S. Army soldiers going in “hot” at the smoke-covered LZ in Vietnam. Includes mounting holes. 18”x 12”..................................................................#M602381 $24.95

AC-47D Gunship Kit
The AC-47, or “Spooky,” was developed as a gunship by the U.S. Air Force during the Vietnam War and was a variant of the original C-47 used during WWII. This 1/48 scale kit of the enduring ground-attack aircraft features textured surfaces, a well-equipped cockpit and radio-room with seats, an opening cargo door, rotating propellers, and two Vietnam-era decals. 23¼” wingspan. Assembly required. 118 parts. Skill level 3..............................................................#84112 $59.95

Vietnam Helicopters and Gunships Cold War
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Vietnam Veterans Memorial Pocket Watch
Featuring an image of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial statue, the Pocket Watch includes a coat clip and quartz movement for precise accuracy. Arrives in a presentation box. 1¾" diameter. 

1994-P $1 Vietnam Veterans Memorial Silver Proof with Box
Issued in July of 1994 to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, this 90% silver dollar coin features a hand reaching out to the wall on the obverse, and three different military medals on the reverse (the Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal, Vietnam Service Medal, and Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal). Struck for only one year, this coin was sold out at the mint and is a highly sought-after collectible! 1½" diameter.

Flags
Featuring either a colorful selection of U.S. military insignia with the words “Our Cause Was Just” or the recognizable POW/MIA imagery, these polyester flags—which include reinforced edging and brass grommets—are ready-to-hang tributes to Vietnam War veterans. 5’ x 3’ 

Vietnam Medals
Featuring their authentic tri-color ribbons, these full-size medals represent those awarded to soldiers who served, or were wounded, during the Vietnam War.

Homefront During the Vietnam War
Take a nostalgic trip back in time to the classic cars of the 1960s! These 1/18 scale, die cast models—replicas of a DeSoto Adventurer and Pontiac GTO from the early to mid-60s—feature an opening hood (revealing a multi-colored engine), opening doors, a well-appointed interior, real-working steering, and authentic badging.

1/18 Scale

Challenge Coins
Made of heavy bronze alloy, these textured challenge coins feature full-color images saluting veterans of the Vietnam War. 1¼" diameter.

"In Memory" Displays
Honour the 58,479 Americans who didn’t return from Vietnam with a new metal sign or license plate.

Vietnam Veteran License Plate Frame
Colorfully featuring the Vietnam service ribbon stripes and a chrome finish, this metal license plate frame—standard U.S. size—serves as a great way to honor the veteran in your life!

Auto Window Sunshade
Constructed with tapered edges and a double layer of material for added heat protection, this auto shade keeps your car cool while also displaying your service in Southeast Asia.

HONORING OUR VIETNAM VETERANS
Vietnam Caps
Stylish reminders of the sacrifices made by Americans in Southeast Asia, these 100% cotton caps feature a diverse selection of embroidered imagery. $18.95 each
A: Camo Vietnam Veteran #M602485
B: “In Memory” #100773
C: NEW! “50 Years: Time Served” #102607
D: POW/MIA (Black) #M602486
E: POW/MIA (Olive Drab) #61529

Boonie Hat
Made of pre-washed, 55% cotton/45% polyester rip-stop fabric, this U.S. military-style boonie hat features four screened side vents, a prototypical foliage ring, and an adjustable chin strap. $16.95

Vietnam T-Shirts
Stylish and comfortable, these 100% cotton t-shirts proudly display words and imagery paying homage to veterans of the Vietnam War.
M, L, XL $19.95
2XL, 3XL $21.95
A: NEW! Dragon #102604
B: NEW! “I Left Vietnam…” #102605
C: “Honoring All Who Served” #100271
D: “In Memory” #100578

Embroidered Patches
These embroidered patches, a celebration of U.S. veterans, feature the Vietnam service ribbon in full vibrant color. $4.95 each
“Veteran” – 4¼” long #102610
“Vietnam Veteran” 3¼” long #102611
“Vietnam Vet” 3½” long #102612

Ribbon Bar Sweatshirt
Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, this black sweatshirt features “Vietnam Veteran” and a ribbon bar embroidered on the front. $29.95
M, L, XL $34.95
2XL, 3XL $36.95

Flag Sweatshirt
Boldly embroidered with a colorful image of the Stars and Stripes, this black sweatshirt is a fashionable way to show off your service in Southeast Asia. 100% cotton. $39.95
M, L, XL $44.95
2XL, 3XL $47.95

Microfiber Jacket
Simple and stylish, this black coat – made of a rain-resistant polyester material – is a perfect accessory for any Vietnam veteran, featuring an embroidered design and full zipper on the front, two zippered interior pockets, and two hand pockets. $39.95
M, L, XL $49.95
2XL $54.95
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**Cold War Superpowers**

**Thor Anatomy of a Weapons System**

*Goodchild.* More than just a historical timeline, this thorough reference guide — an intimate account of the Thor ICBM — gets into the Cold War weapon’s specifications and technological makeup. Learn the details of how the missile functions, from its ground support equipment to its gyroscopes, while also seeing the impact of its 1.44 megaton warhead. 208 pages, color and B&W photos, 6” x 9¼”, hardcover......

$34.95

**U.S. Army Missiles**

Combining short films, documentaries, and newsreels, this program features rare footage about U.S. Army missiles. You get *Broken Bridges*, which describes NATO missile deployment throughout Europe; *The History of Missile Artillery*, an analysis of projectiles through the ages; *Missile Men*, on how to become a certified missile operator; *Ballistic Missiles*, on the history of U.S. missiles before the establishment of the USAF; and *Missile Newsreels*, with archival footage of V-1 and V-2 rockets. B&W, 1 hr. 51 min. runtime......

$19.95

**Hawk Mobile Anti-Aircraft Guided Missile System Kit**

A replica of a Hawk-guided-missile battery, this 1/32 scale plastic kit – a Revell Blueprint kit re-issued with original box art from 1959 – features a radar transporter with detailed HPI antennas, an M192 towed missile launcher with stabilizers and movable parts, three Hawk missiles, authentic markings, four crewmen, and more. 8½” long; 103 parts, skill level 2. Assembly required......

$29.95

**Bomarc Missile Kit**

Developed in the early 1950s, the Bomarc surface-to-air missile – designed for usage by the USAF – was nearly obsolete at the end of the decade. ICBMs by then became the preferred technology. Replicating the early Cold War weapon, this 1/56 scale plastic kit features a service platform, launch rails, blast shields, two crew figures, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 61 pieces. Skill level 2. 12½” tall......

$24.95

**Superpower Flags**

The iconic stars and stripes of America and the Soviet Union’s hammer and sickle are featured on these polyester flags which arrive ready to hang with reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5’x 3’......

$16.95 each

**Genuine Soviet Army Ushanka**

This genuine military winter hat worn by Soviet Kremlin Guard personnel features a wool top and artificial fur, adjustable ear flaps with a top tie-down, an authentic hammer and sickle badge, and manufacturer markings. Size 7¼......

$39.95

**Cold War Small Arms**

**Hobby Master: Cold War Aviation**

As with nearly all weapons platforms during the Cold War, America and the USSR battled for aerial supremacy, designing versatile aircraft for use in proxy wars and, should the necessity arise, against one another. Representing three warbirds from the era – including a captured MiG-23 – these 1/72 scale, Hobby Master, die cast models feature an opening canopy, realistic muntions, optional-position landing gear, authentic markings, and a display stand.

**A:** F-106A Delta Dart – 27th FIS, Air Defense Weapons Center. 11¼” long......

$92.95

**B:** F-105D Thunderchief – “Mickey Titty Chi,” 388th TFW, Maj. Ralph Kuster, 1967. 10¼” long......

$89.95

**C:** MiG-23MS Flogger – 4477th TES, Tonopah Test Range, 1980s. 9¼” long......

$99.95

Add some authenticity to your 1/72 scale display! These models replicate jet aircraft support vehicles – a generator and service trolley – as they would’ve appeared with the USAF. 2” long......

$17.95 each

**D:** A/M32A-60 Generator.

$92.95

**E:** Hydraulic Service Trolley......

$98.0666

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com**
Cold War Superpowers

Thor
Anatomy of a Weapons System
Goodchild. More than just a historical timeline, this thorough reference guide—an intimate account of the Thor IRBM—gets into the Cold War weapon's specifications and technological makeup. Learn the details of how the missile functions, from its ground support equipment to its gyroscopes, while also seeing the impact of its 1.44 megaton warhead. 208 pages, color and B&W photos, 6" x 9¼", hardcover.................#702149 $34.95

U.S. Army Missiles
Combining short films, documentaries, and newsreels, this program features rare footage about U.S. Army missiles. You get Broken Bridges, which describes NATO missile deployment throughout Europe; The History of Missile Artillery, an analysis of projectiles through the ages; Missile Men, on how to become a certified missile operator; Ballistic Missiles, on the history of U.S. missiles before the establishment of the USAF; and Missile Newsreels, with archival footage of V-1 and V-2 rockets. B&W, 1 hr. 51 min. runtime...........#V51328 $19.95

Hawk Mobile
Anti-Aircraft
Guided
Missile
System Kit
A replica of a Hawk guided-missile battery, this 1/32 scale plastic kit—a Renwal Blueprint kit—issued with original box art from 1959—features a radar transporter with detailed HPI antennas, an M192 towed missile launcher with stabilizers and movable parts, three Hawk missiles, authentic markings, four crewmen, and more. 8½" long; 103 parts, skill level 2. Assembly required.............#M800382 $29.95

Bomarc Missile Kit
Developed in the early 1950s, the Bomarc surface-to-air missile—designed for usage by the USAF—was nearly obsolete at the end of the decade, ICBMs by then becoming the preferred technology. Replicating the early Cold War weapon, this 1/56 scale plastic kit features a service platform, launch rails, blast shields, two crew figures, and authentic markings. Assembly required. 61 pieces. Skill level 2.12½" tall...........#702111 $24.95
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Modern Warfare  Cold War

The SSBN Submarines
This set includes two DVDs loaded with rare footage of the U.S. Navy's ballistic missile submarines, the “Boomers!” On USS George Washington (SSBN-598), you'll learn about the design of boomers and their incorporation of the Polaris missile system, watch them track an enemy sub, and view the launch of the first Polaris missiles. Then, you’ll see Early SSBN Stories, a fantastic program that tells what it takes to cut it in the Navy, from school to deployment; shows life aboard SSBN subs; and describes the contributions made by John Holland, the father of American submarines. B&W and color, 2 hrs. 35 min. #MV52918 $21.95

Aircraft Carrier Models
The Illustrated History of the World’s Most Important Warships Haskew. From the first carrier launch in 1910 through today’s nuclear-powered “floating cities,” aircraft carriers have proven themselves indispensable, overtaking battleships as the world’s most vital warship. This exhaustive study tracks the century-long lifespan of these iconic vessels – both in America and internationally – and pictorially examines their most historic engagements. 240 pages, B&W and color, 10”x11¼”, hardcover. #701790 $39.95

F/A-18E Super Hornet Model
Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast model is a stunning replica of an F/A-18E Super Hornet serving with the U.S. Navy’s VFA-14 “Tophatters” during their 90-year anniversary in 2009. It features that aircraft’s signature red and black accents with commemorative tail art, an opening canopy, a removable cockpit, a dazzling assortment of wing-mounted weaponry, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand. 10” long. #980496 $129

The uniquely designed V-22 Osprey achieved a milestone in 2010 when it surpassed 100,000 total flights hours while on a mission with the VMM-264 “Black Knights.” Replicating an MV-22 serving with the Marine squadron, this 1/72 scale, Air Force 1, die cast model features the aircraft’s signature black and red tail art, see-through canopy windows, a well-equipped cockpit, foldable tiltrotor blades, and a metal display stand. 9½ “ long. #701620 $99.95

Fairchild Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II
As a response to the imposing fleet of modern tanks built by the Russians during the Cold War, the A-10 Thunderbolt II – a powerful close air-support aircraft – was conceived. This exciting program tracks the history of the recognizable “Warthog,” and features combat footage and a rare assortment of government-issued informational films. 1 hr. 18 min. #700103 $19.95

Aircraft Carrier Shirt
Made of super soft, 100% pre-shrunk cotton, this screen-printed blue t-shirt displays a behemoth-sized aircraft carrier and its jet fighters breaking right through the chest. #88771
M, L, XL…..$19.95
XXL, XXXL…$21.95

U.S. Submarine Kits
Must-own collectibles for fans of U.S. nautical history, these premium 1/350 scale plastic kits are recreations of celebrated American ballistic missile submarines dating back to the Cold War. Each one features realistic surface details, numerous photo-etched parts, authentic markings, and a display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2. $29.95 each
A: USS George Washington (SSBN-598) – 12¾” long. #102435
B: USS Daniel Webster (SSBN-626) – 14¼” long. #102434

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
The PX Collections

Military Uniforms Visual Encyclopedia
McNab. Now you can own a complete reference to all the significant uniforms of the world, from those worn by the first professional soldiers to today! This volume has more than 1,000 color illustrations of soldiers, each accompanied by a table that includes country of origin, equipment carried, relevant points of interest, and more. You’ll see the British redcoat, American G.I., German stormtrooper, and other famous types along with hundreds of lesser-known examples. 448 pages, 8½”x11½”, softcover............

#M104708
Reg: $39.95  Now: $19.95

Military Uniforms Visual Encyclopedia
McNab. Now you can own a complete reference to all the significant uniforms of the world, from those worn by the first professional soldiers to today! This volume has more than 1,000 color illustrations of soldiers, each accompanied by a table that includes country of origin, equipment carried, relevant points of interest, and more. You’ll see the British redcoat, American G.I., German stormtrooper, and other famous types along with hundreds of lesser-known examples. 448 pages, softcover............

Over 1,000 Illustrations!

Military Uniforms Visual Encyclopedia
McNab. Now you can own a complete reference to all the significant uniforms of the world, from those worn by the first professional soldiers to today! This volume has more than 1,000 color illustrations of soldiers, each accompanied by a table that includes country of origin, equipment carried, relevant points of interest, and more. You’ll see the British redcoat, American G.I., German stormtrooper, and other famous types along with hundreds of lesser-known examples. 448 pages, softcover............

SAVE 50%

Military Uniforms Visual Encyclopedia
McNab. Now you can own a complete reference to all the significant uniforms of the world, from those worn by the first professional soldiers to today! This volume has more than 1,000 color illustrations of soldiers, each accompanied by a table that includes country of origin, equipment carried, relevant points of interest, and more. You’ll see the British redcoat, American G.I., German stormtrooper, and other famous types along with hundreds of lesser-known examples. 448 pages, softcover............
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**AFV DISPLAY MODELS**

Reinforce your front lines with these 1/72 scale, die cast metal and plastic models – including a collection of Cold War AFVs and those fielded by the Soviets throughout their history. Each one features realistic tracks or tires, dynamic moveable weaponry (where applicable), and authentic markings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cold War</strong></th>
<th><strong>Soviet Army</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stridsvagn 103B</strong>&lt;br&gt;Swedish Army.&lt;br&gt;5&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;..................#97355</td>
<td><strong>T-28</strong>&lt;br&gt;World War II.&lt;br&gt;4&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;..........................#97273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPz Marder 1 A2</strong>&lt;br&gt;German Army.&lt;br&gt;3¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;..............#97457</td>
<td><strong>T-40</strong>&lt;br&gt;World War II.&lt;br&gt;2¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.....................#97296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMX Leclerc T5</strong>&lt;br&gt;United Nations.&lt;br&gt;4&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;..................#97458</td>
<td><strong>SU-85</strong>&lt;br&gt;World War II.&lt;br&gt;4½&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.................#97284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C1 Ariete</strong>&lt;br&gt;Italian Army.&lt;br&gt;5¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;....................#97359</td>
<td><strong>SU-100</strong>&lt;br&gt;World War II.&lt;br&gt;5&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;....................#100285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMX AUF1 155mm</strong>&lt;br&gt;United Nations.&lt;br&gt;4&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;..................#97461</td>
<td><strong>BA-20</strong>&lt;br&gt;World War II.&lt;br&gt;2¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.....................#97297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMX-30</strong>&lt;br&gt;Greek Army.&lt;br&gt;5¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.....................#97357</td>
<td><strong>FAI Armored Car</strong>&lt;br&gt;World War II.&lt;br&gt;2&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.................#97298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MT-LB</strong>&lt;br&gt;Soviet Army.&lt;br&gt;4&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.......................#97412</td>
<td><strong>BTR-40</strong>&lt;br&gt;1950s.&lt;br&gt;2½&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;......................#100280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AAVP7 A1</strong>&lt;br&gt;U.S. Marines.&lt;br&gt;4&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;......................#97406</td>
<td><strong>BTR-60</strong>&lt;br&gt;1960s.&lt;br&gt;5¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;.....................#100281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAV-25 Piranha</strong>&lt;br&gt;U.S. Marines.&lt;br&gt;3¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;..............#97411</td>
<td><strong>BTR-90</strong>&lt;br&gt;1990s.&lt;br&gt;3¼&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;......................#97699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2S9 Nona</strong>&lt;br&gt;1980s.&lt;br&gt;5½&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;......................#97368</td>
<td><strong>2S9 Kobra</strong>&lt;br&gt;1980s.&lt;br&gt;5½&quot; long&lt;/br&gt;......................#97370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
**Greece and Rome at War**

Connolly. Featuring what is widely regarded as the most historically authentic artwork on the uniforms and equipment used by the ancient Romans and Greeks, this illustrated guide examines everything relating to the centuries-old dynasties. Learn about the wars with formidable opponents like Persia and Hannibal by examining the military’s organization, tactics, weapons, armor, and more! 256 pages, color artwork, 8½”x10¼”, softcover..................#100815 $29.95

**Spartan Warriors**

Perhaps the most respected warriors in the Ancient Greek world, the Spartans were bred for combat from an early age with their very name synonymous with fearless toughness. These 1/30 scale metal figures represent five such soldiers, ready to display with era-appropriate armor and weaponry! 2½” tall..........................#102387 $29.95 each

**Battle of Waterloo Figure Set**

Fought in June of 1815, the Battle of Waterloo pitted Napoleon against an Allied coalition of nations – who roundly defeated the French general and ended his reign of terror. Recreate the entire battle with this diverse set featuring 107 unpainted, 1/72 scale figures from both sides of the conflict: 48 French grenadier guards, 42 Prussian infantrymen, and 17 British Life Guards. 1” tall..........................#102615 $39.95

**British Waterloo Medal**

A replica of the Waterloo Medal issued to any soldier with the British Army who participated in either the Battle of Ligny (June 16, 1815), the Battle of Quatre Bras (June 16, 1815), or the Battle of Waterloo (June 18, 1815), this 1½” wide medallion features the effigy of Prince Regent and the inscription “George P. Regent” on the obverse, the seated figure of Victory on the reverse, and a 5” ribbon.............................#M651590 $34.95

**German 1813 Grand Cross of the Iron Cross**

This full-size, nickel-plated reproduction of the 1813 Grand Cross of the Iron Cross – which was awarded to just five men for actions during the Napoleonic Wars – has a plain front and includes the Imperial crown, the initials FW for Prussian King Frederick William III, oak leaves, and the date 1813 on the back, just like the original. Measures approximately 2¼” wide and includes a neck ribbon..........................#M650748 $34.95

**Leonidas Bronze Statue**

A legendary Greek warrior, King Leonidas bravely led his Spartans in the Second Persian War. Finely sculpted and detailed, this cold cast bronze statue depicts Leonidas with his spear and shield. 11½” tall..........................#M519123 $49.95

**The Parthenon Kit**

Dedicated to the Goddess Athena, the Parthenon is an ancient Roman temple completed in 432 BC. Despite partial destruction in the 1600s, it remains standing today and is the most important surviving building of Classical Greece. Now you can construct your own Parthenon as it appeared immediately after completion with this interlocking kit featuring realistic columns, a “marble” floor, and a statue of Athena. 216 pieces. Skill level 1. 6”x11½”...............#101150 $44.95

**Napoleonic Wars**

For more than a decade during the early part of the 19th century, Napoleon Bonaparte led his mighty French Army on a series of military conquests across Europe – until he was finally defeated at Waterloo in 1815 and sent into exile at St. Helena. Both French and enemy forces (including top officers in Napoleon’s military) are featured in this collection of 1/32 scale metal figures, hand-painted reproductions of the two-century old soldiers. 2¼” tall.

- **French**
  - A: NEW! Chasseur a Cheval with Horse – 4” tall..................#102417 $19.95
  - B: NEW! Marshall Murat..............................#102421 $12.95
  - C: NEW! Marshall Berthier......................#102422 $12.95
  - D: NEW! 82nd Regiment Infantry Conscript..............#102423 $12.95

- **Allies**
  - E: NEW! King’s Light Dragoons Trooper on Horseback 4” tall..................................................................................................................#102412 $19.95
  - F: NEW! Wurttemburger Jager zu Pferd Konig Trooper on Horseback – 4” tall..................#102415 $19.95
  - G: NEW! Austrian Trooper on Horseback – 4” tall...............#102413 $19.95
  - H: NEW! British Hussars Officer............................#102416 $12.95
  - I: York Rangers Rifleman..............................#100253 $12.95

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com**
Alamo Flags
Made of quality polyester, these flags represent the Texas state flag and the 1824 design that allegedly flew over the San Antonio structure during the famous Alamo siege. Includes reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5’x 3’.............................. $16.95 each
A: 1824 Alamo ............................................. #M650965
B: Texas State ........................................... #M650616

1934-38 Texas Centennial Half Dollar
For two years before and after the centennial of Texas independence (1836), the United States struck a series of celebratory half dollars, the first commemorative currency authorized under President Franklin Roosevelt. Take home your dollars, the first commemorative currency authorized the United States struck a series of celebratory half dollars after the centennial of Texan independence (1836),
90% silver .................................................. $19.99 each
A: 1824 Alamo............................................. #102617
B: Texas State ........................................... #102616

Texas Clock
Made of heavy-gauge steel, this full-color clock has a cutout image of Texas with the state flag featured inside. 18” diameter. .................................................. $59.95
#102617

NEW!
1/30 Scale

Fought during the first six months of 1879, the Anglo-Zulu War — between the British and the Zulu Kingdom of South Africa — concluded with a decisive British victory, ending the nearly century long independent rein of the tribal nation. An entire dynamic scene, this collection of 1/30 scale metal figures recreates the soldiers as they appeared during the 19th century conflict. 2”-3” tall.
A: 2-Piece Dead Zulus.............................. #101424 $57.95
B: 2-Piece “To the Victors Go the Spoils” ........................................ #100143 $72.95
C: Zulu uMbonambi Regiment ................. #M518762 $32.95
D: Zulu Getting Up .................. #M518915 $32.95
E: NEW! 3-Piece British Rescue .................. #102624 $99.95
F: NEW! British Natal Carbineer (Dismounted) ........ #M518913 $94.95
G: NEW! British Natal Carbineer (Mounted).............. #102628 $94.95

Rorke’s Drift: A New Perspective
Thronton. Drawing from previously unpublished sources and artwork, this portrait of the battle at Rorke’s Drift examines how 155 British redcoats managed to stave off a force of over 4,000 Zulu warriors. Get vivid insight into the fighting, learn the backstory of all 11 Victoria Cross recipients, and see why — after the conflict had ceased — both sides held a grudging respect for the other. 208 pages, 49 illustrations, 6¼”x 9¼”, hardcover.............................. $34.95
#102623

NEW!

The Zulu War

Battle of the Alamo
In defense of the Alamo in 1836, a number of brave Americans — including messenger James Butler Bonham — gave their lives battling the invading Mexican force. This assortment of 1/30 scale metal figures depicts the tenacious soldier in addition to a selection of his enemies. 2½” tall.
A: NEW! James Butler Bonham ......... #M511477 $59
B: Mexican Flagbearer .................. #100195 $49
C: Mexican Drummer .................. #100194 $45
D: NEW! 3-Piece Mexican Soldiers ......... #102621 $69

Jim Bowie Alamo Knife
Resembling the knife carried by Jim Bowie at the Battle of the Alamo, this reproduction features a sawback blade, a large brass guard, a finely shaped handle, and a hand-laced leather sheath. 12¼” long.................................................. $49.95
#M651726

Texian Palm Leaf Hat
Protect yourself from the hot Texas sun with this wide-brimmed hat resembling the kind worn by Lt. Col. William Barrett Travis at the Battle of the Alamo in 1836. Made of palm leaves, this ready-to-wear Texian hat includes a comfortable cloth sweatband...$39.95
Available Sizes: 7¾, 7½, 7¼, 7½, 7¾
#101859

The Alamo / Zulu War

The PX
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1899 $1 “Black Eagle” Silver Certificate
Known as the “Black Eagle,” despite Lincoln and Grant also appearing next to the noble bird, the 1899 $1 silver certificate is an exciting collectible among numismatic enthusiasts! Revered as a “horse blanket note” for its large size, it was first available just before the turn of the 20th century. Circulated. 7½" x 3¼". #102681 $209

1929 $5 “Brown Seal” Bank Note
This 1929 $5 Federal Reserve bank note features a signature brown seal on the right side, next to an image of “Honest Abe.” Issued just as America was plummeting into the Great Depression, it was among the first small-sized Federal Reserve bank notes ever issued! Circulated. #102677 $69.95

Pocket Change
1909-1958 “Pound of Wheaties” Penny Set
This one-pound set includes roughly 150 coins – each one a Lincoln “wheat cent” struck from 1909-1958. No two sets will be alike, though each includes the popular 1943 steel penny. Comes in a pouch. Circulated. 19mm diameter. #102332 $19.95

1913 5-Cent Buffalo
One of the most popular U.S. coins ever minted, the Buffalo Nickel is a celebration of the Old West with its bison and Native American imagery. These 1913 coins represent the first year of its release, including both the Type I (buffalo on mounded surface) and Type II (buffalo on flat surface) versions! Circulated. 21.2mm diameter.............................................................. #102669 $39.95 each
A: Type-I #102668 B: Type-II #102669
Buy Both and Save! – Get both exciting coins and save $10!.............................................. #102670 $69.90

1895-1898 Indian Head Cent
Arguably the most famous coin ever minted, the Indian Head Cent is a must-have for any collector. Struck for just one year in the mid-1890s, the Indian Head Cent features an obverse image of a Native American chief and a reverse image of a branch of wheat. Circulated. 15mm diameter.................................................. #102673 $21.95

1941-45 Walking Liberty Silver Half Dollar
Own a genuine piece of currency issued in America during WWII! This authentic Walking Liberty 90% silver half dollar features an image of Lady Liberty on the obverse and, on the reverse, an eagle perched on a mountain pine sapling. 30.1mm diameter Circulated condition........................... #102676 $34.95

1892-1893 Columbian Exposition Half Dollar
Struck for just two years (1892-1893), the Columbian Exposition Half Dollar was the first commemorativem coin minted in the U.S. – a quadrennial celebration of Columbus’ first voyage to the Americas! The coin features an obverse image of the Italian explorer and a reverse image of the Santa Maria. 90% silver. Circulated. 30.1mm diameter............. #102674 $49.95

1918 Illinois Centennial Half Dollar
An extremely scarce coin, the 1918 Illinois Centennial Half Dollar – of which only 100,000 were ever made available – pays homage to the 21st state’s admission to the union in 1818. Struck in the final year of WWI, it is also unique in its beardless depiction of President Lincoln. 90% silver. Circulated. 30.6mm diameter............. #102455 $249

1926-1939 Oregon Trail Half Dollar
The Oregon Trail Half Dollar – struck from 1926 through 1939 – honors the settling of the Northwest! Among the most coveted commemorative half dollars available, it features an “Indian Side” image of a Native American in front of a U.S. map, with a covered wagon on the reverse. 90% silver. Circulated. 30.6mm diameter............. #102100 $249

1934-1935 Buffalo Nickel
An extremely scarce coin, the 1934-1935 Buffalo Nickel was struck just before the world-famous Great Depression. Struck with a Lincoln head on the obverse and a buffalo on the reverse, these coins are cherished by collectors worldwide. Circulated. 17mm diameter........................................... #102675 $39.95

1878-1879 Morgan Silver Dollar
Following legislation requiring the Treasury to issue a new dollar coin, the Morgan Silver Dollar was struck from 1878-1890 and again in 1921. This “Old West s-mint silver dollar” from 1878 is the first year of its release! 90% silver. Circulated. 38.1mm diameter............................. #102673 $99.95

1921 Peace Silver Dollar
Minted in celebration of the Great War’s conclusion, the Peace Silver Dollar was struck from 1921-1928 and again from 1934-1935. Own a coveted Peace Silver Dollar with this first-year-issue 1921 version that features an incredible “high relief” design! 90% silver. Circulated. 38.1mm diameter............................. #102672 $199

1929-S Morgan Silver Dollar
Struck for just two years (1921-1928), the Morgan Silver Dollar was struck from 1878-1904 and again in 1921. This “Old West s-mint silver dollar” from 1878 is the first year of its release! 90% silver. Circulated. 38.1mm diameter............................. #102673 $99.95

Paper Currency
1899 $1 “Black Eagle” Silver Certificate
Known as the “Black Eagle” despite Lincoln and Grant also appearing next to the noble bird, the 1899 $1 silver certificate is an exciting collectible among numismatic enthusiasts! Revered as a “horse blanket note” for its large size, it was first available just before the turn of the 20th century. Circulated. 7½” x 3¼”. #102681 $209

1929 $5 “Brown Seal” Bank Note
This 1929 $5 Federal Reserve bank note features a signature brown seal on the right side, next to an image of “Honest Abe.” Issued just as America was plummeting into the Great Depression, it was among the first small-sized Federal Reserve bank notes ever issued! Circulated. #102677 $69.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com
Donald Trump Coins
Featuring a full-color image of our 45th president, these Eisenhower Dollar and JFK Half Dollar coins – genuine legal tender – come with a certificate of authenticity, a coin capsule, and a display ring.
A: Eisenhower Dollar...#102659 $16.95
B: Kennedy Half Dollar...#102660 $9.95

“Make America Great Again” Caps
Made of 100% cotton, these caps feature an embroidered image of Donald Trump’s famous campaign slogan: “Make America Great Again” $16.95 each
Red...#102318
Blue...#102317

President Bobbleheads
Pay homage to some of America’s most recognizable presidents with these premium resin bobbleheads featuring strikingly realistic facial features. They arrive ready to display inside or out of the collectible box. 12” tall $24.95 each
Donald Trump......#101452
Abraham Lincoln.....#M601925
Bill Clinton.........#1021936
George Washington...#M601924

Presidential Limousines
In official usage since the late 1930s, presidential limousines – used to take the executive-in-chief to important appointments or simply on parade routes – have seen numerous style and amenity evolutions over the years. Representing limos used from FDR to Reagan, these 1/24 scale, die cast models feature an opening hood revealing a detailed engine, opening doors, a well-equipped interior, plenty of simulated chrome, attachable presidential flags, and steerable treaded tires. 10½” long $79.95 each
A: 1938 Cadillac............................#M900801
B: 1950 Lincoln Bubbletop............#400868
C: 1972 Lincoln Continental..........#92768

Complete Premium Flag and Pole Kit
Display your American pride right in your front yard with this premium quality, outdoor kit! It comes complete with two 5’x 3’ polyester flags (one polyester and one nylon); a heavy-duty, 5-section metal pole; a PVC ground sleeve; nylon rope; four brass swivel snaps; and a decorative metal topper.
20 Feet #M602513 $139
30 Feet #M602514 $199

1940s Eagle Double Flag Pin
Fashioned after World War II “Sweetheart Jewelry” worn by Americans in support of loved ones in the service, this pin is made of gold-tone enameled metal. 2¼” wide.
#M651896 $19.95

God Bless America $2 Bill
The front of this commemorative $2 bill features President Jefferson surrounded by full-color images of patriotic words including “God Bless America.” Full-legal tender, it comes in a handsome presentation folder with a certificate of authenticity.
#102602 $16.95

Flag Shirts
Boldly designed with a screen-printed image of Old Glory, these 100% ring-spun cotton t-shirts are a fashionable way to show off your patriotism!
A: Stealth......#100780
B: Color.......#100781
M, L, XL.......$19.95
XXL, XXXL.....$21.95

Made in the USA

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
The PX  Just for Fun

Gil Elvgren  The Complete Pin-Ups
Meisel & Martignette  This book presents page after page of full-color artwork from pin-up master Gil Elvgren, who has been called the "Norman Rockwell of cheesecake." Includes the title and year painted for each illustration and an unbelievable bargain price that makes this book a must-have for all fans of American pin-up art! 272 pages, 450 color illustrations, 9"x12", hardcover.  
Approx. 450 Illustrations!  
#19803  $14.95

The Pin-Up in World War II
Brown  This tantalizing guide examines the 1940s pin-up girl and her constant presence with soldiers throughout WWII. A welcome reminder of home, these women – taken from magazines, postcards, and posters – adorned the walls of many Allied barracks across the globe, and some of the more iconic images are included in this exciting volume. 64 pages, illustrated, 6"x8", softcover.  
#M106876  $11.95

Nose Art Metal Signs
Three scandalously topless models adorn the nose of the World War II planes featured on these heavy-gauge steel signs. Includes mounting holes. 18"x12".  
A: B-17 Flying Fortress  #66421  $21.95 each  
B: P-47 Thunderbolt  #66945  $21.95 each  
C: P-38 Lightning  #66355  $21.95 each

Pin-Up Girl Sculptures
These fun, poly-resin sculptures of armed and dangerous military pin-ups are finely detailed and hand-painted.  
A: U.S. Army Delta Force  5¾" tall  #68625  $9.95 each  
B: Army Green Beret  4" tall  #68650  $9.95 each

Garden Gnomes
These heat-packing garden gnomes are sure to keep your property safe from undesirables! Made of resin.  
9" tall  #M602103  $19.95 each  
A: Angry Little Garden Gnome  #M602103  $19.95 each  
B: "Say What Again!"  #101459  $19.95 each

Volatile Veteran Caps
Remind those around you to keep their distance with these mercurial vet caps featuring either the words “Leave Me Alone” or “Don’t Ask.” 100% cotton.  
#100794  Temperamental  $18.95 each  
#100795  Dysfunctional  $18.95 each

Perilous Pets Shirts
You won’t find this cat and dog asleep on the couch as Tom Cat looks to take to the skies in his supersonic warbird while Combat Sam keeps you safe with his scope-equipped rifle. 100% pre-shrunk cotton.  
M, L, XL  $21.95  
XXL, XXXL  $23.95  
A: Tom Cat  #701081  B: Combat Sam  #101722

Murphy’s Laws of Combat
Listing 81 humorous “anything that can go wrong will go wrong” truisms of war, this poster includes gems such as “Friendly fire isn’t” and “If you can keep your head when all about you are losing theirs, you probably haven’t grasped the seriousness of the situation.” 24"x36".  
#72521  $12.95

The Complaint Department
Next time a complainer, whiner, or unwanted salesman comes to call, just tell them to take a number with these whimsical “Complaint Department” collectibles.  
#M602107  $12.95 each  
Sign – Made of durable polyresin, this novelty pineapple grenade is fastened to a plastic base and sign back. 5"x8½".  
#M602107  $12.95 each  
Mug – This 12-ounce, ceramic, grenade-shaped mug is dishwasher and microwave safe. 4½" tall.  
#M602101  $12.95 each
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100 Greatest Military Photographs
Dalessandro, Morlock, & Mahan. Go on a guided tour of the images that have shaped, changed, and defined how we think of warfare and the men who joined the fight. You'll see 100 famous photographs and paintings, dating from America's days as a fledgling nation to the American Civil War, World Wars I and II, and the modern battles of today. 144 pages, 9"x10¾", hardcover............................
#M105488  Reg: $29.95  Now: $14.95  SAVE 50%

Explore Your Mind
War and Military
A comprehensive study of U.S. military exploits over the last century, this 9-DVD collection examines everything from the sinking of the Lusitania in 1915 to the modern-day War in Iraq. Highlights include in-depth coverage of World War II and a rare Vietnam War documentary captured by Viet Cong photographers. 10 hrs. 45 min................
#100395  Reg: $149  Now: $39.95  SAVE OVER 70%

“Big Bang” Cast Iron Cannons
Made in the USA. Produces a BANG!
Made of cast iron, these replicas of 155mm and 60mm cannons produce the flash of light and noise associated with the real thing, but with none of the heat and recoil.
A: 155mm – 25" long............#M902821 $189
B: 105mm – 17" long............#M902822 $159
And be sure to add “ammunition” and spark plugs to make your new cannon fire!
C: “Bangsite” Ammunition
Averages 100 shots per tube............#M902823 $8.95
D: Spark Plugs – 5 pack............#M870266 $5.95

Magnum Blank Firing Revolver
This black-finish revolver – a blank-firing replica of a .357-style revolver – features both single and double action, a swing-out cylinder that holds five 9mm blanks, a 4” vented barrel, and handsome wood grips. Measures 9½” long............#101429 $109

Ammo Shoulder Bags
Made of a rugged, heavy-weight cotton canvas, these shoulder bags – perfect for both ammo and day-to-day items – feature an adjustable shoulder strap, two outside hook and loop closure pockets, and a front flap with a metal fold-over buckle. 11” wide......................$14.95 each
Khaki.........................#101582
Woodland Camo..................#100751
Coyote Brown...................#M404358
Olive Drab.....................#100752

Three-Season Concealed Carry Jackets
These jackets come with a unique tactical twist: two inner concealment pockets and four inner mag pockets, all with hook and loop closures. Additionally, these stylish coats – made of 100% cotton with a comfortable polyester liner – also feature two lined front zipper pockets, button closure wrists, and button-adjusted waist straps.
Olive Drab.....................#101737
Khaki.........................#101738
NEW! Navy Blue..................#102638
M, L, XL.............$79.95  2XL, 3XL........$84.95

Magnum Blank Firing Revolver
This black-finish revolver – a blank-firing replica of a .357-style revolver – features both single and double action, a swing-out cylinder that holds five 9mm blanks, a 4” vented barrel, and handsome wood grips. Measures 9½” long............#101429 $109

Three-Season Concealed Carry Jackets
These jackets come with a unique tactical twist: two inner concealment pockets and four inner mag pockets, all with hook and loop closures. Additionally, these stylish coats – made of 100% cotton with a comfortable polyester liner – also feature two lined front zipper pockets, button closure wrists, and button-adjusted waist straps.
Olive Drab.....................#101737
Khaki.........................#101738
NEW! Navy Blue..................#102638
M, L, XL.............$79.95  2XL, 3XL........$84.95

Ammo Shoulder Bags
Made of a rugged, heavy-weight cotton canvas, these shoulder bags – perfect for both ammo and day-to-day items – feature an adjustable shoulder strap, two outside hook and loop closure pockets, and a front flap with a metal fold-over buckle. 11” wide......................$14.95 each
Khaki.........................#101582
Woodland Camo..................#100751
Coyote Brown...................#M404358
Olive Drab.....................#100752

Warning Signs
Remind unwelcome intruders to keep out of your area with these colorful warning signs, made of heavy-gauge steel. Each one includes mounting holes and measures 18”x12”............$19.95 each
A: Warning Shot..............#M601739
B: No Trespassing...........#M602349
The PX Camouflage Apparel / Accessories

Marine Caps
Available in three distinct colors, these Marine caps – made of a 55% cotton/45% polyester blend – are made to exact government specifications. M, L, or XL ........................................................ $12.95 each

A: Woodland Digital Camo .................................. #101087
B: Olive ............................................................ #M405048
C: Black ............................................................ #M405049

Boonie Hats with Mosquito Nets
Made of a durable cotton and polyester blend, these boonie hats – reproductions of ones worn by U.S. soldiers in numerous combat environments, such as Vietnam – feature a protective mosquito netting and an adjustable chin strap $19.95 each

Woodland Camo .............................................. #101396
Khaki .............................................................. #101397

Infantry Utility Shorts
These rugged, pre-washed, 100% heavy-weight cotton infantry utility shorts feature a relaxed fit, a zipper fly, a button waist, inside drawstrings, six pockets, drawstring legs, and a distressed, well-worn look.

A: NEW! ACU Camo ............................................ #102637
B: Olive Drab .................................................... #M404266
C: Woodland Camo .......................................... #M404265
D: Khaki .......................................................... #M404267

Military Web Belts with Buckles
Made of heavy-duty cotton webbing, these premium quality, military web belts have a black open-face buckle with a matching tip. 54" long; to shorten the belt, simply remove the buckle, cut down to desired size, and replace the buckle $7.95 each

A: Olive Drab .................................................. #63472
B: Black ......................................................... #63473
C: Khaki .......................................................... #63474

Military Watch Set
This handsome Smith & Wesson military wristwatch set features a detailed, olive drab face with a date window; luminous hour, minute, and second hands; a precision quartz movement; an alloy bezel and case; stainless steel back; three interchangeable, heavy duty canvas watch bands (olive drab, black, and khaki); and more. It’s even water resistant up to 30 meters! $44.95

A: New! Digital Camo ........................................ #101070
B: New! Desert Sand ......................................... #101067
C: Olive Drab .................................................... #M404318
D: Woodland Camo .......................................... #M404319

Headwraps
Able to be worn on their own or under a helmet, these colorful headwraps are made of 100% cotton and feature a tie in the back. One size fits most $6.95 each

A: Smokey Woodland Camo .................................. #101088
B: Woodland Camo .......................................... #62794
C: Olive Drab .................................................... #62796
D: Khaki .......................................................... #101089

Boonie Hats with Mosquito Nets
Made of a durable cotton and polyester blend, these boonie hats – reproductions of ones worn by U.S. soldiers in numerous combat environments, such as Vietnam – feature a protective mosquito netting and an adjustable chin strap $19.95 each

Woodland Camo .............................................. #101396
Khaki .............................................................. #101397

Tank Tops
These stylish tank tops are made of a 60% cotton/40% polyester blend.

M, L, XL ......................................................... $9.95
XXL ............................................................... $11.95

A: New! Digital Camo ........................................ #101070
B: New! Desert Sand ......................................... #101067
C: Olive Drab .................................................... #M404318
D: Woodland Camo .......................................... #M404319

Performance Shirts
Made of high-performance polyester fabric, these camo t-shirts will keep you cool and dry with their soft, moisture-wicking material!

A: New! Sky Blue Digital ...................................... #102636
B: Woodland Camo .......................................... #101551
C: Woodland Digital Camo .................................. #101552

M-65 Field Jackets
Made of 100% pre-washed cotton, these lightweight M-65 field jackets feature four front pockets with button-down flaps, a front zipper with a cotton cord and a button closure storm flap, a concealed hood, epaulets, a drawstring waist, hook-and-loop sleeve ends, and more.

A: Olive Drab .................................................... #M404316
B: Khaki .......................................................... #101405
C: Black .......................................................... #M404317

Military Web Belts with Buckles
Made of heavy-duty cotton webbing, these premium quality, military web belts have a black open-face buckle with a matching tip. 54" long; to shorten the belt, simply remove the buckle, cut down to desired size, and replace the buckle $7.95 each

A: Olive Drab .................................................. #63472
B: Black ......................................................... #63473
C: Khaki .......................................................... #63474

Military Watch Set
This handsome Smith & Wesson military wristwatch set features a detailed, olive drab face with a date window; luminous hour, minute, and second hands; a precision quartz movement; an alloy bezel and case; stainless steel back; three interchangeable, heavy duty canvas watch bands (olive drab, black, and khaki); and more. It’s even water resistant up to 30 meters! $44.95

A: New! Digital Camo ........................................ #101070
B: New! Desert Sand ......................................... #101067
C: Olive Drab .................................................... #M404318
D: Woodland Camo .......................................... #M404319
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Branch-of-Service Accessories / Home Décor

**Served with Pride Flags**
Show your U.S. military heritage! Displaying a branch seal and “Served with Pride,” these screened polyester flags include reinforced edging and brass grommets.

- 5’x 3’ .................................. $16.95 each
  - A: Army ........................................... #65351
  - B: Navy ........................................... #65352
  - C: Marines ...................................... #65353
  - D: Air Force .................................... #65354
  - E: Coast Guard .............................. #65355

**Insulated Mugs with Straw**
These insulated, 64-ounce plastic mugs, with a digital camouflage design featured in the background, pay tribute to the U.S. armed forces. They come with a handle, a screw-off top, and a straw. $24.95 each

- A: Army ........................................... #102488
- B: Marines ...................................... #102489
- C: Navy .......................................... #102490
- D: Air Force .................................... #102491

**U.S. Military Metal Signs**
These 24-gauge steel signs resemble the look of aged metal and paint. 12”x18”; includes mounting holes. $19.95 each

- A: U.S. Navy ..................................... #66172
- B: U.S. Army Air Forces .................. #66189
- C: U.S. Army .................................... #66173
- D: U.S. Marines .............................. Not Available

**Auto Window Sunshades**
Constructed with tapered edges and a double layer of material for added heat protection, these auto shades will keep your car cool while also displaying your pride in the U.S. military! 58”x 27” .................. $19.95 each

- Navy .............................................. #101758
- Army .............................................. #101756
- Marines ........................................... #101757
- Air Force ........................................... #101759

**Beach Towels**
Get some sun while showing off your military pride! These 100% cotton beach towels measure 30”x 60” and pay tribute to each branch of the U.S. military. $19.95 each

- Marines .......................................... #101370
- Air Force ......................................... #101372
- Army ............................................. #101371
- Navy ............................................. #101373

**Veteran License Frames**
A perfect fit for the license plates on your vehicle, these metal, chrome finished frames commemorate your military service in a unique way. 12”x 6” .................. $14.95 each

- Navy .............................................. #101750
- Army .............................................. #101748
- Marines ......................................... #101749
- Air Force ......................................... #101751

**Made in the USA.**

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
The PX  Branch-of-Service Apparel

**Veteran Shadow Caps**
These 100% cotton caps feature a branch-of-service name and “Veteran” on the front and an official branch seal on the side. One size fits most.

- Navy – Blue: $18.95 each [M402962]
- Army – Black: $18.95 each [M402961]
- Marines – Black: $18.95 each [M402964]
- USAF – Blue: $18.95 each [M402963]

**Military Logo Caps**
Designed in stylish digital camouflage, these 100% cotton caps – which feature a pre-curved visor and adjustable strap – are perfect for the veteran or patriot in your life!

- Army: $18.95 each [101020]
- Marines: $18.95 each [101021]
- Navy: $18.95 each [101022]
- Air Force: $18.95 each [101023]

**Back to Basics Caps**
With a branch-of-service seal embroidered on the front, a pre-curved visor, and an adjustable strap, these 100% cotton caps have a clean, traditional look. One size fits most.

- Air Force: $16.95 each [M402241]
- NEW! Army: $16.95 each [101490]
- USMC: $16.95 each [M402243]
- Navy: $16.95 each [M402244]

**Military Emblem T-Shirts**
Featuring an eye-catching reflective design, these 100% cotton t-shirts celebrate your military branch in style!

- M, L, XL: $19.95 each [M402240]
- 2XL, 3XL: $21.95 each [M402240]

**Reflective T-Shirts**
Featuring an eye-catching reflective design, these 100% cotton t-shirts celebrate your military branch in style!

- M, L, XL: $17.95 each [700900]
- 2XL, 3XL: $19.95 each [700900]

**Military Emblem Sweatpants**
These comfortable, 50% cotton/50% polyester fleece pants feature a military branch name and emblem screen-printed along the left leg and include a drawstring waist.

- M, L, XL: $24.95 each [M405000]
- 2XL, 3XL: $26.95 each [M405000]

**Running Shorts**
The branch seal of your choice is featured on the leg of these comfortable running shorts made of a 50% cotton/50% polyester blend. Includes a drawstring cord.

- M, L, XL: $19.95 each [100941]
- 2XL, 3XL: $21.95 each [100941]

**Vintage Pocket Shirts**
Boldly screen-printed with the branch emblem on the reverse, these super-soft 100% cotton t-shirts feature a front chest pocket.

- M, L, XL: $19.95 each [700900]
- 2XL, 3XL: $21.95 each [700900]
Branch-of-Service Caps
These 100% acrylic caps feature an embroidered design on the front, a pre-curved visor, an adjustable strap, and more. One size fits most...

- A: Marines Letter – ACU Digital $18.95 #M602539
- B: USMC Semper Fi – Red $20.95 #100477
- C: NEW! U.S. Army Grenade $20.95 #M602541
- D: NEW! Army Woodland Digital 3D $20.95 #M602541

Congressional Eagle Long-Sleeve Shirts
Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, these long-sleeve shirts feature a U.S. military branch name, a slogan, and a patriotic Bald Eagle clutching the American flag embroidered on the chest.

- M, L, XL $24.95
- XXL $26.95

U.S. Military Deluxe Brass Rings
Made of solid brass, these branch-of-service rings are stunningly detailed with the military insignia design etched in 18-karat gold. Available in sizes 9-12...

- Army #M404333 $69.95 each
- Marines #M404334
- Air Force #M404335
- Navy #M404336

Frontier Emerge Watches
Featuring a branch-of-service emblem on its face, these top-quality wristwatches are water resistant up to 30 meters and include a brass case, a stainless steel back and band, the date, and a precision quartz movement...

- A: Air Force #79011 $44.95 each
- B: Marines #79008
- C: Army #79009
- D: Navy #79010

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
Three Came Home
Based on the 1947 bestselling memoir of the same name, this 1950 drama tells the true story of American-born author Agnes Newton Keith (Claudette Colbert), her British husband (Patric Knowles), and their young son, who are interned after the Japanese invasion of British North Borneo in 1942. Held with her son in a POW camp for women and children, Colbert endures starvation and torture – but receives kindness from an unlikely source. B&W, 1 hr. 46 min. #7173

They Raid by Night
In this 1942 thriller, a British special agent (Lyle Talbot) leads a three-man team into Nazi-occupied Norway to rescue an imprisoned general. The men parachute behind enemy lines and disguise themselves as Nazi officers to free the general, but double-dealing by the resistance fighter’s ex-fiancé leaves the men fighting for their lives. B&W, 1 hr. 10 min. #MV51163

The Bushwhackers
Set in the early years following the Civil War, this 1952 picture follows the exploits of Jefferson Waring, a war vet who hopes to leave his soldier days behind him and settle down in Missouri. Instead, he finds himself embroiled in a battle over land – the stakes of which are raised due to the arrival of the railroad – and a diabolical plot set in motion by a ruthless schemer named Artemus Taylor. B&W. 1 hr. 7 min. #102543

American Warships
Carl Weathers and Mario Van Peebles star in this otherworldly action drama in which the USS Iowa remains the only thing standing between us and an alien invasion. After the USS Enterprise is destroyed and coastal cities are ruthlessly bombarded, General McKraken (Weathers) must buy time for the Iowa – whose outdated design makes it immune to the aliens’ advanced technology – by executing cunning diplomatic deals. 1 hr. 30 min. #MV51971

In Pursuit of Honor
This film stars Don Johnson as a member of a U.S. Cavalry detachment that refuses to kill its horses after being ordered to do so during the transition to a mechanized army in the mid-1930s. Risking their honor and their lives to save hundreds of horses, the cavalrymen drive the herd north to evade the slaughter, but the group is followed by a light armored unit. Can the men and their horses reach safe haven in Canada? Rated PG-13. 1 hr. 49 min. #MV51524

Charlie Wilson’s War
Starring Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts and Philip Seymour Hoffman, this film is based on the outrageous true story of how one congressman who loved a good time, one socialite who loved a good cause, and one renegade CIA agent who loved a good fight conspired to bring about the largest covert operation in history. Bonus features include a “making of” featurette and a profile of the real Charlie Wilson. Widescreen, Rated R. 1 hr. 42 min. #MV51971

Benghazi Desert War
An exciting double feature, this DVD includes two films produced during the Second World War on North African combat. The Fighting Rats of Tobruk captures Australian soldiers relentlessly fighting against Rommel’s armored forces. Both staged reenactments and actual battlefield footage are featured in Desert Victory, a documentary with never-before-seen footage of the Battle of El Alamein. This program also includes rare vintage newsreels! B&W. 2 hr. 24 min. #101668

Phantom
Beneath the ocean surface, two men wage battle for control of a Soviet submarine armed with nuclear missiles while the world looks on with bated breath. On board, a veteran captain (Ed Harris) tries to keep control of his vessel, while a rogue KGB agent (David Duchovny) schemes to overtake the ship and begin a nuclear war. With the crew taking sides, will the seasoned commander be able to control his ship? Widescreen, Rated R. 1 hr. 39 min. #MV51711

Shining Through
In this suspenseful WWII drama, a New York secretary (Melanie Griffith) falls in love with her new boss (Michael Douglas), who is really an O.S.S. officer. Recruited to join him in Germany, she serves as a domestic for a top-ranking Nazi official in order to gain information about a secret flying bomb. Rated R. 2 hrs. 12 min. #MV51486

Down Periscope
This screwball comedy stars Kelsey Grammer as Lt. Commander Dodge, a veteran skipper and brilliant tactician who’s always wanted to command a nuclear submarine. When Dodge is given command of a decrepit World War II-era sub crewed by misfits, he throws 200 years of naval tradition overboard. Includes full and widescreen versions, Rated PG-13. 1 hr. 32 min. #MV51438
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Great Classic Films

John Wayne Double Feature
A gripping double feature, this DVD includes two John Wayne films from the late 1940s! In Fort Apache, the Duke plays Kirby York, a Civil War vet passed over for a command position at a remote cavalry post in favor of the incompetent Owen Thursday (Henry Fonda). Captain Nathan Brittles is Wayne’s role in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, set in the immediate aftermath of Custer’s Last Stand with Brittles in charge of cooling mounting tensions.

3 hr. 48 min..............................
#MV50287 $26.95

Sergeant York
Based on the World War I exploits of Alvin C. York, the most decorated American soldier of the war, this 1941 classic stars Gary Cooper as the inspirational soldier who turns his life around with the help of a pastor (Walter Brennan), declares himself a conscientious objector when he is drafted, then decides to stay in the Army to aid the war effort.

B&W, 2 hrs. 14 min..............................
#MV50287 $26.95

I Was a Spy
In this 1933 espionage thriller, which is based on the memoirs of an actual World War I spy, a young Belgian woman during the First World War gets involved in the world of spies and is accompanied by a German Commandant to Brussels to gather vital information about the Kaiser. As her mission becomes increasingly dangerous, her partner sets off to rescue her, but will he be able to reach her in time? B&W,

1 hr. 31 min..............................
#MV51624 $14.95

Paris Underground
Based on a true story, this 1945 thriller stars Constance Bennett as the wife of an American diplomat living in occupied France who teams up with Englishwoman Gracefield to help smuggle a downed British flyer out of the country. Thus the women begin an underground network to escape the Nazis… and a dangerous crusade that could cost them their lives. B&W,

1 hr. 37 min..............................
#MV51503 $12.95

Clint Eastwood Triple Feature
Three DVDs: three thrilling Clint Eastwood classics! Heartbreak Ridge follows Thomas Highway and his attempt to train a ragtag group of Marines before the Grenada Invasion. Kelly’s Heroes is a film featuring one of Eastwood’s most famous roles, as a private after a hoard of Nazi gold. And, in Firefox, an advanced Soviet warbird must be captured for study by the U.S. Air Force – and Major Mitchell Grant (Eastwood) is the man for the job! 6 hr. 52 min.

2 hrs. 13 min..............................
#MV50287 $26.95

Gray Lady Down
Starring Charlton Heston, David Carradine, Stacy Keach, and Ned Beatty, this 1978 disaster film follows the perilous adventure of a U.S. Navy nuclear submarine that – surfaced and returning to port – is struck by a giant freighter in heavy fog. When the sinking submarine becomes lodged on a canyon ledge, the thrilling rescue is on with a tiny experimental submersible the only hope for survival! Widescreen, Rated PG.

1 hr. 51 min..............................
#MV51435 $14.95

Combat Classics 50 Pack
This incredible 12-DVD collection features 50 classic Hollywood war films including Hitler’s S.S., The Marines Are Coming, Submarine Alert, Hell in Normandy, Iron Angel and 45 others that star classic silver-screen legends such as Montgomery Clift, Van Johnson, James Cagney, Randolph Scott, Richard Arlen, David Niven, Sidney Poitier, Gene Tierney, Ronald Reagan and many others. B&W and color,

70 hours..............................
#MV50845 $29.95

The Way Back
Starring Ed Harris, Jim Sturgess, and Colin Farrell, this film begins in 1940 when seven prisoners attempt the impossible: escape from a Siberian gulag in the dead of winter and take a 4,500-mile trek to freedom across merciless landscapes with little food or supplies. Widescreen, Rated PG-13.

2 hrs. 13 min..............................
#MV51839 $14.95

War
4-Film Collection
Grab your seat war thrillers with this quadruple-feature DVD! Titles include The Hurt Locker (a volatile bomb-defusing team in Iraq gets a new commander), Apocalypse Now (legendary Vietnam picture starring Marlon Brando and Martin Sheen), Brothers (following the Cahill family’s coping with their brother’s capture in Afghanistan), and The Emperor (featuring Tommy Lee Jones as General Douglas MacArthur).

8 hr. 14 min..............................
#102546 $14.95

Strategic Air Command
Jimmy Stewart delivers a powerful performance as Lt. Col. “Dutch” Holland, a professional baseball player reactivated to Air Force duty, in this compelling picture. In addition to tracking the flying exploits of Holland, as he adjusts to unpredictable life at SAC, this 1955 film is also a terrific exploration of early Cold War aircraft – including the B-36 Peacemaker and B-47 Stratojet. 1 hr. 54 min.

DVD..............................#702096 $24.95
Blu-Ray..............................#702097 $29.95

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com
U.S. Flag Cast Iron Bell Display
A terrific patriotic centerpiece, this handsome display features Old Glory hand-painted atop a cast iron bell. Minimal assembly required. Includes mounting holes. 11½” tall and 7” deep.

#102485 $24.95

Napoleonic War Figures
Hand-painted and featuring authentic historical details, these 1/32 scale metal figures represent two soldiers as they would’ve appeared during the Napoleonic Wars of the early 19th century.

A: Velite Imperial Guard
2½” tall......................#102423 $12.95

B: Bavarian Chevaulegers Officer
4½” tall......................#102414 $19.95

See Page 52 for more Napoleonic-era Figures!

“Rheintochter” Surface-to-Air Missile Kit
Designed in 1944 in response to Allied air strikes, the R-3p surface-to-air missile – with a top range of 12,000 meters – was scrapped in early 1945 as the Nazis were facing collapse. This 1/35 scale plastic kit of the “Rheintochter” features an elevating launch pad, an optional-position gun shield and gun-sight door, a photo-etched rocket booster support, a transport trailer, and authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 2.

#702091 $49.95

Early U.S. Armor
Tanks 1916-40
Zaloga. Building upon the foundation laid by British and French armor of the Great War, America was among the world leaders in tank design during the interwar period. This captivating guide examines these rugged machines – including the M1 cavalry car and M2 light and medium tanks – that were both innovative and hampered by technological restraints of their era. 48 pages, illustrated, 7¼”x 9½”, softcover............................#102549 $17.95

M1938 M1 Garand Leather Scabbard
This handsome, saddle leather scabbard – designed to house your firearm while traveling at high speeds in Jeeps, motorcycles, etc. – is a perfect fit for the M1 Garand and other similarly sized rifles, and features brass hardware, copper rivets, a shoulder strap, tightening loops, and hand stitching. 26” long......................#102593 $79.95

“The Object of War” T-Shirt
This black t-shirt, made of 100% cotton, features a famous quote from General Patton on the reverse.

M, L, XL............... $19.95 2XL, 3XL..............$21.95

**Nazi Super Weapons Blowout!**

With savings of up to 45% off their regular prices, this collection of 1/72 scale resin display models offers you the opportunity to affordably collect them all! Representing lethal weapons conceived by the Third Reich, each one features a realistic design, authentic weaponry, and historic markings.

**Wasserfall Anti-Aircraft Rocket**
Made of polystone and scaled at a larger 1/30, this quality model recreates the Wasserfall – an anti-aircraft version of the lethal V-2 surface-to-surface rocket. Comes with two soldier figures! 10½” tall.

Reg: $139  Now: $99.95

**Flakpanther Ausf. D**
Armed with a quad Flakvierling gun mounted on the hull, the Flakpanther Ausf.D was a prototype anti-aircraft weapon. 5½” long.

Reg: $79.95  Now: $44.95

**Flakpanzer E-100 Anti-Aircraft Gun**
The E-100 was also to serve as the basis for an anti-aircraft gun. 5½” long.

Reg: $89.95  Now: $49.95

**Pz.Kpfw.I**
This Panzer I is outfitted with a massive 75mm PaK40 anti-tank gun. 4” long.

Reg: $79.95  Now: $44.95

**Campbell Films**

Campbell Films, among the industry leaders in chronicling famous American achievements – including historic battles and national heroes – has released an impressive assortment of military-themed DVDs! These multi-film collections feature vintage newsreels, rare period footage, and detailed analysis. B&W and color.

**NEW! U.S. Army Fixed Wing Aircraft**
Examines fixed-wing aircraft of the U.S. Army including the C-7 Caribou, OV-1 Mohawk, and U-6 Beaver. 1 hr. 27 min.

Reg: $79.95  Now: $44.95

**NEW! The Battle for Guam**
See the significance of Guam during World War II including the fight to reclaim it from the Japanese after a two-and-a-half year occupation. 1 hr. 45 min.

Reg: $100.72

**German U-Boats**
Get behind-the-scenes access to German U-Boats by seeing their factories, schools, and the Allied response. 1 hr. 48 min.

Reg: $100.72

**U.S. Army Air Forces Transport Command**
See footage of USAAF C-46s, C-47s, DC-4s, DC-6s, and others in action during and immediately after World War II. 1 hr. 45 min.

Reg: $100.72

**Jeeps, Seeps, Trucks & DUKWs**
Witness U.S. military Jeeps in mud, rain, and snow while also seeing other unique combat vehicles – including DUKWs, Seeps, and trucks. 1 hr. 48 min.

Reg: $100.72

**USS Enterprise (CVN-65)**
Examine the construction and Vietnam contributions of the world’s first nuclear-powered carrier, the USS Enterprise (CVN-65). 1 hr. 46 min.

Reg: $100.72

**Jeeps, Seeps, Trucks & DUKWs**
Witness U.S. military Jeeps in mud, rain, and snow while also seeing other unique combat vehicles – including DUKWs, Seeps, and trucks. 1 hr. 48 min.

Reg: $100.72

**USS Enterprise (CVN-65)**
Examine the construction and Vietnam contributions of the world’s first nuclear-powered carrier, the USS Enterprise (CVN-65). 1 hr. 46 min.

Reg: $100.72

**USS Century Series Jets**
Enjoy early footage of the Century Series jets: an elite group of U.S. fighter-bombers and interceptors.

1 hr. 23 min.

Reg: $100.72

**Lockheed C-130 Hercules**
Everything you need to know about the C-130 Hercules is featured here with a look at its development and footage of its first flights. 1 hr. 48 min.

Reg: $100.72

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS and checks.

www.MilitaryIssue.com

Hurry - Quantities Limited!

NEW! The Battle for Guam
See the significance of Guam during World War II including the fight to reclaim it from the Japanese after a two-and-a-half year occupation. 1 hr. 45 min...

#702145

NEW! U.S. Army Fixed Wing Aircraft
Examines fixed-wing aircraft of the U.S. Army including the C-7 Caribou, OV-1 Mohawk, and U-6 Beaver. 1 hr. 27 min...

#902161

NEW! The Battle for Guam
See the significance of Guam during World War II including the fight to reclaim it from the Japanese after a two-and-a-half year occupation. 1 hr. 45 min...

#100727

German U-Boats
Get behind-the-scenes access to German U-Boats by seeing their factories, schools, and the Allied response. 1 hr. 48 min...

#M902164

U.S. Army Air Forces Transport Command
See footage of USAAF C-46s, C-47s, DC-4s, DC-6s, and others in action during and immediately after World War II. 1 hr. 45 min...

#M52615

Jeeps, Seeps, Trucks & DUKWs
Witness U.S. military Jeeps in mud, rain, and snow while also seeing other unique combat vehicles – including DUKWs, Seeps, and trucks. 1 hr. 48 min.

#M52618

USS Enterprise (CVN-65)
Examine the construction and Vietnam contributions of the world’s first nuclear-powered carrier, the USS Enterprise (CVN-65). 1 hr. 46 min...

#MV5143

USS Century Series Jets
Enjoy early footage of the Century Series jets: an elite group of U.S. fighter-bombers and interceptors.

1 hr. 23 min...

#V5086

Lockheed C-130 Hercules
Everything you need to know about the C-130 Hercules is featured here with a look at its development and footage of its first flights. 1 hr. 48 min...

#V5124
## RETURN POLICY

**Books, Models, Unopened Kits and Apparel:** If not completely satisfied, you may return items within 30 days of receipt for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. Items must be returned in the condition received and in the original packaging.

**Prints:** Damaged prints will be replaced at no charge. Due to the delicate nature of fine art prints, we cannot accept returns.

**DVDs and Software:** Defective merchandise will be replaced with another of the same title. Once the tamper-proof seal on the box has been broken, the item is no longer returnable.

## PAYMENT

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, personal check, certified check or money order payable in U.S. dollars to Military Issue. Sorry, we do not accept C.O.D. orders.

## DELIVERY

United States Postal Service is standard. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Additional Shipping Options: United States Postal Service Priority Mail. Allow 5-7 days for delivery. UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS Next Day Air. (UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes.)

## ORDERING INFORMATION

**OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS**

Payment should be made in U.S. dollars via cashier’s check, money order or credit card. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. For faster service, ask about expedited shipping rates when placing your order. Call 612-206-3200 or e-mail us at info@MilitaryIssue.com.

**INQUIRIES ON ORDERS ALREADY PLACED**

Write to Customer Relations at Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815 or via e-mail at info@MilitaryIssue.com or call between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Central Time, Monday-Friday, or 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Saturday. Please include a copy of your packing slip or have it handy when you call.

**MAILING LISTS**

Occasionally we make our list available to companies whose products might be of interest to you. If you prefer not to receive these mailings, please send a note to: Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815.

**A WORD ABOUT PRICES**

All prices in this catalog are subject to change. This is due to fluctuations in suppliers’ prices and foreign exchange rates. We apologize for any inconvenience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAGE</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>PRODUCT TITLE / DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**FROM**

First Name  
Middle Initial  
Last Name  
Street or Box No.  
Route or Apt. #  
City  
State  
Zip Code  
Daytime Phone  
E-mail Address  
(For order/offer updates)

**SHIP TO** (If different from your address)

First Name  
Middle Initial  
Last Name  
Street or Box No.  
Route or Apt. #  
City  
State  
Zip Code  
Gift Message

**METHOD OF PAYMENT**

- [ ] Check/Money Order payable to Military Issue  
  Check No.  
- [ ] Visa  
- [ ] MasterCard  
- [ ] Discover  
- [ ] American Express  
  Card No.  
  Exp. Date  
  Cardholder Signature

**Merchandise Total**

- **Shipping & Handling – U.S. Mail**
  - Up to $25.00.......................... $7.95
  - $25.01 - $50.00...................... $9.95
  - $50.01 - $75.00...................... $12.95
  - $75.01 - $100.00.................... $13.95
  - $100.01 - $150.00................... $15.95
  - $150.01 - $250.00................... $17.95
  - Over $250.00........................ $19.95
- **Additional Shipping & Handling**
  - UPS items cannot be sent to P.O. boxes
  - UPS Ground........................ $3.00
  - UPS 2nd Day Air.................... $10.00
  - UPS Next Day Air................... $20.00
  - Outside Continental U.S.................. $20.00

**SUBTOTAL**

WY residents add sales tax  
MN residents add 7.25% sales tax

**TOTAL**

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

**RETURN POLICY**

Books, Models, Unopened Kits and Apparel: If not completely satisfied, you may return items within 30 days of receipt for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. Items must be returned in the condition received and in the original packaging. Prints: Damaged prints will be replaced at no charge. Due to the delicate nature of fine art prints, we cannot accept returns. DVDs and Software: Defective merchandise will be replaced with another of the same title. Once the tamper-proof seal on the box has been broken, the item is no longer returnable.

**PAYMENT**

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, personal check, certified check or money order payable in U.S. dollars to Military Issue. Sorry, we do not accept C.O.D. orders.

**DEVELOPMENT**

United States Postal Service is standard. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Additional Shipping Options: United States Postal Service Priority Mail. Allow 5-7 days for delivery. UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS Next Day Air. (UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes.)